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Abstract
The world’s coral reefs provide valuable socio-economic services to
millions of people and are host to a biodiverse array of marine life. Yet
they face an uncertain future given increasingly heightened exposure to
natural and anthropogenic disturbances, which can interact and / or occur
at such high frequencies and intensities that coral reefs are unable to
recover sufficiently between events to maintain a stable state dominated
by hard-corals.

The primary goal of current coral reef conservation

strategies is to protect a reef’s capacity to recover following a
disturbance or disturbances (i.e. resilience), and thus remain in a hardcoral dominated state. To do so effectively requires an understanding of
not only of how reefs are affected by individual disturbances, but also
how multiple disturbances can and will likely interact to produce
unexpected ecological consequences (ecological surprises). It is well
recognised that disturbances frequently interact synergistically to affect
coral reefs more severely than would be expected simply from the sum of
the individual events. However, recent work in the Caribbean found that
tropical cyclones (TC) can also interact antagonistically with thermal
stress, such that the latter affects reefs less severely than would otherwise
be expected.

The turbulent ocean mixing, disruption of large scale

circulation patterns and heavy cloud coverage associated with TCs can
alter the biophysical properties of reefs and their waters that control
bleaching. During the 2005 thermal stress event in the Caribbean, TCs
were shown to cool the sea surface enough to mitigate coral bleaching
over a larger area than the likely span of wave damage that TCs typically
generate. Given that sea surface temperature (SST) has been rising at
unprecedented rates in many regions throughout the tropics, a key
question to ask from a conservation perspective that has not yet been
investigated is therefore: do many coral reefs stand to benefit from TCinduced cooling in an era of increasing thermal stress?

This thesis

addressed this question by demonstrating that:
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(1) TC cooling can lower SST sufficiently to either reduce thermal
stress levels below meaningful thresholds or slow / prevent
thermal stress build-up over a season (e.g., enough to benefit
reefs) across broad regions as well as isolated areas;
(2) A given TC can benefit (reduce and / or prevent the build-up of
thermal stress) a greater area of reef than it harms (via physical
damage from TC waves) to produce a ‘net cooling benefit’;
(3) Thermal stress relief from TC cooling occurs frequently enough
at some reefs to provide a meaningful, though intermittent, refuge
from bleaching and the associated sub-lethal effects; and
(4) The distribution and timing of such relief varies across the
world’s reefs sufficiently such that it provides a basis upon which
to rank reefs by conservation priority.
As an initial step, a global analysis over the recent past (1985-2009)
across the tropics (extended to 40°N to 40°S) found thermal stress
(measured by degree heating weeks - DHW) to be negatively correlated
to tropical cyclone activity (measured by frequency of high winds -TC
gale days) at reef areas across the entire Caribbean (Chapter 2). While
other regions did not show this effect over such a broad spatial (basinwide) and temporal (25 years) scale, increasing the resolution of the
analysis yielded similar negative correlations in regions such as Japan,
Western Australia and the Great Barrier Reef (GBR).
To explore the potential for a TC to result in a ‘net cooling benefit’ a
case study of severe TCs on Australia’s GBR showed that two out of
four produced a net cooling benefit, even under the most severe
conditions during which the extent of wave damage is maximised
(Chapter 3). Thus, further effort to examine patterns of TC cooling at
broader spatial and temporal scales was justified.
To that end, a case study in the Caribbean of two extreme seasons, where
both thermal stress and TC activity was high, demonstrated that
beneficial cooling can occur across broad regions and that the absence of
this cooling would have likely resulted in thermal stress of greater
v

severity and duration (Chapter 4). Thermal stress levels were examined
in reef areas and, for each season, thermal stress intensity (hotspots) and
duration (DHW) was notably lower in areas where accumulated seasonal
TC cooling was at least 1°C. This confirmed the findings of the initial
global assessment, which used a TC’s footprint (composite of gale radii)
as a proxy for cooling, and showed that a global analysis using actual
SST data to reconstruct cool wakes is indeed warranted.
Finally, an examination of TC cooling over the same 25 year period as
the initial analysis revealed a number of reef regions where cooling
likely played a role in reducing the severity and duration of past thermal
stress events (Chapter 5). Based on the spatial and temporal patterns of
TC-induced cooling, it is clear that some reefs experience beneficial
cooling more often than others, providing a basis for differentiating
between reefs to target conservation priorities.
This thesis provides the first evidence that TC-induced wake zones may
provide refuge from thermal stress to coral reefs over broad spatial and
temporal scales, which can ultimately contribute to the overall resilience
of coral communities in an era of climate change. The methodology and
results presented here can be used as a basis for incorporating the
dynamics of TC-induced thermal stress relief into coral reef conservation
planning. To that end, it is recommended that future efforts examine
these dynamics at finer spatial and temporal scales.

Keywords
Coral reef, tropical cyclone, disturbance, TC cooling, thermal stress,
coral bleaching, sea surface temperature, global climate change
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The world’s coral reefs face an uncertain future as multiple interacting disturbances (e.g.
overfishing, pollution, bleaching, tropical cyclone waves) increase in frequency and intensity,
threatening to push reef communities beyond their ecological tolerances to potentially phase
shift into an ecosystem no longer dominated by hard-corals. More research is required to
better understand how interacting stressors can produce ‘ecological surprises’ whereby the
combined impact on reefs is greater (synergistic) or less (antagonistic) than the sum of the
known effects of each individual stressor. A better understanding of these dynamics can be
used to improve the effectiveness of marine protected areas (MPAs) by ensuring that the
spatial distribution of protected reefs maximises the chance that the system as a whole is able
to survive future perturbations. Rising sea surface temperature (SST) poses a major threat to
coral communities as thermal stress leads to morbidity and mortality from bleaching and
disease. A number of natural mechanisms (e.g. local upwelling, water movement, clouds)
have been shown to temporarily reduce thermal stress on corals and consequently minimise
bleaching outbreaks. Recent work in the Caribbean highlighted the potential for tropical
cyclone (TC) induced cooling to provide intermittent refuge from thermal stress. As of yet,
the frequency and magnitude of this interaction has not been examined across the world’s
coral reefs.

To address this research gap, this thesis aims to investigate the spatial and

temporal patterns of TC-induced cooling across the world’s coral reefs over the recent past
(1985-2009) in an effort to characterise the potential for antagonistic interactions between
TC-induced cooling and thermal stress across the world’s coral reefs.

1.1 Disturbance of coral reefs
Coral reefs are among the most diverse ecosystems on the planet and approximately half a
billion people depend on the economic, environmental and social (e.g. food, tourism, coastal
barriers from storms; Wilkinson 2008) benefits they provide. Unfortunately, large areas of
coral reefs have already been degraded and more are at risk in the coming decades due to a
combination of the direct (e.g. overfishing) and indirect (e.g. climate change) impacts of
human activities (Wilkinson 2008). This human-altered disturbance regime is threatening to
push many coral reef communities beyond their environmental limits which could result in a
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permanent phase shift to an ecosystem no longer dominated by reef-building corals (Done
1992; Hughes 1994).
Coral reef ecosystems are exposed to a variety of disturbances that, combined with routine
ecological processes (ie, succession, competition, etc), shape the structure and dynamics of
local coral communities over time (Hughes and Connell 1999; Karlson 1999; Pandolfi et al.
1999) and can even promote biodiversity at intermediate levels of frequency and intensity
(Connell 1978). In recent decades, increased frequency/intensity of disturbances affecting
the world’s coral reefs has given rise to concern about their future health and even existence
(Hughes et al. 2003; Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007). A coral reef disturbance (stressor) is
defined as an event or process that disrupts normal reef functioning, resulting in damage,
displacement or mortality of one or more organisms (Connell 1997). Disturbances can be
caused by natural or anthropogenic agents; be biological, chemical, or physical in nature; can
affect coral communities chronically or acutely; can vary in intensity, frequency and spatial
distribution; and operate at multiple spatial and temporal scales (Table 1.1). The most
common disturbances facing coral reefs today include broad-scale effects from coral
bleaching, tropical cyclone (TC) wave action, coral disease, and predator outbreaks; as well
as local-scale human disturbances such as pollution and overfishing.

Table 1.1: Key natural and anthropogenic disturbances that affect coral reefs and the spatial
and temporal scales at which they occur (Adapted from Jackson (1991)).
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Modern day reef-building corals (Scleractinia) evolved under a set of disturbance regimes the
frequency and timing of which typically enabled sufficient time between events for coral to
recover to a pre-disturbed state (Pandolfi et al. 1999). However, growing evidence suggests
that human activities are limiting the ability for reefs to recover completely between events
by lengthening the recovery time needed or interrupting recovery altogether. For example,
when human impacts are chronic in nature, such as overfishing and pollution, the constant
stress they create can hinder a coral community’s ability to absorb natural disturbances while
maintaining a hard coral-dominated system (Nystrom et al. 2000; McClanahan et al 2002).
Such a scenario can lead to loss of coral resilience –the ability of coral communities to
regenerate to their previous ecological state following disturbance – and can ultimately result
in a permanent phase shift to an alternate state no longer dominated by hard-corals (Figure
1.1; Nystrom et al. 2000; Hughes et al. 2010). In a classic example of human-induced loss of
coral resilience, the depletion of herbivorous fish stocks due to overfishing combined with a
mass die-off of a grazing sea urchin (Diadema antillarum), resulted in the lack of a sufficient
herbivory (e.g. bioeroders, grazers), which in turn led to algal overgrowth and limited the
settlement of hard coral propagules following catastrophic TC wave damage (Hughes 1994).
As a result, hard coral recovery did not keep pace with macroalgae growth, resulting in a
phase shift to a non-hard coral dominated state at several reefs surrounding Jamaica (Hughes
1994; Hughes and Connell 1999). That such a rapid decline is possible demonstrates the
seriousness of the current ‘coral reef crisis’ and leaves little doubt that urgent conservation
efforts are required to avoid similar phase shifts elsewhere (Bellwood et al. 2004).
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Figure 1.1: A schematic diagram of coral reef resilience (adapted from Hughes et al. 2010).
Red arrows represent fast drivers of coral change (i.e. episodic disturbances) such as bleaching
and tropical cyclone waves, which displace the ecosystem from its equilibrium state. Two
alternative ecological states, one dominated b y hard coral and the other a degraded system
dominated b y algae, are separated b y the dashed line. Following a sudden disturbance, the
ecosystem will return to its equilibrium state as long as it does not cross the dashed line and
flip into the alternative state (i.e. loss of resilience). As chronic stressors (e.g. overf ishing,
terrestrial run-off, climate change) increasingly af fect the coral-dominated ecosystem, the
system’s resilience, or capacity to absorb sudden disturbances without f lipping into an
alternative state, is reduced (indicated b y shrinking red arrows).

1.1.1 Reef response to individual disturbances
The effects of a disturbance are invariably patchy in spatial distribution, with some areas
impacted more than others. Aside from spatial and temporal variability in the disturbance
agent itself, local variables such as varying physiological tolerances, protective
environmental factors and disturbance history all contribute to a coral population’s resistance,
or ability to absorb and survive a particular disturbance (West and Salm 2003). During the
recovery period (ranging from days to decades) following a disturbance, the capacity (i.e.
resilience) of surviving corals to maintain vital ecosystem functions (e.g. reproduction,
growth) is key to remaining in a hard coral-dominated state (Hughes 1994).
There are numerous ecological mechanisms and relationships known to promote resistance
and, consequently, resilience to disturbances (Hughes et al. 2003; West and Salm 2003;
Bellwood et al. 2004). For example, environmental variables such as local hydrodynamics
(e.g. currents and upwelling) can mitigate thermal stress by transporting cold water to reef
areas (West and Salm 2003; Skirving et al. 2006). Following a disturbance, a healthy
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herbivory prevents algal overgrowth, creates settlement space and is thus is a vital component
of ecological resilience (Bellwood et al. 2004). Likewise, a high gene flow (connectivity)
between coral reef populations is important for re-establishment of sites denuded by
disturbance (Hughes et al. 2003). In general, the recovery trajectory following a disturbance
largely depends upon the coral’s tolerance to the disturbed conditions and its regenerative
capabilities (Karlson 1999).

1.1.2 Interactions between disturbances: potential for ‘ecological surprises’
The volume of literature focused on coral reef disturbance has grown markedly over the past
decade (Mumby and Steneck 2008), with an increasing number of studies investigating how
multiple disturbances interact to affect coral communities. These studies employ an array of
innovative modelling techniques and include broad-scale, synoptic studies (Halpern et al.
2008; Mora 2008); regional-scale case studies (Wolanski et al. 2004; Wooldridge et al. 2005;
Maina et al. 2008; McClanahan et al. 2011); and local-scale studies utilising detailed field
datasets (Done et al. 2007; Wakeford et al. 2008; Darling et al. 2010). A given disturbance
can affect a coral community at the same time as another disturbance or often can occur
before recovery from a previous disturbance is complete. While a coral population may have
a known tolerance (e.g. thermal or mechanical) to a given disturbance operating
independently, multiple disturbances acting co-operatively may have compounding effects
resulting in ‘ecological surprises’ (Paine et al. 1998). In other words, when multiple stressors
co-occur or occur in sequence, the outcome is not necessarily a summation of each individual
disturbance’s known effect (McClanahan et al. 2002). Although most broad scale studies of
multiple disturbances generally assume an additive effect (e.g. Halpern et al. 2008), stressors
often interact in a non-additive manner (Crain et al. 2008; Darling and Cote 2008) such that
the combined effects are either greater (synergistic) or less (antagonistic) than the sum of the
individual stressor effects (Folt et al. 1999; Breitberg and Riedel 2005), which also applies to
subsequent stressors in instances where recovery from a prior disturbance is not complete.
The former (synergistic effects) typically occur when an initial disturbance alters a coral
community’s tolerance to subsequent stressors by damaging or removing key ecological
features (Breitburg and Riedel 2005). For example, this would occur if species have
negatively-correlated tolerances or dissimilar sensitivities to the stressors (Vinebrooke et al.
2004), such as initial thermal stress lowering coral metabolic rates, which then leaves the
coral vulnerable to disease. The latter (antagonistic effects) occur when the ecological effects
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of one stressor increase the resistance of corals to the effects of those of the other(s) in some
way, whereby species have positively-correlated tolerances (species co-tolerance) to
particular stressors (Vinebrooke et al. 2004). Therefore, an ecosystem is more likely to
remain functional in the face of multiple disturbances when there is a positive co-tolerance
among the majority of species (Vinebrooke et al. 2004; Darling et al. 2010). Finally, to
further complicate matters, disturbances operate at varying spatial and temporal scales (Table
1.1) and interact with fine-scale routine ecological processes, a phenomenon described by
Peters et al. (2007) as ‘cross-scale interactions’.
Despite the above progress, we still know very little about how marine ecosystems respond to
individual and interacting multiple disturbances (Crain et al. 2008), particularly under a
human-altered disturbance regime (e.g. climate change and overexploitation). Unfortunately,
coral reefs of the future will likely have to contend with heightened levels of stress as chronic
human disturbances interact with, and increase the frequency and intensity of, natural
disturbances. For example, it is well-documented that human-induced greenhouse warming
(IPCC 2007) is leading to an increase in the frequency and intensity of coral diseases (Bruno
et al. 2007), mass bleaching events (Hoegh-Guldberg 1999) and possibly even extreme TC
waves (Knutson et al. 2010). Additionally, ocean acidification from the ocean’s absorption
of increased CO2 in the atmosphere could eventually lower coral calcification rates to
varying degrees throughout the tropics (Kleypass et al. 1999; Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007),
reducing the ability of corals to resist and recover from disturbances. Indeed, given the
chronic and increasingly pervasive nature of most human disturbances (Halpern et al. 2008;
Mora 2008) and the observed increase in the frequency of some natural disturbances (e.g.
thermal stress; Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007), most coral reefs in the future will likely have
less time to recover between them.

1.1.3 Coral reef conservation in an era of global climate change
It has been argued that the collective current health status of the world’s coral reefs
(Wilkinson 2008) has, in recent decades, deteriorated to the point that urgent management
intervention is required to avoid irreparable losses of coral diversity and overall ecosystem
functionality (Hughes et al. 2003; Bellwood et al. 2004; Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007). When
designed effectively, marine protected areas (MPAs) can help ensure that the key ecological
features and processes needed to allow coral communities to reorganise and recover
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following a disturbance (to be resilient) are maintained (Bengtsson et al. 2003). At present,
marine conservation measures rarely consider the dynamics of acute broad-scale disturbances
(e.g. TCs, thermal stress) and coral reef response to them despite the pivotal role they play in
driving coral reef processes (Allison et al. 2003; Bengtsson et al. 2003; Game et al. 2008, Ban
et al. 2012). Yet with careful consideration of the joint probabilities of various disturbances
and the associated environmental susceptibilities (given patterns of coral community
tolerances to them), conservation can be more effective by maintaining areas of high
biodiversity that also have the highest resilience (Clark et al. 2001; Bengtsson et al. 2003;
West and Salm 2003; McClanahan et al. 2008). With many coral reefs being pushed to their
ecological limits, it is important to identify information about the environmental, ecological
and biological properties of coral communities that will enable them to tolerate and recover
from future threats – that is, features that promote resiliency (McClanahan 2002; West and
Salm 2003). Therefore, given the influence that disturbances can have on the long-term
persistence of coral populations (Mangel and Tier 1994; Connell 1997), it is necessary to
have an understanding of the interaction(s) between disturbances to avoid failure or
inefficiency of MPAs due to unforeseen disturbance dynamics.
Increasing reports of coral bleaching and disease has motivated research focused on
identifying areas that could provide corals refuge from thermal stress.

Glynn (1996)

suggested a number of possible habitats that might offer protection from anomalously warm
SST. For example, reefs at moderate depths (~30-60 m) are more likely escape the most
severe effects of many acute disturbances (e.g. TCs, bleaching) and could provide a source of
larvae for species that overlap shallow and moderate depths (Riegl and Pillar 2003; Bongaerts
et al. 2010). For reefs in shallower waters (< 30 m), there exist a number of naturally
occurring mechanisms (e.g. rapid water movement, local upwelling and clouds) that are
known to reduce local SST and radiative stress, providing temporary refuge during times of
elevated SST (Glynn 1996; Riegl and Piller 2003; West and Salm 2003; Skirving et al. 2006).
In the Bahamas and South Africa, it is believed that localised upwelling of cold water
minimised bleaching during past events (Riegl and Piller 2003).

Similarly, strong vertical

mixing of the water column due to the combined effects of the East Australia Current and a
stable cyclonic eddy on the southern GBR shows potential to provide refuge from future
thermal stress (Weeks et al. 2010). High cloud cover has also been shown to prevent coral
bleaching by blocking photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), which can become harmful
to corals that are already exposed to elevated SST (Mumby et al. 2001). For instance, heavy
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cloud cover is usually present before, during and, to a lesser extent, after the passage of a TC
which would shield the sea surface from direct sunlight and possibly reduce coral
susceptibility to bleaching for a given SST. However, the impact of TC clouds on SST is
relatively minor compared to the influence a TC has on upper ocean temperatures via vertical
mixing.
Although largely recognised for their destructive potential, TCs also cool the upper ocean
primarily by vertical mixing and horizontal advection of deep cold water (Price 1981). A
small proportion of TC-induced cooling is due to latent heat loss (evaporation) while other
processes of air-sea heat exchange associated with TCs – convection, heavy cloud cover and
precipitation –have little influence on SST drops (Huang et al. 2009). The area of cooler
waters that a TC leaves in its wake has been shown to temporarily reduce thermal stress in
reef areas. A recent study in the Caribbean showed that TC-induced sea surface cooling (SST
reductions up to 6°C for days to weeks over 100s of km; see section 1.3.4) provided
intermittent refuge from thermal stress for coral communities. Manzello et al. (2007) utilised
field data to show that the nearby passage of a TC (within ~400 km) to a reef area
experiencing anomalously high SST mitigated coral bleaching at the reefs that fell within the
‘cool wake’ of one or more TCs. Furthermore, as key broad-scale disturbances affecting
many reefs worldwide, both TCs and heat-induced mass bleaching have been extensively
researched. TCs and bleaching can interact synergistically, whereby TC wave activity causes
greater damage to coral communities that have recently bleached than otherwise (Mumby
1999). However, possibly because of the inherent unpredictability of TCs, the potential for
antagonistic (whereby TC cooling reduces the effects of thermal stress) interactions between
these two key disturbances has been largely overlooked.
With so many environmental variables to consider (see Gray 1968), projecting future TC
activity is complex and considerable uncertainty remains as to how a warming climate may
influence TC activity. Over the next century, the climate projections indicate that there will
likely be increases in rainfall rates and mean maximum windspeeds with little change in the
global frequency of TCs (Knutson et al. 2010). Further, any changes that do occur will likely
vary by TC basin. Nevertheless, the spatial coincidence of thermal stress and TCs will
undoubtedly increase as episodes of anomalously warm SST become more frequent and
spatially widespread in the coming decades (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 1999; Donner et al.
2005).
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1.2 Increasing thermal stress on coral reefs
Perhaps the most immediate concern facing coral reefs is the recent increase in the frequency
and intensity of bleaching and disease, both of which have been linked to elevated SST in the
tropics (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007; Deser et al. 2010). Since the 1990s, outbreaks of coral
disease (e.g. black band, white pox) have increased in number and geographic range (Golberg
and Wilkinson 2004), which is likely due to increased thermal stress (Hoegh-Guldberg 2004;
Bruno et al. 2007). Even more alarming are the recent numerous reports of mass bleaching –
an environmental stress response whereby the coral host expels its endosymbiotic
dinoflagellates (zooxanthellae) that can ultimately lead to coral mortality - throughout the
tropics, where no evidence of such events exists prior to 1979 (Hoegh-Guldberg 1999).
Current predictions show that these events could increase in frequency and may occur on an
annual basis at many of the world’s coral reefs within the next 30-50 years (Hoegh-Gulberg
1999; Donner et al. 2005).
In this thesis, thermal stress is defined as periods of anomalously high SST of sufficient
magnitude and duration to push corals beyond what they can physiologically tolerate.
Although other environmental variables can cause (e.g. anomalously cold water) or
exacerbate (e.g. photosynthetically active radiation) coral bleaching, this thesis focuses on
heat-induced bleaching and the potential for TC cooling to periodically reduce existing heat
stress near coral reefs. Due data limitations, however, patterns of past coral bleaching could
not be explicitly analysed. Instead, SST data products (e.g. Degree Heating Weeks) designed
to estimate the broad scale patterns of bleaching (at ~50 km reef areas) were utilised
throughout the thesis to approximate past thermal stress events at reef areas.

1.2.1 The coral reef response to thermal stress
Past studies investigating the local spatial patterns of mass coral reef bleaching have found
that the coral response is heterogeneous and can vary according to taxa, morphology, depth
and local environmental factors (e.g. Marshall and Baird 2000; Mumby et al. 2001;
McClanahan 2004; Lenihan et al. 2008). For example, some coral taxa (e.g. slow growing,
massive taxa such as Porites) show less susceptibility to heat-induced bleaching while others
(e.g. fast growing, branching taxa such as Acropora) suffer high rates of mortality (Marshall
and Baird 2000; McClanahan 2004). However, even the most susceptible taxa can endure
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thermal stress events if local environmental conditions are favourable.

For example,

sufficient water movement (tides and currents) and mixing (wind and local), and reduced
light exposure (due to clouds, turbidity or shading), can dampen the effects of thermal stress
on reefs (Mumby et al. 2001; West and Salm 2003).
In addition to variability in coral physiology and local environmental conditions, the duration
and intensity of thermal stress are key determinants of bleaching severity and the risk of
subsequent mortality. If thermal stress is moderate and gradually declines, the coral-algal
symbiotic relationship can be re-established within weeks to months (Glynn 1996). On the
other hand, a prolonged breakdown of this relationship can deplete the coral host’s energy
reserves resulting in eventual mortality. High mortality following bleaching can have longlasting effects on coral communities by reducing coral cover, species richness and species
diversity (Glynn 1996). Even if corals manage to survive bleaching, they are likely to
experience reduced growth, calcification and fecundity (Hoegh-Guldberg 1999), and have
depleted energy reserves (Anthony et al. 2007). This weakened state of corals following mild
thermal stress increases coral susceptibility (i.e. reduced resistance) to future disturbances
such as disease (Bruno et al. 2007) and physical damage from TC waves (Mumby 1999).
Despite this, prior exposure to thermal stress has been observed to increase coral community
resistance to future bleaching, though this could be a result of community shifts to thermally
tolerant coral species (or algal symbionts) and thus reduced overall biodiversity (Thompson
and van Woesik 2009).

1.2.2 Acclimation and adaptation
Despite all the doom and gloom forecasts, there is evidence to suggest some coral species are
capable of adapting or acclimating to projected increases in SST. Reef-building corals
typically live within 1-2ºC of their thermal thresholds (Coles et al. 1976), which tend to vary
geographically and interspecifically, as corals and their symbionts have adapted to local SST
over long periods of time (Coles et al. 1976; Hoegh-Guldberg 1999). For example, corals
typically exposed to extreme SST variability have higher thermal thresholds than their
counterparts (McClanahan et al. 2007; Oliver and Palumbi 2011). Given the long timescale
of these adaptations, the question now is whether corals can adapt or acclimatize fast enough
to keep pace with rapidly warming SST. There is cautious optimism that some corals will be
able to adapt to increased thermal stress by shifting to a more thermally tolerant
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endosymbiont (e.g. clade D; Baker et al. 2004; Jones et al. 2008). However, this finding is
based primarily on lab experiments, with limited evidence of this occurring naturally (Jones
et al. 2008).

Additionally, lab experiments found that some corals can improve their

resilience to bleaching via an increase in feeding rates (heterotrophy) which can avoid
depletion of energy reserves during bleaching and recovery (Grotolli et al. 2006). Potential
also exists for coral taxa to shift geographically to higher latitudes (given that habitable
substrate exists) to ‘escape the heat’ (Greenstein and Pandolfi 2008). While some evidence
suggests that poleward expansions of some species are already underway (Yamano et al.
2011), it remains uncertain if such range shifts could keep up with the current rate of
warming.

1.2.3 Forecast for the future
In the coming decades, ocean warming is not expected to occur uniformly throughout the
tropics. Instead, climate model projections indicate that some regions will warm faster than
others (Donner et al. 2005). For example, the central Pacific Ocean is projected to warm the
most and the subtropics and the southeast Pacific Ocean the least (IPCC 2007; Clement et al.
2010). The southwest Pacific Ocean is of particular significance as it is host to the Coral
Triangle (CT), long considered the centre of coral biodiversity (Veron et al. 2011). In fact,
much of the CT lies in the western Pacific Warm Pool (WPWP), where SST is thought to be
capped at 31ºC due to negative feedbacks between the ocean and atmosphere and where SST
has warmed less than other regions since the mid-20th century (Kleypass et al. 2008).
However, a subsequent study found no strong evidence of an ocean “thermostat” in the
WPWP (van Hooidonk and Huber 2009).

Nevertheless, reefs in the CT have thus far

experienced comparatively fewer bleaching events than other regions (Kleypass et al. 2008)
and, for reasons as yet to be definitively proven, may be protected from thermal stress (Veron
et al. 2011).
Thermal stress, which varies seasonally, can be monitored in ‘near real-time’ with the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration-Coral Reef Watch (NOAA-CRW)
satellite SST data products such as Hotspots and Degree Heating Weeks (DHW). A hotspot,
which measures thermal stress intensity, is an SST anomaly based on the climatological mean
temperature of the climatologically hottest month whereas DHWs are an accumulation of all
hotspot values ≥ 1ºC over a rolling 12-week period (Liu et al. 2006). Although NOAA-CRW
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products have had some success in predicting bleaching outbreaks (e.g. Eakin et al. 2010), the
data is limited by a coarse resolution (50 km), which makes it difficult to resolve local scale
variability. For example, a validation of DHWs with field data in the western Indian Ocean
found instances where DHWs under- or overestimated actual bleaching levels (McClanahan
et al. 2007). Further, the products do not account for adaptation, acclimation and community
structure changes, which due to the increased frequency of bleaching events, are rapidly
evolving (McClanahan et al. 2007).

Nevertheless, NOAA-CRW provides a reasonable

broad-scale view of thermal stress which can inform managers of impending bleaching and
allow researchers to hindcast events.

1.3 Tropical cyclones and coral reefs: a love-hate relationship

1.3.1 Basic structure of a TC
A tropical cyclone (also referred to as hurricane or typhoon) is an intense rotating weather
system characterised by extreme wind and wave energy and heavy rainfall in the vicinity of
its path. Located in the centre of a well-formed TC is the “eye”, a roughly circular area
characterised by relatively calm conditions and clear skies (Figures 1.3 and 1.5).

Figure 1.2: Basic structure of a tropical cyclone (adapted from Holland 2010). Within the
central ‘eye’, wind speed (y axis) is near zero, but rapidly increases until the boundary of the
eyewall (radius of maximum winds – Rmax) is reached. Winds than sharply and then more
gradually decrease they lessen to gale f orce (radius to gales – Rn). The rate of change
between the eye, Rmax and Rn differs b y TC f or a given eye position given the storm intensity
(higher peak at Rmax) and size of circulation (more gradual decline in winds between Rmax
and Rn).
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The eye ranges in radius from 8 km to 200 km, though typically falls within 20-40 km (as
shown on Figure 1.2). Along the edge of the eye is the “eyewall” (located 10-100 km from
the centre (radius of maximum winds or Rmax) where winds reach maximum strength.
Beyond the Rmax, winds decrease with radius rapidly and then more gradually until they
decline to gale force (Emanuel 2003). The magnitude of the peak wind speed at Rmax and
the rate of decline outwards depends on TC intensity (measured by minimum sea level
pressure (MSLP) and maximum sustained tropospheric winds) and the size of circulation
measured by radius of the outer closed isobar - ROCI), and varies within and between TCs
(Merrill 1984, Emanuel 2003). For example, the largest TC on record had an ROCI of 1100
km while the smallest TC’s ROCI measured only 50 km.
The value of Rmax is maximised in the front right (left) quadrant of the storm given its
direction of forward motion in the northern (southern) hemispheres. Consequently, unless a
TC is nearly or completely stationary, its forward motion creates asymmetry in the
distribution of TC winds (and waves) around the track for any given eye position (Figure 1.3
-Young and Hardy 1993).

Figure 1.3: A typical hindcast cyclone wind field (A) and the associated wave field (B) f or the
southern hemisphere. The arrows indicate the direction to which the wind is blowing / waves
are propogating. The cyclone is moving towards the top of the page. (Adapted from Young
and Hard y 1993).
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Taken over an entire TC track, the strongest winds are thus found to the right (left) of the
track in the northern (southern) hemispheres. Further asymmetry in the winds around the TC
extend further from the track when a TC is more intense, its size of circulation is larger and
its translation speed is faster.

1.3.2 The spatial and temporal distribution of TCs
Recent climate research now suggests that rising SST will lead to increases in the frequency
of intense TCs, the maximum intensity that they can reach, and the intensity of storm-related
precipitation (Webster et al 2004; Emanuel 2005; Hoyos et al 2006; Elsner et al 2008;
Knutson et al. 2010). However, a large amount of uncertainty remains, particularly with
regards to how this global forecast will translate into actual changes in TC activity in
individual basins.
While the current understanding of TC genesis is far from complete (Emanuel 2003),
researchers have identified a number of environmental conditions favourable to genesis (Gray
1968).

Perhaps the most widely recognised such condition is a minimum sea surface

temperature (SST) of 26.5°C.

Regardless of how ideal the pre-existing environmental

conditions may be, TCs do not form spontaneously – a tropical disturbance must first occur
(e.g. cluster of thunderstorms, easterly waves).

Given sufficient conditions, such a

disturbance then has the potential to organise into a TC. Globally, conditions are favourable
for TC genesis in seven key TC ‘basins’ (Figure 1.4) , and typically occurs when SST is
warmest (between the summer and autumn months, with the exception of the west North
Pacific basin where SSTs remain warm enough almost all year round).
Although the lowest latitudes contain the warmest ocean waters, low Coriolis force
(generated by the rotation of the Earth) prevents TCs from forming within 500 km of the
equator. Further, virtually no TCs form off the west coast of Africa or along either coasts of
South America largely due to high tropospheric wind shear in these areas (Gray 1968). Once
formed, TCs tend to initially move in a westward direction before recurving into a poleward
path, though finer scale perturbations in the track within this general pattern are common.
As a TC tracks poleward or over land, it will slowly begin to decay due to loss of its primary
energy source: warm ocean water.
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Figure 1.4: The seven basins of the world where tropical cyclones f orm. Arrows indicate
general directions of storm movement f ollowing cyclogenesis (adapted from NOAA’s National
Hurricane Center).

An average of 80 TCs (classified as tropical storms with > 34 knots sustained winds) form
annually throughout the world’s oceans, with nearly half reaching severe tropical cyclone
status (> 65 knots). Of the seven TC basins (Figure 1.4), the west North Pacific is by far the
most active while the North Indian is the least active. The frequency and geographical
distribution of TCs within each basin varies annually, with the largest differences occurring
due to changes in the El Nino – Southern Oscillation (ENSO). ENSO, which consists of a
warm phase (El Nino) and a cold phase (La Nina), causes variations in global SSTs and
tropospheric winds (e.g. vertical wind shear) which can suppress or enhance TC activity
(Table 1.2), depending upon the basin. For example, during La Nina years TC activity in the
South Pacific is enhanced west of 170° longitude (which includes east Australia) while
decreased activity occurs east of this line (Hastings 1990; Phinn and Hastings 1992; Chand
and Walsh 2011).
An alternate warm phase of ENSO - El Nino Modoki (also referred to as central Pacific El
Nino) - has recently been found to be increasing in prevalence and in some basins its impact
on TC activity seems to differ from a conventional east equatorial Pacific el Nino (EN-CPW
on Table 1.2; Ashok et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2009; Yeh et al. 2009; Chen and Tam 2010). For
example, although TC activity is typically depressed in the Caribbean and western half the
west North Pacific (WNP) regions during a normal El Nino (EN-EPW; Table 1.2), early
indications suggest that TC activity is actually increased in these regions during El Nino
Modoki (EN-CPW; see Table 1.2 for references). In the WNP, South Pacific (SPAC) and
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South Indian (SI) basins, peak TC activity essentially shifts from east to west, or vice versa,
during EN-EPW and La Nina (LN) years.
Table 1.2: The inf luence of the ENSO phase on TC activity in the west North Pacific (WNP),
South Pacific (SPAC), South Indian (SI), and North Atlantic (NA) basins. For the
conventional east Pacific El Nino (EN – EPW), the alternate central Pacific El Nino (EN –
CPW) and La Nina (LN) phases, the effect on TC activity is either depicted by an upward
arrow (enhanced), downward arrow (suppressed) or question mark (unknown). The North
Indian and east North Pacific basins are not included due to a lack of agreement on their
response to ENSO in the literature.

In addition to ENSO, other climate modulations have been linked to TC activity.

For

example, the current positive phase of the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) is
expected to keep conditions favourable for TC genesis in the North Atlantic in the coming
decades (Goldenberg et al. 2001).

Despite considerable research in this area, much

uncertainty remains as to how background climate warming might interact with large-scale
climate patterns and how this will influence global TC activity (Knutson et al. 2010).

1.3.3 Processes of cyclone wave damage
Among the most destructive forces of nature, TCs have a profound impact on both natural
(e.g. marine and terrestrial ecosystems) and human (e.g. populated coastal areas)
environments.

As a TC moves over the open sea, its extreme winds transfer energy to the

surface layers of the ocean, generating heavy local wind driven seas which peak in intensity
in the front right (left) quadrant with respect to storm forward motion in the northern
(southern) hemispheres and create disorder in the upper layers of the ocean nearby. In
relatively rare cases, where fully developed seas are reached (when TC forward motion is
very slow or stationary for sufficient periods and TC intensity is relatively constant), massive
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long period swell waves can propagate outwards from their origin, affecting ocean conditions
for 100s of km away.
For many of the world’s coral reef provinces (i.e. located at least ~500 km from the equator)
a TC is a natural disturbance that periodically affects reefs at frequencies ranging from
months to decades (see Table 1.1). The physical processes associated with TCs – high winds,
violent large waves, heavy rains, and changes in sea level (Harmelin-Vivien 1994) – can have
a lasting effect on coral reef communities by drastically reducing coral cover, altering species
diversity, and either reducing or increasing structural complexity (Lirman and Fong 1997).
For example, heavy TC rainfall can trigger river flood plumes that, depending on local land
use (e.g. agriculture), can contain a cocktail of herbicides, sediments, organic matter,
nutrients and low-salinity water capable of causing severe damage to exposed corals (Brodie
et al. 2010). However, many of the deleterious effects of flood plumes can be minimized
with responsible land-use practices and catchment management (Wooldridge et al. 2006). On
the other hand, there is little that can be done to prevent the physical impacts from waves,
which are the most pervasive and consequently the most frequently studied form of TC
damage on coral reefs. Recent work using field data from the Great Barrier Reef has
demonstrated that the spatial extent of physical wave damage to corals can be approximated
using estimates of the intensity and duration of extreme conditions based on parametric TC
wind models (i.e., Holland 2010) as a proxy for wave height and duration (Puotinen 2007
Fabricius et al. 2008).
Early field studies of specific TCs found that severe TC damage tends to occur within 30-90
km of the TC track (Done 1992; Woodley 1992; Scoffin 1993). However, a meta-analysis of
field data from multiple TCs in Caribbean found that minimum distance to TC track did not
completely explain associated coral cover loss (Gardner et al. 2005). In one the most detailed
published survey of TC damage to date, Fabricius et al. (2008) reinforced findings from
previous studies that suggest the extent and severity of damage is correlated to the robustness
versus fragility of reefs (which is supported by models of coral colony response to wave
energy – see Done 1992; Massel and Done 1993; Madin and Connelly 2006), which itself is
often a function of previous cyclone disturbances. During the recovery period following a
TC, which can range from years to decades depending on the nature and extent of the damage
(Stoddart 1985; Connell 1997), a coral community may be less sensitive to subsequent wave
impacts because many of the most fragile corals (e.g. Acroporaare likely to be destroyed by
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the initial cyclone (Hughes and Connell 1999; Done 1992; Gardner et al. 2005). This is one
key reason why TC wave damage to coral communities is invariably patchily distributed.
Another key driver of damage variability is the known asymmetry in the TC wind and wave
fields (Young and Hardy 1993) which vary in size and shape along the TC’s track as its
intensity, translation speed and direction changes (Puotinen 2007). Finally, because waves
breaking on the leading edge of a reef can dissipate up to 90% of their energy (Gourlay
1994), reefs (and other shallow water obstacles like islands) can block each other from
waves, creating complex patterns of reef shelters (Young and Hardy 1993).
In short, TC generated waves can devastate coral reef communities, the effects of which can
persist within coral community structure for decades to centuries. However, the spatial
distribution of these impacts is highly patchy.

While this patchiness cannot easily be

predicted because it depends largely on local scale factors for which little data exists for most
reefs now and especially in the past, it is possible to delineate a zone within which most
severe damage from a given TC is constrained (Fabricius et al. 2008). The extent of this zone
varies by storm, but typically (though not always) does not extend beyond ~100km of the TC
track.

1.3.4 Processes of cyclone induced cooling
As a cyclone tracks through the sea, the extreme wind energy it generates builds heavy seas
which disrupt the water column, bringing colder water from below to the surface (Figure 1.5).
The resultant ‘cool wake’ of lowered surface water temperatures (SST drops typically
ranging from 0.5 to 6°C, extending up to and potentially beyond 400 km from the TC path)
may persist for days to weeks (Price 1981; Stramma et al. 1986).
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Figure 1.5: Schematic diagram of the structure of a tropical cyclone and its effect on the
upper ocean (sourced from Wilkinson and Souter 2008). The strongest winds are typically
found 10-100 km from the centre of the storm near the eye wall. TCs can generate large waves
capable of damaging marine and terrestrial environments. They also cool the sea surface via
upwelling and vertical mixing and leave behind a cool wake.

Further, the upwelling of cold and nutrient rich waters following a TC can increase
chlorophyll a concentrations, leading to phytoplankton blooms near the surface (Babin et al.
2004; Walker et al. 2005). However, nutrient enrichment from upwelling in the water depths
that typically surround coral reefs (< 40 m) is far less intense (Riegl and Piller 2003), and
phytoplankton growth is limited by the heavy sediment loads stirred up by TC wave activity
(Condie et al. 2009).
Most investigations of a TC’s effect on the upper ocean have focused on the physical
mechanisms that drive the formation, spatial extent and persistence of a TC ‘cool wake’. For
example, Price (1981) found the magnitude and spatial extent of SST response to TC forcing
to be a function of: TC strength, TC translation speed, initial ocean mixed layer depth
(MLD) and the upper thermocline temperature gradient, with upwelling and entrainment of
cold subsurface water as the primary mechanism that lowers SST. TC induced cooling
occurs in two stages. The first - the forced stage - consists of intense local mixing due to
wind stress that lasts for about half a day (i.e. the storm residence time). The second – the
relaxation stage – persists for about 5-10 days following storm passage, during which time
non-local, three-dimensional processes (e.g. upwelling, horizontal advection) occur,
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eventually leaving behind a baroclinic geostrophic current along the TC track. Essentially,
after TC-generated local wind waves initiate mixing and upwelling of cold water, cold water
spreads away from the TC track creating a ‘cool wake’, or large area of reduced SSTs in the
vicinity of the original path of the TC. The magnitude of cooling within the wake is typically
highly spatially variable – this means that the potential for cooling implied by the presence of
TC activity is not always fully ‘realised’ throughout the entire wake. At a broad scale, one
reason for this is that maximum cooling almost always occurs on the right (left) side of the
TC path in the northern (southern) hemispheres, where the strongest wind is generated (e.g.
Hazelworth 1968; Stramma and Cornillon 1986; Shay et al. 1992). Further, as a typical TC
moves over the sea its key parameters (intensity, translation speed and size) vary, causing the
magnitude and extent of cooling to also vary. For example, data has consistently shown that
an intense, slow moving TC initiates greater SST drops than is the case for a weak, fast
moving TC (e.g. Price 1981; Stramma et al. 1986; Bender et al. 1993). Bender et al. (1993)
grouped 16 TCs by translation speed into slow (< 4 m s-1), medium (4-8 m s-1) and fast (>8
m s-1) moving storms and found the average maximum cooling to be 5.3°C, 3.5°C and 1.8°C,
respectively. This occurs because a slow-moving storm has more time to induce upwelling
of the deeper, cooler water (Tsai et al. 2008), and the greater magnitude of local wind sea
generated by more intense storms results in stronger upwelling and vertical mixing. Finally,
it is expected that TCs with a large size of circulation have the potential to create heavy local
seas over a greater spatial extent and thus generate a larger sized cool wake than is possible
for more compact storms.
Pre-existing ocean conditions, primarily the state of the top two ocean layers - the mixed
layer and the thermocline - are also key determinants of the magnitude, extent and duration of
TC induced surface cooling.

The mixed layer -a zone of vertically homogeneous

temperature, salinity and density - accounts for the upper 20 to 500 metres of the ocean,
depending upon the season and latitude (de Boyer Montégut et al. 2004). An examination of
variations in global MLDs showed that, as a general rule, in each hemisphere one would
expect a shallow mixed layer in the summer (when TC activity is at its peak) versus a deeper
one in winter (Kara et al. 2003). Below the mixed layer is the thermocline, the ocean layer
with the greatest vertical gradients of temperature, salinity and density (Denny 2008). A
shallow initial depth of the mixed layer makes it easier for TC waves to penetrate to the
colder waters of the thermocline below, thus promoting greater cooling of surface waters for
a given TC translation speed and intensity (Price 1981; Wada 2002). Similarly, a steep
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temperature gradient in the thermocline layer also promotes more intense cooling by
providing easier access to colder water once the thermocline has been reached. As might be
expected given the above, observations have shown that the mixed layer cools and deepens
while the upper thermocline simultaneously warms to the same degree (Black and Dickey
2008). Finally, it is important to note that the extent, magnitude and mechanisms driving
cooling vary between the deep open ocean and the shallow coastal waters typically found
near reefs. In general, the potential for TC induced cooling is maximised when an ample
supply of cold water exists near the sea surface (i.e. a shallow mixed layer). However, in
shallow coastal areas where the supply of underlying cold water is limited or non-existent,
TC-induced surface heat fluxes and horizontal advection (of cooled water from surrounding
deeper waters) are responsible for the majority of cooling instead of vertical mixing and
upwelling (Shen and Ginis 2003). The propagation of cooled water from deeper waters to
shallow areas is ultimately controlled by local bathymetry (e.g. water passage ways) and
oceanic features such as currents or eddies that are capable of transporting parcels of cold
water (Chelton et al. 2010; Weeks et al. 2010).
The persistence of cooling following a storm’s passage is also highly variable, driven by local
air-sea heat fluxes that are dependent on depth and time (Price et al 2008). Generally, areas
that cool the most warm the fastest afterwards, with the most rapid warming occurring during
periods of clear skies and light winds (Price et al 2008). For the most part, SSTs return to prestorm levels within a few weeks though this can vary from just a few days (Stramma et al
1986) to nearly 40 days (Hazelworth 1968) but usually occurs within four weeks (Price et al
2008). Given that the cool wake that remains behind after storm passage can reduce the
intensity of subsequent storms that cross it (Brand 1971; Hart et al. 2007), TCs that cross cool
wakes before ocean temperatures have returned to normal may not cool water to the full
extent that would otherwise be possible.
In short, heavy seas generated by TCs disturb the water column causing entrainment and
upwelling of cool water from the thermocline to the surface mixed layer to create ‘cool
wakes’ of lowered SST which can extend 100s of km from the track and persist for days to
weeks. The magnitude of cooling that occurs within a given cool wake depends on the
characteristics of the associated TC (intensity, size, speed of forward motion) as well as the
state of the ocean at the time of storm passage (mixed layer depth, temperature profile within
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the thermocline). The spatial distribution and persistence of cooling within a given wake is
typically highly patchy due to inherent variability in these driving factors.

1.4 Research aims and thesis outline
The growing rate of coral bleaching in recent decades has been linked to increases in global
SST (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007). With SST expected to continue to rise over this century
(IPCC 2007), we should expect an increased frequency and intensity of mass bleaching
events (e.g. Donner et al. 2005). Likewise, there are indications that warmer seas will lead to
an increase in the relative frequency of intense TCs and their maximum potential intensity
(Knutson et al. 2010).
TCs periodically track through most regions where coral reefs are found, and their frequency
and intensity varies over time and by region. A given TC can have both positive (sea surface
cooling) and negative (wave damage) effects on coral reefs. The spatial distribution of these
will differ, with the latter likely constrained to a much smaller area (within ~100km of the
track) than the former (within ~400 km of the track). This suggests that if cooling coincides
with thermal stress, a given TC could produce a ‘net cooling benefit’ whereby a larger area of
reef benefits from its cooling than is harmed by its wave action, as was implied by a field
study in the Caribbean (see Manzello et al.’s 2007 Figure 1.1).

Though it has been

demonstrated that TC cooling can relieve thermal stress on corals and reduce the severity and
duration of coral bleaching (Manzello et al 2007), no work has yet been done to document
whether this antagonistic interaction between TCs and thermal stress is widespread, frequent
and predictable enough to provide another source of thermal refuge for coral reefs in a
rapidly warming world at which conservation efforts could be targeted.
This thesis aims to provide a first step towards addressing the above question by:
(1) Investigating whether periods of high thermal stress (based on historical NOAA-CRW
DHW products) and exposure to TC activity coincided frequently enough across the
world’s coral reef provinces over the recent past (1985-2009) to justify investigating
the potential interaction between TC cooling and thermal stress further (Chapter 2,
published as:
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Carrigan, A.D. and Puotinen, M.L. (2011) Assessing the potential for tropical cyclone
induced sea surface cooling to reduce thermal stress on the world’s coral reefs. Geophysical
Research Letters. 38, L23604: doi: 10.1029/2011GL049722, 2011).
(2) Testing whether it is possible to have a net cooling benefit from cyclones, whereby
more reefs are helped (cooled enough to either mitigate threshold levels of thermal
stress or prevent the build-up of thermal stress over a season) than harmed (wave
damaged) using a ‘worst case scenario’ of intense cyclones (where the extent of
damage would be maximized relative to cooling) across Australia’s Great Barrier
Reef (this demonstrates whether it is worth considering TC cooling as a potential
benefit to reefs from a conservation perspective) (Chapter 3 – submitted as:
Carrigan, A.D. and Puotinen, M.L. (submitted) Can tropical cyclones provide a net cooling
benefit for coral reefs?

PLoS One. Submitted November 2012).

(3) Demonstrating that TC induced cooling can affect spatial and temporal distribution of
thermal stress near coral reefs using a case study of two extreme high SST seasons
(2005 and 2010) in the Caribbean – showing that TCs can happen at the right time and
place such that cooling makes a difference to coral response to thermal stress (Chapter
4 submitted as:
Carrigan, A.D. and Puotinen, M.L. (in preparation). Hurricane cooling mitigates thermal
stress on Caribbean coral reefs during 2005 and 2010 bleaching events.

Geophysical

Research Letters. To submit February 2013).
(4) Reconstructing the cooling zone associated with each TC that tracked through the
world’s subtropical and tropical oceans (40°S – 40°N) from 1985-2009 (n = 2030)
using SST data and analyzing patterns in their spatial and temporal distribution with
respect to the spatial and temporal distribution of thermal stress across the same
region over the same time period. Using this world first dataset to estimate the
relative probability of beneficial cooling across the world’s reefs over the recent past:
i) in general and ii) during times of thermal stress (Chapter 5 – to be submitted as:
Carrigan, A.D. and Puotinen, M.L. (in preparation). Can global ‘hotspots’ of tropical cyclone
cooling act as refuges for thermally stressed coral reefs?. Global Change Biology. To submit
July 2013).
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1.4.1 Study Area

Figure 1.6 : The world oceans from 40°N to 40°S latitude (gray shaded area), within which the
majority of hermatypic reef building corals (orange shaded areas) are f ound. Note that
tropical cyclones (gray lines) track outside this area, but are typically weak and far from reefs
when they do so.

The world’s tropical oceans maintain environmental conditions conducive to both coral reef
growth and tropical cyclone genesis. In both the northern and southern hemispheres, TCs
tend to form between 5° and 15° latitude and often track poleward where they eventually
decay in less favourable environmental conditions at higher latitudes (Figures 1.4, 1.6). The
vast majority of corals reefs, on the other hand, are confined to tropical ocean waters between
latitudes 30° N and 30° S. With the exception of those located near the equator and in the
Middle East, reefs are exposed to TCs at varying frequency and intensities over time.
Considering these factors and to avoid any potential edge effects with the analysis of TC
cooling, the thesis will focus on all TC basin areas (Figure 1.6) falling between 40° N and
40°S.
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Chapter 2: Assessing the potential for tropical cyclone induced sea
surface cooling to reduce thermal stress on the world’s coral reefs

2.1 Introduction
Increasing incidence of mass bleaching across the tropics over the last three decades is cause
for major concern (e.g. Hoegh-Guldberg 1999; Baker et al. 2008). Coral bleaching, a stress
response whereby the coral host expels its endosymbiotic microalgae (zooxanthellae) can be
triggered by a range of localized stressors and can ultimately result in coral mortality. Largescale (100s of km) coral bleaching is a recent phenomenon that was first observed in the late
20th century and is associated with anomalously high sea surface temperature (SST; typically
1-2°C beyond climatological maximum; e.g. Hoegh-Guldberg 1999). If SST continues to
rise over the next century as projected (IPCC 2007), more frequent and intense mass
bleaching is expected to follow (Hoegh-Guldberg 1999, Donner et al. 2005). Yet not all reefs
are equally affected during mass bleaching, which is often observed in clusters on the order
of 1000s of meters (Berkelmans et al. 2004). This patchiness occurs due to locally varying
environmental and physical factors that alter the coral response to thermal stress (West and
Salm 2003; Baker et al. 2008). For example, a number of natural mechanisms (e.g. currents,
upwelling) can periodically bring deeper, cold water to the surface via vertical mixing of the
water column (Skirving et al. 2006). Depending on their regularity and intensity, these
hydrodynamic processes can create scattered refugia in which severe bleaching of corals is
less likely. Knowledge of the frequency and location of vertical mixing agents can thus
augment the success of marine reserve designs (West and Salm 2003).

Tropical cyclones

(TCs) cool the sea surface at broad spatial scales (100s of km) and, likely due to their
episodic nature, have been largely overlooked as a mitigating factor in coral bleaching.
Meteorologists have long observed that TCs cool the upper ocean layer via entrainment and
upwelling of cold subsurface water (Price 1981). Satellite and in situ observations of the preand post-storm SST field have revealed cool anomalies (up to 6°C) which can persist for days
to weeks (Price et al. 2008) and extend 100s of kilometers from the TC centre (Stramma et al.
1986). While it is widely known that TCs generate damaging waves that can cause lasting
impacts on coral communities (Harmelin-Vivien 1994), there is evidence that TC sea surface
cooling in reef areas can reduce the severity and duration of bleaching (Manzello et al. 2007).
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In the Caribbean summer of 2005, the passage of nearby TCs reduced bleaching severity and
duration around corals in the Florida Keys, with notable cooling present well beyond (~400
km) the expected area of damage (typically 30-90 km; Done 1992; Fabricius et al.,2008) .
Conversely, coral communities in the U.S. Virgin Islands unexposed to TC cool wakes
exhibited more severe bleaching and slower recovery times.
Unlike other vertical mixing agents that occur with some regularity (e.g. currents, local
upwelling), TC-induced mixing occurs episodically and both its timing and precise location
are difficult to predict. Nonetheless, TCs are highly efficient cooling agents that presumably
could create temporary refuges for thermally stressed reefs. Yet, it remains unclear whether
reef areas frequently exposed to TCs sustain less overall thermal stress. Here, we utilize
historic global TC track data in combination with reef locations and retrospective thermal
stress data to determine how TC activity near reefs varies spatially and temporally, and
whether TC cooling is likely to affect reefs when thermal stress is high. Given the large
extent of a cool wake (100s of km), a TC could benefit a much larger area of thermally
stressed corals than it would damage, resulting in a ‘net cooling benefit.’ As tropical oceans
continue to warm (IPCC 2007; Deser et al. 2010), TC-induced cooling in some regions could
play a vital role in the distribution of coral bleaching.

2.2 Data and Methodology
2.2.1 TC Cooling Zone Estimation
Historic TC data was sourced from the International Best Track Archive for Climate
Stewardship (IBTRACS) TC dataset (Knapp et al. 2009). For the study period (1985-2009),
only those TCs that generated winds of at least gale force (34 knots) were included. As a
conservative estimate of the extent of potential cooling, cooling is assumed to be constrained
within the radius of gale force winds (typically 200-400 km). Prior to the last decade, most
TC bureaus did not record gale radius information, therefore

missing data were filled

according to storm intensity using average gale radii determined by Moyer et al. (2007) from
a ten-year climatology of North Atlantic TCs. To account for regional TC size variation, the
estimated gale values were adjusted using basin averages derived from a ten year global
climatology of TC sizes (Chavas and Emanuel 2010).

Finally, daily gale zones were
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constructed from the 6-hourly data for each TC and combined globally to produce a TC-day
grid (50-km resolution) for each day of the study period.

2.2.2 Coral reef and thermal Stress Data
Reef-building coral locations were obtained from the Global Distribution of Coral Reefs
Dataset (2010) produced by UNEP-WCMC (www.unep-wcmc.org). From this, a data layer
was created by designating any 50 km grid cell that contained a portion of reef as a ‘reef
cell’, and reef cells were grouped into eight regions adapted from meteorologically defined
TC basins.
For beneficial cooling to occur, it is assumed that thermal stress must be present in a given
season. Thermal stress levels were assessed using the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s (NOAA) Coral Reef Watch (CRW) program’s degree heating week (DHW)
thermal stress index (Liu et al. 2006).

The DHW metric measures the accumulation of

thermal stress (based on a maximum monthly mean climatology) over a rolling 12-week time
period, where DHW values of 4 or more and values of 8 or more indicate likely and severe
bleaching, respectively. A retrospective annual maximum DHW dataset for the study period
was provided by CRW.

2.2.3 Spatio-temporal analysis of TCs during thermal stress
Mean annual TC days were spatially binned by 1° latitude and longitude in each hemisphere
across both the entire study area (40°N to 40°S) and for reef cells alone. Based on these data,
the annual temporal distribution of TC activity by region (i.e. TC basin) was quantified and
annually contrasted with CRW’s maximum DHW metric at all reef areas over the study
period.
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2.3

Results

2.3.1 Spatial Distribution of TCs near reefs
As expected, clear differences in exposure to TCs are evident (Figure 2.1). TCs rarely, if
ever, tracked near a notable number of reefs located ± 5° of the equator and in the Middle
East. In contrast, reefs in the east and west North Pacific basins were the most frequently
exposed to TCs, though few reefs exist where activity peaks. Since the occurrence of
beneficial cooling depends on local thermal stress levels at the time of TC passage, the timing
of TC exposure was critical, particularly for the remainder of reefs which were intermittently
exposed to TCs.

Figure 2.1: Mean annual tropical cyclone (TC) days across the tropics, 1985 -2009, with the
most active areas shown in dark b lue. Graphs present the mean annual TC days f or all stud y
area pixels (b lack line) and for all reef locations (orange bars) binned b y 1° latitude and
longitude in each hemisphere.

2.3.2 Temporal variability of TCs and thermal stress near reefs
TC activity at reefs in all regions varies considerably over time (Figure 2.2), most notably
over the second half of the study period where activity increased in the North Atlantic (Figure
2.2b) and declined in the Northwest and Southwest Pacific (Figure 2.2d and 2.2h,
respectively). The recent active period in the North Atlantic corresponds to a transition to the
warm phase of the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) beginning in 1995 (Bell and
Chelliah 2006). In the Northwest Pacific, observed decreases in TC activity have been
associated with fluctuations in the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and Pacific Decadal
Oscillation (PDO) that are not yet fully understood (Maue 2011). Despite a recent decrease
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(2007-present), overall global TC activity shows no significant trends with observed
interannual and decadal fluctuations in the spatial distribution of TCs between basins
attributed to large-scale climatic patterns (Maue 2011).

Figure 2.2: Temporal distribution of tropical cyclone (TC) activity and maximum accumulated
thermal stress near reefs split into 8 TC basins: a) East/Central North Pacific, b) North
Atlantic, c) North Indian, d) Northwest Pacific, e) South central Pacific, f) Southwest Indian,
g) Southeast Indian, and h) Southwest Pacific. On the graphs, the black line represents the
annual cyclone days averaged across all 50 km reef cells (orange pixels). Red bars represent
maximum accumulated thermal stress (red y-axis) averaged across all reef cells. Black arrows
on graph d) indicate TC activity beyond graph scale (max = ~ 15 TC days in 1990).

It is clear that high thermal stress has not always been accompanied by frequent TC activity
and vice versa, which is reasonable given high SST is only one of numerous environmental
conditions required for TC genesis (Gray 1968). Therefore, whether or not a reef benefits
from TC cooling depends largely on the timing of individual TCs with respect to thermal
stress. At the scale of an entire basin over multiple seasons, a strong link between thermal
stress and TC activity will only be apparent if most TCs occur when and where thermal stress
is high across the region. For example, the 2005 Caribbean bleaching event coincided with
an extremely active TC season (Figure 2.2b). Likewise, numerous basins show a relative
spike in TC activity during the 1998 global bleaching event (Figure 2.2). When the level of
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TC activity and thermal stress are not both high, the likelihood of a strong relationship
(across large areas) between the two variables presumably decreases.

2.3.3 Correlation between TC days and thermal stress at reef cells
For all basins, a noticeable overall increase in thermal stress was apparent over the latter half
of the study period (1998-2009; Figure 2.2). Thus, tests for a relationship between annual TC
days and maximum thermal stress at reef cells (Table 2.1) were conducted separately for low
thermal stress (1985-1997) and high thermal stress (1998-2009) periods. The North Atlantic
basin was the only region to exhibit a significant (99% level based on the t-test) negative
correlation (i.e. thermal stress decreases as TC activity increases) which indicates that TC
activity may have resulted in cooling appropriately timed to reduce thermal stress. That this
relationship was found across a broad spatial (basin-wide) and temporal (multiple seasons)
scale implies that TC cooling during times of thermal stress is pervasive in the region. On the
other hand, other basins displayed a significant positive correlation. This can be partially
explained by the fact that the magnitude of cooling within the wake of a TC is highly variable
(Stramma et al. 1986). For example, TC cooling can be inhibited due to a deep oceanic
mixed layer (Price, 1981), which has been shown to vary seasonally and geographically on a
global basis (de Boyer Montégut et al. 2004). Thus, it is possible for high TC activity and
thermal stress to coincide without the added benefit of cooling. Further, high variability in
TC exposure among reef cells within some basins can mask the potential for beneficial
cooling as tests show that the relationship between thermal stress and TC activity is sensitive
to the placement of basin boundaries (modifiable area unit problem). For example, subsetting the Northwest Pacific (n=659) to include only those reefs surrounding Japan (n=65)
yielded an insignificant negative correlation for both the low (-.058) and high (-.186) thermal
stress periods (compared to the significant positive one found for the entire basin – Table
2.1).

Similarly, sub-setting the Southeast Indian Ocean to include only Western Australia

reefs (n=79), which are known to be frequently exposed to TCs, yields significant negative
correlations for the low (-.365) and high (-.606) thermal stress periods, respectively. Further,
sub-setting the Southwest Pacific, which shows no significant correlations over the study
period, to include only the Great Barrier Reef (n=199) during the 1998 bleaching event yields
a significant negative correlation (-.364). From this, it is evident that beneficial cooling may
occur in other basins besides the Caribbean. Detecting these effects requires examining TC
activity and thermal stress at finer spatial and temporal scales.
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Table 2.1: Correlations between mean annual TC days and maximum thermal stress at reef
cells f or all 8 TC basins a

a

Bold font and italicised font depict correlations significant at the 99% and 95% levels, respectively,
based on a two-tailed Student’s t-test.

2.3.4 Widespread effect in the North Atlantic
Given the strong correlations found in the North Atlantic, the seasonal relationship between
TC days and thermal stress over a 10-year period (Figure 2.3a-j) was examined along with
the overall relationship grouped by the low (Figure 2.3k) and high (Figure 2.3l) thermal stress
periods.

During years of high thermal stress and frequent TCs (Figure 2.3d, 2.3e, 2.3h, 2.3j)

thermal stress at reef areas generally was low when TC activity was high. The strength of
this relationship in those seasons, despite the occurrence of other seasons where it does not
hold, is sufficient to create a similar trend for the active period overall (Figure 2.3l), which
mirrors that found for the entire time period. In other basins, where such active seasons do
not occur as often (Figure 2.2), beneficial cooling is still possible but may only be detected on
a seasonal or event-by-event basis.
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Figure 2.3: Boxp lots showing the relationship between thermal stress (y axis – maximum
degree heating weeks) and the number of tropical cyclone days (x axis) at reef cells (n=477)
across the Caribbean. The p lots show individual seasons over: a-j) - a 10-year period (2001
to 2010) and two time series grouped subjectively into k) inactive (1985 -1997) and l) active
(1998-2010) TC/thermal stress years. Dashed lines at y-values of 4 and 8 indicate thermal
thresholds f or coral bleaching and severe coral bleaching, respectively.
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2.4 Discussion
While TCs are potentially damaging, they can create conditions that reduce anomalously high
SST and may provide temporary refuge for reefs during heat-induced stress events. This
study used the extent of TC-generated gale force winds as a proxy for upper ocean cooling
near reefs to assess the potential prevalence and spatial distribution of this effect. The results
indicate that TCs likely play a role in coral bleaching dynamics on a global scale, which has
implications for the response of reefs to climate change.

TCs and mass bleaching are

episodic events that can intersect spatially and temporally, and although high SST is required
for both, their coincidence in space and time is far from certain. Yet favourably timed and
located TCs can mitigate coral bleaching across broad areas. Our results clearly demonstrate
that the likelihood of beneficial TC cooling is widespread across the Caribbean, where the
recent active period of TC activity coincided with an upswing in thermal stress levels (Figure
2.2b). This enabled appropriately timed TC cooling to lower thermal stress at specific reefs.
Beneficial cooling is possible in other basins, justifying future research efforts to explore
historic data for past interactions to inform future conservation management decisions and
ecological response model projections. Additionally, this study assumed that thermal stress
must be present for beneficial cooling to occur even though it is plausible that a TC could
disrupt a SST warming cycle before thermal thresholds are exceeded, further adding to the
potential for TC benefits to reefs. Finally, it should be reiterated that the results are based on
environmental proxy variables rather than a direct assessment of conditions on reefs. In
conclusion, further examination of this phenomenon at finer spatial and temporal scales by
measuring actual temperature drops rather than using TC activity as a proxy for cooling is
warranted.
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Chapter 3: Can tropical cyclones provide a net cooling benefit to
coral reefs?

3.1

Introduction

A tropical cyclone (TC) generates a wake of reduced sea surface temperature (SST) through
processes of air-sea heat exchange, water advection and vertical mixing (Leiper 1967; Price
1981; D’Asaro 2003). This ‘cool wake’ can extend hundreds of kilometres from the storm
track (Stramma et al. 1986) within which SST reductions are highly variable, ranging from <
1ºC to as high as 11º in the most extreme cases (Shang et al. 2008). Following a TC,
negative SST anomalies can persist for days to weeks (Hazelworth 1968; Nelson 1996; Price
et al. 2008) and can have considerable effects on local ocean temperature by slowing seasonal
warming and accelerating seasonal cooling trends (Dare and McBride 2011). Over the
decades since the phenomenon was first documented (Fisher 1957), research on TC-induced
cooling has examined the negative feedback it has on TC intensity (Brand 1971; Schade and
Emanual 1999; Cione and Ulhorn 2003) and the cumulative effect cooling has on meridional
ocean heat transport (Emanual 2001; Sriver and Huber 2007). There has also been evidence
presented that TC cooling can provide an ecological benefit to thermally stressed coral reefs
(Manzello et al. 2007). For example, during the 2005 Caribbean coral bleaching event,
Manzello et al. (2007) showed that cool wakes relieved thermal stress on coral reef
communities by comparing the severity and duration of coral bleaching at sites where TCs
did (Florida Reef Tract) and did not (US Virgin Islands) pass nearby. A similar effect was
observed throughout the Caribbean that year (Eakin et al. 2010) as record setting
temperatures caused a severe mass bleaching event and contributed to an unusually active TC
season (Wilkinson and Souter 2008). Coral bleaching, an environmental stress response
whereby the coral host expels its endosymbiotic algae (zooxanthellae), was first observed
across broad regions three decades ago (Hoegh-Guldberg 1999). Since then, mass bleaching
events associated with anomalously high SSTs have been observed with increasing frequency
(Glynn 1996; Berkelmans 2002), an effect likely to accelerate in the coming decades given
rises in SST are projected to continue (Hoegh-Guldberg 1999; Donner et al. 2005; HoeghGuldberg et al. 2007; IPCC 2007). However, as warm SST (> 26°C) is among the necessary
conditions for TC formation (Gray 1979), TC activity typically peaks during the warmest
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summer months when coral bleaching risk is also at its maximum. With reef building corals
generally living within 1-2°C of their upper thermal limits (Coles et al. 1976; HoeghGuldberg et al. 2007), even a small reduction in SST has the potential to mitigate the harmful
effects of thermal stress (e.g. decreased fecundity, disease, mortality) .
Given that TCs periodically track through areas where coral reefs exist, there lies potential
for a beneficial interaction if TC cool wakes occur near reefs when thermal stress is high or
on the rise. Manzello et al. (2007) used in situ data to establish an indicative relationship
between proximity to the TC and the magnitude of cooling, with notable cooling limited to
within 400 km of the track. Considerable noise was evident, however, indicating variability
in the structure of SSTs within the associated cool wakes near the study sites. Indeed, the
magnitude and spatial extent of cooling is dependent on a number of processes and variables
operating at different spatial and temporal scales. The most dominant mechanism of cooling
is the entrainment of cold water from the thermocline into the mixed ocean layer (i.e. vertical
mixing), which accounts for as much as 80% of the SST drop (Price 1981; Huang et al. 2009)
while horizontal advection of water and air-sea heat exchange (i.e. evaporation, convection,
long-wave radiation, precipitation) account for the remaining amount. However, the relative
contribution of these mechanisms can vary. For example, horizontal advection is more
dominant away from the TC track and throughout the wake area in the days following a TC
as the influence of entrainment subsides (Huang et al. 2009). Of the heat fluxes that comprise
the air-heat exchange, evaporation (latent) dominates while convection (sensible), cloud- and
precipitation-induced fluxes have little influence on SST drops (Huang et al. 2009). Overall,
the amplitude of cooling is correlated to both the characteristics of an individual TC and the
thermal stratification of the ocean below it. For example, a TC wind field is asymmetrical,
with strongest winds found to the right (left) of the TC track in the northern (southern)
hemisphere. Past observations indicate a positive correlation between magnitude of cooling
and TC wind speed (Black 1983), with maximum cooling typically found on the strong side
of the track due to a TC’s translation motion and the inertial currents it creates (Price 1981).
Within the TC wind field, wind speeds peak at the boundary of the eye (~10 to 100km from
TC centre, Emanuel 2003) and then decline with distance from the track at variable rates on
each side. Likewise, a TC’s translation speed determines its residence time at a particular
location – when a storm moves slowly, more time is available for wind stress to induce
mixing and upwelling (Bender et al. 1993). Accordingly, as translation speed typically varies
along a TC track, so can the magnitude of cooling within a wake. Therefore, we would
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expect cooling to be more likely with a slow moving or intense TC. Further, the overall
extent of a cool wake is driven by the size of the TC circulation (TC footprint) itself, whereby
larger TCs have the potential to create larger cool wakes. The state of the ocean prior to the
storm is also a key variable, as it determines the amount of kinetic energy required to cool the
sea surface. For example, areas with a shallow ocean mixed layer depth will cool more
readily as less energy is required to penetrate the cold waters of the thermocline (Price 1981).
Conversely, cooling by vertical mixing would be inhibited by a deep mixed layer as little cold
water would be entrained into the mixed layer (Vincent et al. 2012). In cases where the
supply of cold water is very deep or lacking (shallow areas), air-sea heat exchange and
horizontal advection become the dominant processes of cooling (Shen and Ginis 2003).
Additionally, there is the possibility that a TC can cross a previous TC’s wake or change
direction and cross its own wake. In such a scenario, significant reductions beyond what the
previous TC induced would be less likely since TCs are known to deepen the mixed layer
(Price 1981), making it difficult for subsequent TCs to penetrate the cooler waters of the
thermocline until ocean conditions return to normal (up to 40 days; Price et al. 2008).
Finally, depending on the timing and location of a TC track, some incidental cooling from
non-TC regional processes may inflate the observed cooling attributed to the TC.

For

example, late season TCs that are long-lived may track through subtropical waters that are
already cooling to some degree, or natural influxes of cool water via currents may interact
with a TC’s wake.
Despite evidence that TCs can reduce thermal stress, it is well known that they can also
devastate coral reefs, most typically via extreme waves and currents (Harmelin-Vivien 1994).
These have both direct physical impacts on corals and/or entire reef structures themselves
(Done 1992) and subsequent effects on associated ecological communities (Harmelin-Vivien
1994), the consequences of which can persist for years to centuries (Connell 1997). Here, we
focus solely on direct immediate physical impacts of waves on coral communities, such as
reef framework removal, massive coral dislodgement, and coral breakage (Done 1992;
Gardner et al. 2005; Fabricius et al. 2008).

Earlier field studies of specific TCs

demonstrated that severe TC damage occurs within 30-90 km of the TC track (Done 1992;
Woodley 1992; Scoffin 1993). However, when a meta-analysis combined field data from
multiple TCs across the Caribbean (Gardner et al. 2005), the minimum distance to the TC
track was not useful in explaining immediate levels of associated coral cover loss, likely due
to the known patchiness in wave damage around the TC track (Harmelin-Vivien 1994; Done
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1992; Fabricius et al. 2008). This patchiness occurs because both the TC wind and wave
fields are known to be asymmetrical (Young and Hardy 1993) and to vary in size and shape
along the TC’s track as its intensity, translation speed, direction, and size of circulation
changes (for example, see Puotinen 2007). While the maximum wave height possible during
a TC depends largely on storm intensity, the area over which reef-damaging waves develop is
greatest when translation speeds are slow (more time for heavy seas to develop) and size of
circulation is large (wind stress spread over a broader area).

Thus, the potential for

catastrophic damage to a given reef rises with intensity, but the total reef area across a region
potentially damaged is maximized with a slow moving, intense and large TC. Whether this
potential is realized at a given reef (or part of reef), however, depends on the local scale
variability of coral vulnerability and exposure of the corals present to wave damage (Done
1992; Massel and Done 1993; Madin and Connelly 2005). Given the inadequacy of using
distance to the track alone as a proxy for damage, an alternate is to predict the location of TC
wave damage by reconstructing actual TC wind fields with parametric models (e.g. Holland
1980; McConochie et al. 2004; Holland 2010) and using the intensity and duration of the
hindcast wind speeds as a proxy for wave heights (Kjerfve and Dinnel 1983; Kjerfve et al.
1986; Done 1992; Puotinen 2007). An extensive field survey of TC wave damage on the far
northern GBR (Fabricius et al. 2008) found that parameters derived using this approach can
explain levels of various types of observed wave damage. From this, threshold wind speeds
and durations can be defined below which catastrophic wave damage is unlikely, and these
can be used to map a TC wave damage zone. This approach provides a conservative estimate
of damage potential as actual coral colony exposure and susceptibility to damage within this
zone will vary considerably (and thus damage will be patchy within it).
Since a given TC can cause both positive (cooling) and negative (wave damage) effects on
coral communities, a clear question is whether the passage of a given TC near reefs can
provide a net cooling benefit. This would occur when more reef area is cooled than is
predicted to be damaged by waves. While any level of cooling during the warm season can
be beneficial to reefs by potentially preventing the build-up of thermal stress to critical levels
(beyond the thermal thresholds of corals), this benefit would be maximized when thermal
stress is already high at the time cooling occurs. Here, we utilize historical SST and TC data
to reconstruct the spatial extent of the cool wake and damage zone of 41 storms that crossed
Australia’s Great Barrier Reef (GBR) and the adjacent Coral Sea over the period 1985-2011.
For each TC, we assess whether the net effect at reefs was positive or negative, focusing in
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particular on four case study TCs (Ingrid 2005, Larry 2006, Hamish 2009, Yasi 2011) which
were all intense but varied in their translation speed and size of circulation. From this, we
address the question of whether a net cooling benefit from a TC is possible at reefs even
when the likelihood of associated wave damage is maximised.

3.2 Materials and methods
3.2.1

Study Area and Case Study TCs

Australia’s GBR (and associated Coral Sea reefs) not only form the world’s largest
concentration of reef area, but are also intermittently affected by cyclones, providing an ideal
setting to examine the potential for net cooling benefits to reefs. To ensure both the cool
wakes and TC damage zones were of sufficient magnitude and extent to be of interest, only
TCs that transited the GBR and Coral Sea with sustained winds of at least 17 m s-1 (gale
force) were considered. Over the period 1985-2011, this minimum threshold was met by 41
TCs (Figure 3.1, including four of the most severe TCs (Ingrid, 2005; Larry, 2006; Hamish,
2009; Yasi, 2011) to cross the densely populated GBR reef tract since 1969. These four TCs
were not only unusually intense (maximum surface wind speeds > 2 SD of the mean over the
study period) but also varied in their translation speed and circulation size, and all tracked
near a large area of reef. This made it possible to test whether a net cooling benefit from a
TC is possible at reefs even when the likelihood of associated wave damage is maximised.
Additionally, TC Anthony (2011) was considered in this case study since it immediately
preceded Yasi and likely contributed to Yasi’s cool wake and damage zone.
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Figure 3.1: Tracks of tropical cyclones (TCs) with winds of gale f orce (17 m s-1) or greater
that transited the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) and Coral Sea from 1985-2011 (gray lines). Case
stud y TCs A) Ingrid 2005, B) Larry 2006, C) Hamish 2009 and D) Yasi 2011 are denoted b y
solid red lines with the red dots indicating their f ormation or entry into the study area. TC
Anthony 2011 (E), which occurred immediately prior to TC Yasi, is denoted by a dashed red
line. Note that the stud y area includes coral reef s (green polygons) both within the GBR
Marine Park Authority’s boundary and those reefs in the adjacent Coral Sea.

3.2.2 TC wave damage zone
TC wind speeds were calculated as 10-minute maximum TC wind speeds at the surface using
a parametric wind model (Holland 2010) anchored in the outer radii by the radius to gale
force winds (17 m s-1). The basic data (e.g. eye positions, central pressure) needed to drive
the model was sourced from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) and the
International Best Track Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTRACS). Prior to the last
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decade, most TC bureaus did not record gale radius information, therefore missing gales
were filled according to storm intensity using average gale radiuses determined by Moyer et
al. (2007) from a ten-year climatology of North Atlantic TCs. To account for regional
variation in TC size, the estimated gale values were adjusted using basin averages derived
from a ten year global climatology of TC sizes (Chavas and Emanuel 2010). A TC wave
damage zone was then generated for each TC by: 1) reconstructing wind speeds across the
study area every hour during the TC, 2) calculating maximum wind speeds and the duration
of gale force winds (17 m s-1) over the life of the TC (as per Puotinen 2007), and 3) applying
thresholds identified from field data (Fabricius et al. 2008) for a) moderate (maximum winds
> 28 m s-1) and b) catastrophic (inner reefs – maximum winds > 33 m s-1 and duration of
gales > 12 hours; outer reefs – maximum winds > 40 m s-1 ) levels of wave damage. Note
that the moderate damage zone by definition includes catastrophic damage and thus
represents moderate or greater damage. Damage zones were created for inner and outer reefs
separately and then combined based on a classification of reefs as inner to middle versus
outer adapted from data provided by the GBR Marine Park Authority.
Since actual coral colony exposure and susceptibility to damage will vary considerably within
this zone, this provides a conservative estimate of the potential for wave damage, as
demonstrated by field data from TC Ingrid (2005 – Fabricius et al. 2008). In the survey data,
damage was measured on a scale from 0 (no damage) to 5 (90-100% of colonies damaged)
separately for each of seven types of damage (framework removed, dislodgement of massive
corals, coral breakage, scarring by debris, octocorals torn, algal blooms, and sediment
transport) using manta tows (Fabricius et al. 2008). Damage at a given site was considered to
be catastrophic if either: 1) a value of 5 was achieved for any single type of damage or 2) a
value of 3 was recorded for at least three types of damage. Given this, catastrophic damage is
contained within the catastrophic damage zone, but is very patchily distributed. Only 14.5%
of surveyed locations for TC Ingrid (n = 490) showed catastrophic damage, and a single reef
often contained sites that fell in both categories (Fabricius et al. 2008).

3.2.3 TC cool wake
For each TC, sustained SST drops were calculated from a gridded daily satellite SST data
product. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) 1/4° (~28 km)
optimum interpolation (OI) AVHRR (ftp://eclipse.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/OI-daily/) was used as
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it provides daily bulk SST observations over the entire study period. The OI SST product is
derived from irregularly spaced data from multiple satellite sensors and in situ observations
to create a regular gridded SST field using established statistical techniques (Reynolds et al.
2007).
To constrain the analysis to include only those areas exposed to TC-induced wind stress, the
radius of gale force winds was used to define the spatial extent of the cool wake along the TC
track (i.e. the TC’s footprint). This represents a conservative approach as cool water can
often extend beyond this area via advection processes induced by TC motions (Oey et al.
2007).
A 14-day mean SST field before (pre-TC) and after (post-TC) TC passage was calculated on
a pixel-by-pixel basis (see Appendix D) to establish ambient SST conditions prior to and
following each storm. Sustained cooling was measured by differencing the pre- and post-TC
SST fields to create a two week mean SST decrease (ΔSST). This captured meaningful
reductions in thermal stress by accounting for both the magnitude and duration of negative
SST anomalies. For beneficial cooling to occur at a given location (28 km grid cell), a
threshold 1°C sustained drop (ΔSST) was assumed. A grid cell was thus included in a cool
wake if it satisfied the following: a) ΔSST ≥ 1°C, and b) within the zone of gale force winds.
There was, however, an instance for which the above methodology had to be revised. TC
Yasi’s cool wake was clearly influenced by the remnants of the cool wake generated by a
weaker storm (Anthony) that immediately preceded Yasi in the same region. Therefore, TCs
Anthony and Yasi were assumed to be a single TC cooling event.
To assess the extent to which observed SST drops were potentially inflated by regular
environmental processes, we examined the SST field in years undisturbed by TCs following
the methodology presented in Leipper (1967). Accordingly, SST drops for the same dates
relevant to the four case study TCs were calculated using SST grids from two separate years
free of TC activity (control years). For the respective TCs, a given year was considered free
of TC activity if no TCs tracked within 200 km of the TC’s radius of gales during the entire
TC season. Based on these conditions, 1987 was selected as control year 1 for all four TCs.
For control year 2, 2007 was selected for all storms except TC Ingrid where it was set to
2003.

Additionally, the influence of seasonal variability was examined using a daily

climatology derived from daily OI SST spanning 1985-2011. The years 1991 and 1992 were
omitted from the climatology calculation due to anomalies attributed to the 1991 Mt.
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Pinatubo eruption in the Philippines (Liu et al. 2006). Finally, ten sample points were taken
at grid cells that both contained reefs and fell within each TC’s cool wake. Where possible,
points were placed at varying distances from the TC track at both inner and outer reefs. SST
changes were then extracted from the control grids at each point and averaged across the 10
sample points.

3.2.4 Net effect of a TC
The ‘net effect’ of TC was calculated for the two damage scenarios described in section 1.2.2.
This was done by differencing the total reef area within the cool wake and that within each of
the damage zones. Positive values indicate that more reef area was cooled than damaged (net
benefit), while negative values indicate more reef area was damaged than cooled (net cost).
For a net benefit to occur, therefore, some reef area had to be cooled that was not also
damaged. It is important to note that whether or not estimated net benefits are actually
realized for individual coral communities on a given reef is highly variable at local scales and
thus beyond the scope of this study.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 TC wave damage zones
Owing to differences in intensity, translation speed and size of circulation along the TC
tracks, modelled maximum wind speeds and durations indicate that the potential for
damaging wave energy at reefs varied between the four case study TCs. For example,
although Larry (Fig. 3.2b) was more intense than Ingrid near reefs (Fig. 3.2a), its fast
translation speed (twice that of Ingrid) meant that exposure to gales was short lived (Fig.
3.2f). Consequently, Larry was predicted to cause widespread moderate damage but limited
catastrophic damage at reefs due to an insufficient duration of gales (Figure 3.4b).

In

contrast, the combined span of gales of Yasi and Anthony (Figure 3.2d, h) was clearly larger
than that of Hamish (Figure 3.2c, g). However, the orientation of Hamish’s track meant that
its gales were more persistent over a much greater reef area, resulting in a larger predicted
damage zone (Figure 3.4c).
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Figure 3.2: Modeled maximu m sustained winds (a-d) and duration of gale force (17 m.s-1) winds (e-h) for case study TCs Ingrid 2005 (a,e),
Larry 2006 (b,f), Hamish 2009 (c,g) and Yasi/Anthony 2011 (d,h). TC tracks are denoted by solid black lines with exception of TC Anthony
(dashed black line).
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Figure 3.3: Sea surface temperature changes (ΔSST) in the wake of the case stud y tropical
cyclones (TCs; red lines) for control year 1 (a-d), control year 2 (e-h), climatological average
(i-l) and actual TC (m-p). The ΔSST represents a sustained SST drop calcu lated b y
differencing a two week pre- and post-TC mean SST grid. Note that the ΔSST f or Yasi also
includes TC Anthon y (dashed red line), a weaker TC that immediately preceded Yasi and
contributed to its cool wake. Changes in SST are only considered within the ex tent of gale
force winds f or the case study TCs.
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3.3.2 Delineation of cool wakes
Observing SST drops over the same time period during non-TC years and using a daily
climatology helped determine whether a given cyclone was largely responsible for the
cooling observed after its passage. In all cases, the SST drops associated with TCs were
considerably larger than those typically observed at control sites on the same days over the
time period (Figure 3.3; Table 3.1). In fact, the largest non TC drop measured at controls for
Ingrid, Yasi and Larry were only 27%, 40% and 51% of the TC drop, respectively. The
largest decrease in control SST occurred at the site of Hamish’s wake in 1987 (control drop
73% of the TC drop - Figure 3.3c; Table 3.1), though the same site in 2007 was the only
control to have an average increase in SST and the climatological average drop was less than
half of that observed following the cyclone. This high variability in non-TC cooling within
Hamish’s footprint occurred because Hamish was long-lived, tracked along an unusually
large latitudinal range, and occurred towards the end of the season.

Though the

climatological ΔSST for Larry and Hamish are the same, the ΔSSTs for both of Larry’s
control years were consistently low (Table 3.1). This is likely due to the fact that Larry’s
track kept within a more restricted and northerly latitudinal range and transited the region
quickly (two days versus five). Although Ingrid occurred at the same time of year as both
Larry and Hamish, it was the northernmost (10° to 16°S) of the case study TCs which likely
led to its consistently low ΔSSTs across all controls. Out of the case study TCs, Yasi and
Anthony occurred the earliest in the season and as a result had the smallest climatological
ΔSST. This indicates that natural seasonal SST fluctuations played a minimal role in the
observed TC-induced SST drops for Yasi and Anthony. For Ingrid and Larry, the results
imply that a relatively small fraction of the observed TC-induced ΔSST can be attributed to a
seasonal decrease in the SST field. For Hamish, it seems likely that seasonal change could
have played a larger role but TC cooling was still the dominant process. From this, we can be
reasonably confident that cooling observed using this method can be largely attributed to TC
activity rather than other processes, especially given that long-lived TCs that occur late in the
season and cover very broad latitudinal ranges (like Hamish) are relatively uncommon.
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Table 3.1: SST drops f or case study TCS Ingrid (2005), Larry (2006), Hamish (2009) and
Yasi-Anthon y (2011) measured at control points: 1) in 1987 (Control 1 f or all TCs), 2007
(Control 2 for Larry, Hamish and Yasi), and 2003 (Control 2 f or Ingrid); 2) as a climatological
average over the period 1985-2011; and 3) during the cyclones themselves.

Figure 3.4: Spatial extent of cool wakes (light blue), moderate damage zones (pink outline),
and catastrophic wave damage zones (red outline) from tropical cyclones (TCs): Ingrid 2005
(a), Larry 2006 (b), Hamish 2009 (c) and Yasi/Anthon y 2011 (d). Coral reef locations are
shown in green. Cool wakes are composed of grid cells with 2 -week mean sea surface
temperature drops of 1°C or greater constrained within the zone of TC -generated gale f orce
winds (TC footprint – thick black line).
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3.3.3 TC cooling versus wave damage zones
Although Larry and Yasi were similar in both their intensity (67.3 m/s vs 60.7 m/s) and path,
Yasi’s total cool wake is notably larger (Figure 3.4b vs. 3.4d). Factors that might explain this
difference include Yasi being more than double the size of Larry (357 km vs. 148 km) and its
intersection with Anthony’s wake. Due to the latter, Yasi and Anthony combined to induce
an extremely large cooling zone (Figure 3.4d). Interestingly, the extent of this cooling
abruptly ends at the outer GBR (Figure 3.4d; see discussion) and, as a result, there are very
few cooled reef areas that were not also predicted to be damaged. For Larry, the fast
translation speed limited cooling throughout much of its radius of gales, minimising the
predicted area of damaged reefs that were also cooled.

In contrast, Hamish generated

persistent gales in the Southern GBR which induced an extensive cool wake throughout the
region, resulting in the cooling of many reefs beyond the damage zones (Figure 3.4c).
Similarly, for Ingrid only a small proportion of reefs in its cooling zone fell within the
damage zone (Figure 3.4a) largely due to decreasing windspeeds as Ingrid approached the
GBR (Figure 3.2a) which reduces the extent of the damage zones near the coast.
The cool wakes generated by the case study cyclones also varied considerably in the extent to
which cooling actually occurred within the high wind energy TC footprint (Figure 3.4,
Figure 3.3m-p). It is evident that intense cooling (≥ 1°C) was not uniformly distributed nor
completely ‘realised’ within the TC footprint of any of the storms. This patchiness within the
cool wake can be expected due to spatio-temporal variations in the characteristics of the TC
itself and the local oceanic environment (e.g., depth of the mixed layer, currents), the latter of
which was not considered in this study. For example, while all four of the case study TCs
were intense, the fast transit speed of TC Larry through the study region was likely a driving
factor for the limited and patchy cooling observed within its TC footprint (Figure 3.4b). In
comparison, the slow transit of Ingrid and Hamish
contiguous cooling zones (Figure 3.4a, c).

near the GBR resulted in large,

However, possibly due to its combined effect

with a previous TC (Anthony), the fast moving Yasi resulted in a similarly large cooling zone
(Figure 3.4d).
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3.3.4 Net Effects
Of the four case study TCs, only Ingrid and Hamish resulted in a positive net effect for both
the moderate and catastrophic damage scenarios (Table 3.2) because widespread cooling
occurred at reefs that were not damaged (Figure 3.4a, c). Given that much of the TC-induced
cooling for both Larry and Yasi did not occur at reefs predicted to be damaged (section
1.3.3), the net effect under the moderate damage scenario is negative for both storms. Yet
this reverses for Larry when catastrophic damage is considered because a notable number of
cooled reefs did not fall within this damage zone (Figure 3.4b). This is not the case for Yasi,
however, because catastrophic damage extended into the GBR lagoon where cooling did not
occur (Figure 3.4d).
Placing the case study results in context for all TCs in the region from 1985-2011 shows that,
for moderate damage, roughly equal numbers of TCs resulted in net benefits (34%) versus net
costs (39%) to reefs. For a catastrophic damage scenario, this improves to 44% net benefits
versus 12% net costs.

As intense TCs are relatively rare in the study area, a notable

percentage of TCs (44%) did not produce conditions sufficient to damage reefs in either
scenario. Further, many of these also did not generate a cool wake that affected any reef area,
resulting in a net effect of 0. TC Justin (Table 3.2), a weak but unusually persistent and large
storm (> 2 SD of the mean for all storms; Table 3.2), produced the largest net benefit over the
study period. Despite wind speeds that were predicted to be insufficient to generate any
catastrophic and little moderate damage, TC Justin produced enough energy to result in a
large cool wake that occurred near a large area of reefs. In contrast, the next largest net
benefit resulted from Ingrid, due not to persistent winds or a large circulation but instead high
intensity – nearly double that of Justin (58 m/s vs. 35.6 m/s; Table 3.2). Although Hamish
had similar characteristics to Ingrid, the unusual track of Hamish (parallel rather than
perpendicular to GBR reef tract, Figure 3.1) meant that more reef area was damaged than
might otherwise be expected given its characteristics. Yet Hamish’s large damage zone was
offset by considerable cooling in the vicinity of reefs in the central and southern GBR (Figure
3.4). Other TCs that generated net benefits did so because wind stress was sufficient to
generate a small cool wake but not enough to cause damage (e.g. Nathan, Dennis, Vernon,
Meena and Kate; Table 3.2).
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The largest net cost to reefs for moderate damage was caused by TC Rewa (Table 3.2) which
was unusually small in size (~45 km gale radius) and only moderately intense (41.6 m/s), but
was slow moving (4.2 m/s) with persistent gales (48 hours) at reefs. This led to minimal
cooling near reefs combined with a large area of potential moderate damage. The second
largest net cost was caused by TC Celeste (Table 3.2), a storm of similar intensity (40.7) that
was also small (~90 km gale radius). Although Celeste was short lived (16 hours), it formed
and tracked almost solely inside the GBR lagoon. This resulted in a high potential for
damage but little cooling. Similarly, TC Pierre (Table 3.2) was relatively weak (28.5 m/s),
short lived (9 hours) and small to normal in size (137 km gale radius). But because it tracked
almost solely within the GBR (Figure 3.1) , a large area of reefs were likely exposed to
moderately damaging conditions while no cooling occurred at reefs. Net costs can also result
from large cyclones, however, if they are either intense yet fast moving (Yasi; Table 3.2) or
moderately intense but slow moving (Rona, Fran; Table 3.2), but not if they are weak (Mark,
Abigail, Nina; Table 3.2). Finally, cyclones like Larry, Ivor and Ului were intense near reefs
but moved too fast for large areas of catastrophic damage to be predicted (Table 3.2),
resulting in net costs for moderate but not catastrophic damage.
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Table 3.2: Potential net effects of TCs on coral reefs of the Great Barrier Reef and adjacent
Coral Sea. Case stud y TCs Ingrid (2005), Larry (2006), Hamish (2009) and Yasi – Anthon y
(2011) are highlighted in grey. For net effects, black text indicates that a TC demonstrated a
net cooling benefit (positive net effect), while grey text indicates a net damage cost (negative
net effect)

In summary, positive net effects (where more reef area is cooled than damaged by waves) are
indeed possible, yet the extent to which they eventuate largely depends upon the
characteristics of the individual TCs and their location with respect to reefs. Further, it is
evident that cooling at reefs does not always occur even when the surrounding sea is exposed
to TC gale force winds, most likely due to physical variations of both the TC and local
oceanic environment.
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3.4 Discussion
The field work of Manzello et al. (2007) in the Caribbean demonstrated that TC-induced
cooling can reduce thermal stress sufficiently to mitigate the duration and recovery time
needed from bleaching at corals, and that this can occur beyond the typical span of wave
damage in close proximity to the TC track. This raises the question of whether such an event
was a rare coincidence or whether it can occur frequently enough in some locations to
provide consistent respite to reefs from repeated bleaching events (or at least sub-lethal buildup of thermal stress) that might otherwise occur. Yet it is well known that cyclones can also
devastate coral reef communities, most notably through wave action.

To address this, the

net effect of 41 TCs across the GBR and Coral Sea were spatially quantified by assessing
whether more reef area was cooled (potentially reducing future thermal stress at reefs) than
was likely damaged by waves. This was examined in detail for four case study TCs which
were unusually intense and thus maximized the chance for catastrophic damage for a given
level of cooling. The results indicate that a net cooling benefit to corals is indeed possible
under a wide range of storm conditions (e.g. intensity and duration), even though cooling
rarely eventuates over the entire area of high wind stress produced by a cyclone. However,
uncertainties remain in how cool wakes and wave damage zones were delineated, and
consequently how net effects were measured.

The implications of these, along with

suggestions for further research, are discussed below.

3.4.1 Processes of cooling at reefs
This study delineated cooling using a method that was specifically designed to capture the
sustained SST drops needed to potentially benefit coral reefs. However, beneficial cooling
may be under-represented in some cases given the strict 1°C threshold used to define cool
wakes. For example, in all four of the case studies there are areas of notable cooling that did
not meet this threshold (> 0.5°C; gray areas in Figure 3.3m-p). Yasi, in particular, generated
a significant amount of this mild yet notable cooling at reefs and, because these reefs were
not included in the cool wake, Yasi’s net effect was strongly negative (Table 3.2). In
addition, cooling was constrained to each TC’s extent of gale force winds (TC footprint).
While this is justified because the TC footprint represents the area of notable wind stress
during the cyclone, it is a conservative approach. Given the complexities of regional ocean
circulation, particularly when seas have been excited by TC-induced wind stress and inertial
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currents, it is quite possible for cooled water to be transported beyond areas directly exposed
to TC wind stress. The sensitivity of the cool wake delineation to this assumption could be
tested by altering the constraint used to attribute cooling to a given TC and assessing how
much this changes the total area of cool wake and the magnitude of cooling within.
On the other hand, large and small scale oceanic variables that, although beyond the scope of
this study, can play a role in the TC cooling process or may act as potential noise in
determining whether cooling was induced by the TC itself. In the GBR and surrounding
reefs, a number of factors can influence SST variations such as regional ocean circulation
associated with East Australia Current (EAC), cross-shelf water movements, river flood
plumes, local upwelling and seasonal changes.

While these processes can cause SST

variations on their own, it is likely that they also interact and play a role in the processes of
TC cooling. A series of control analyses were conducted to identify any regular processes
that might have contributed to the SST drops observed in the case studies. The results
suggest that the TCs were the primary cause of the SST drops, though a variable proportion
of the observed ΔSST can be attributed to other environmental processes. For example, the
cooling observed following late season TCs was shown to be slightly inflated due to natural
temperature fluctuations as was the case with three of the four case study TCs (Table 3.1). In
cases such as TC Hamish, where a TC is unusually long lived and tracks over a very large
latitudinal range, there is a greater potential for cooling to be affected by natural processes.
Yet storms such as these were rare over the study period. Yasi’s cooling zone was the only
case study TC not to be inflated at all by a natural SST drop. However, meteorological
reports show significant rainfall prior to and during Yasi, which in turn led to an unusually
high volume of fresh water runoff from rivers into the southern GBR lagoon (Crow 2011).
Thus, water movement and dilution associated with these flood plumes could have affected
both the magnitude and extent of Yasi’s cool wake. While the factors above may result in
over-estimation of cooling in some cases, this is likely to be minor. Future work could test
this using Yasi as a case study through collaboration with relevant experts who have mapped
the flood plumes and associated sedimentation and phytoplankton blooms generated by that
storm.
For all case study TCs, cooling was never observed at every pixel within the TC footprint,
and indeed varied considerably between cyclones (Figure 3.3 m-p, Figure 3.4). This is to be
expected because it is well known that the likelihood of TC-induced cooling depends largely
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on the availability and depth of cold water below the surface. Although not considered in this
study, the mixed layer depth varies over space and time (de Boyer Montegut et al. 2004) and
effectively determines how much energy is required to mix deep cold water with surface
waters. In shallow areas, where there is little to no supply of cold water, any cooling that
occurs must result from advection of cooled waters from other locations or from latent heat
loss associated with the TC. Along the GBR, for example, cooled water from the open ocean
can be pushed up onto outer reefs at the edge of the continental shelf. This cooled water can
then be transported further inland by TC-induced motions through passageways which can
result in complex patterns of realized cooling due to bathymetric controls over the movement
of the cooled waters. For example, both Larry and Yasi had limited cooling at inner reefs
(Figure 3.4b, d) suggesting cooled waters were unable to penetrate this complex topography
of the GBR. In contrast, storms of long duration like Hamish (Figure 3.4c) discharge more
energy across the ocean surface. This results in heavier seas, with greater potential of vertical
mixing and subsequent advection of cold water into shallow areas.

3.4.2 Predicting wave damage at reefs
At present, potential TC wave damage zones beyond which moderate to catastrophic damage
does not occur can be delineated. Undoubtedly these zones overestimate the actual area of
reef likely to be damaged (as confirmed by the TC Ingrid field survey data). It is well known
that wave damage around a TC track is very patchy (e.g., Harmelin-Vivien 1994; Fabricius et
al. 2008). This occurs because the likelihood of damage depends equally on the magnitude
and duration of TC forces as on their vulnerability to damage. Vulnerability is driven by both
the exposure of coral communities to TC waves (see Young and Hardy 1993) and their
structural vulnerability to various wave impacts (Done 1992; Massel and Done 1993), which
is driven by the history of disturbance at a given location. To address structural vulnerability,
there is scope to use relationships between coral colony shape and dislodgement risk (Madin
and Connelly 2006) to refine damage predictions within the TC high wind zone. Further,
damage thresholds used were based on an extensive field survey for a single TC (Ingrid 2005
– Fabricius et al. 2008). In reality, thresholds are likely to vary between storms with differing
characteristics (see Puotinen 2007) and regions (see Gardner et al. 2005). Work is underway
by Puotinen to further refine thresholds to be more representative of the full range of TC
characteristics using field survey data of wave damage conducted by the Australian Institute
of Marine Science (Larry 2006, Hamish 2009) and the GBR Marine Park Authority (Yasi
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2011). In addition, the approach taken to estimating wave damage focuses on short period
waves produced by local wind sea which ignores the role that distantly generated long period
swell can play in damaging exposed reefs. Further, the history of prior disturbance of a given
coral community plays a vital role in determining its vulnerability to future damage (Hughes
and Connell 1999). Catastrophic wave damage was observed for TC Ingrid which passed
through an area of the GBR that had been relatively untouched by disturbance of any type for
the past several decades (Fabricius et al. 2008). In contrast, TC Larry (2006) and Yasi (2011)
tracked through the central GBR, where TCs (and other disturbances) are relatively more
frequent (Massel and Done 1993; Puotinen 2004). Coral communities in the latter region
may have recently experienced wave damage prior to Larry and Yasi, reducing their
vulnerability. Indeed, low levels of damage following Larry were observed by field surveys
(Fabricius unpublished data).

This could however be partly due to Larry’s fast transit

through the GBR, which limited the magnitude of possible waves. The role of history could
be examined through the use of simulation modelling, such as cellular automata (Wakeford et
al. 2008), which would incorporate not just damage estimates but also recovery trajectories at
coral communities on a storm by storm basis. Finally, this study did not consider the
potential effects of non-wave damage (e.g. freshwater flood plumes) that are known to
occasionally damage reefs through lowered salinity, burial by resuspended sediment, and
eutrophication from sedimentation. A future analysis could examine this for key cyclones
known to have generated flood plumes, such as Yasi, through collaboration with Michelle
Devlin at James Cook University, who has mapped flood plumes across the GBR for the past
15 years.

3.4.3 Assessing Net effects of cyclones
Coral community response to processes of cyclone wave action and associated cooling is
highly variable at very local scales (within 100s of meters).

Yet cyclones can track

considerable distances and at any given point along their path typically generate high winds,
heavy seas and associated SST drops over 100s of km.

Thus, modelling the spatial

distribution of likely damage and SST changes during even a single cyclone precludes the
local scale, field work based approach that would be needed to assess coral response to these
processes at the community level. Instead, we compared the total area of reef across the
study area found within broad zones of likely wave damage (modelled using 4 km pixels)
versus within zones where sustained drops in SST could be reasonably attributed to cyclone
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wave action (modelled using 28 km pixels). Given this, the resultant net effect measures do
not attempt to predict individual coral response to wave action or cooling, but instead assess
whether the overall likely effect is positive or negative. However, both cooling and wave
damage are known to be highly patchy at local scales. A current inability to model fine-scale
exposure and vulnerability factors typically makes wave damage estimates over-predict the
extent of damage. In contrast, the method used to define a cool wake is conservative, which
could mean that the area of cooling is underestimated.

However, regional and local

oceanographic processes may inflate cooling in some cases, and Figure 3.3 and 3.4
demonstrate that cooling is patchy within a given wake. Thus, it is unlikely that generalizing
damage and cooling processes spatially would consistently favour one result (i.e., net benefit
versus net cost) over another.
Given the above approach, ‘reef’ was defined as present or absent in individual 28 km pixels
across the study area and the area of live coral was assumed to be constant for all reef pixels.
In reality, live coral cover varies considerably within (Done 1983) and between reefs (e.g.
De’ath et al. 2012) across the study area. For example, within a single reef, live coral cover
is likely lower at the very high energy reef crest and flat. However, both cyclone damage and
cooling are likely minimized in these zones. For the former, coral colonies are highly wave
adapted and thus resistant to damage (Done 1992). For the latter, water is too shallow for
cooling to occur in situ and complex reef topography likely limits the propagation of cooled
water nearby into these zones. Thus, assuming that live coral cover is higher in these zones
than is actually the case in the area calculation has the same effect on both damage and
cooling. A recent study of live coral cover across the GBR (n=214 reefs over 27 years) found
coral cover on individual reefs to be highly variable (1.5 to 79.7%), with highest cover in the
far northern and southern GBR and the least cover in the central inshore reefs (De’ath et al.
2012). This will introduce some error into the reef area measurements where cooling and
wave damage affect different reefs that vary in coral cover from one another.
With oceans warming at unprecedented rates, any summer time ocean cooling relieves some
pressure on coral reef communities. The relative timing and magnitude of TC cooling with
respect to thermal stress levels is crucial to determining the form this relief will take. TC
cooling that occurs when thermal stress is already high can mitigate the severity and duration
of bleaching if sufficient to drop SST below coral thermal thresholds (e.g. Manzello et al
2007). Even if insufficient to drop SST below coral thermal thresholds, any drop during high
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thermal stress periods is useful as it may be sufficient to reduce bleaching for more tolerant
individuals within or between species, or reduce the overall stress load on corals.
Alternatively, TC cooling that occurs before thermal stress reaches critical levels (e.g. earlier
in the season) will increase the time it takes to build future thermal stress that could lead to
bleaching or prevent it altogether. NOAA’s Coral Reef Watch (CRW) hotspot images, which
measure thermal stress at a given time based on climatological SST (Liu et al. 2006), are part
of a suite of SST products widely used to forecast bleaching. For the four case study TCs,
these data are utilised to approximate whether SST conditions over reefs in the cool wake
were experiencing some level of thermal stress prior to the TC, and whether that thermal
stress abated in the immediate aftermath of its passage by comparing two week mean hotspot
images (pre-TC) and after (post-TC) each case study TC (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5: Coral Reef Watch hotspot images averaged over two weeks before (Pre-TC) and
two weeks after (Post-TC) each case stud y tropical cyclone (TC): Ingrid (March 2005- a,e),
Larry (March 2006- b,f), Hamish (March 2009-c,g) and Yasi-Anthony (January-February 2011d,h). Hotspots are a measure of thermal stress. Darker purp les and orange/red indicate areas
above a coral thermal threshold of 0.50 and 10C, respectively. TC tracks are shown b y thick
red lines. Reefs are shown in green. Scale is constant across the panels.

Comparing the magnitude (Figure 3.3 m-p) and extent (Figure 3.4) of SST drops from the
case study cyclones to the distribution of thermal stress (Figure 3.5) provides an indication of
the immediate effect that each TC had on thermal stress. In all cases except TC Larry (which
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had a negative net effect – Table 3.2), thermal stress of at least 1 degree C (orange) in the
vicinity of reefs was evident prior to the TCs and dissipated to some extent afterwards
(Figure 3.5). The most significant change in thermal stress at reef areas occurred following
TC Yasi –Anthony (Figure 5d, h). Comparing the pre and post TC averages, the passage of
the TCs shifts the hotspot activity away from the coast (Figure 3.5g) or virtually eliminates it
altogether (Figure 3.5h). A future study could assess the timing and magnitude of thermal
stress at reefs predicted to benefit from TC cooling. This would enable characterization of
the form of thermal stress relief (e.g. reduction of SST below thermal thresholds to prevent
bleaching versus reduction of future thermal stress). This could be done using both Coral
Reef Watch Hotspot and Degree Heating Weeks data to assess the immediate and sustained
effects on thermal stress, respectively. It may be that reduction of future thermal stress is best
examined over an entire season rather than a storm by storm basis.

3.5 Conclusion
Expected increases in the frequency of anomalously high SSTs throughout the tropics (IPCC
2007) will likely lead to more frequent and intense mass bleaching of reefs (e.g. HoeghGuldberg 1999). However, there is also the possibility that rising SSTs could lead to an
increased proportion of TCs that are intense (Emanuel 2005). Given that it is now clear that
TC cooling can occur at more reefs than are damaged by waves, if this occurs during periods
of high or rising thermal stress, net cooling benefits from TCs are possible, as implied by the
field results of Manzello et al (2007). Future climates may provide ample opportunities for
TCs to potentially relieve thermal stress at reefs and at least partially offset the associated
increased risk of morbidity and mortality from bleaching.

For some reefs, frequent

appropriately timed TC-induced cooling may increase the interval between subsequent
bleaching events, affording corals more time to recover and thus bolster their ecological
resilience (West and Salm 2003). Determining the likelihood of such a scenario first requires
knowledge of how frequently this has occurred over the recent past before predicting how
this TC-bleaching interaction might occur under future climates. This study provides the first
step towards that goal.
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Chapter 4: Hurricane cooling reduces thermal stress on Caribbean
coral reefs

4.1 Introduction
Coral reefs have always been subject to a range of environmental stressors (e.g., storm
damage, disease, predator outbreaks) that, over time, combine with routine processes to shape
coral community structure (Hughes and Connell 1999; Karlson 1999; Pandolfi et al. 1999).
However, increases in the frequency and intensity of human induced stressors (overfishing,
pollution, climate change) are rapidly altering the natural disturbance regime, possibly at a
rate too fast for modern day coral reef ecosystems to adapt and survive (Hughes et al. 2003;
Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007). Growing concern for the future of the world’s coral reefs is
fuelled by recent observed declines in coral cover across broad regions (Caribbean – Gardner
et al 2003; Great Barrier Reef – De’ath et al 2012). For example, persistent anomalously
high sea surface temperature (SST) can lead to large scale coral bleaching (100s of km; mass
bleaching) - a phenomenon first observed in 1979 (Hoegh-Gulberg 1999) - as well as disease
outbreaks (Bruno et al. 2007).

If average SST continues to rise in the coming decades as

projected (IPCC 2007), mass coral bleaching could become an annual occurrence by the end
of the century (Donner et al. 2005). However, as is the case with disturbances in general,
thermal stress does not affect all coral reef communities equally. This happens because
communities vary in their susceptibility to impact from thermal stress, as well as in their
relative exposure to a given thermal stress event. Refuges, or areas where the impact is less
than would otherwise be expected, occur at various scales due to environmental factors that
minimise exposure, susceptibility or both (West and Salm 2003).

If these effects are

persistent and widespread enough, they may provide refugia for reefs from thermal stress
which should be taken into account when developing conservation strategies. For example,
reefs frequently exposed to extreme temperature variability (McClanahan et al. 2007; Oliver
and Palumbi 2011) have shown less damage from a given level of exposure to thermal stress
than is typical, through adaptation that lowered their susceptibility. In addition, reefs at
moderate depth (30 – 60 m; Bongaerts et al. 2010) and reefs exposed to hydrodynamic
processes that cool the sea surface (e.g. local upwelling, cold currents; Glynn 1996; Riegl and
Piller 2003; West and Salm 2003; Skirving et al. 2006) show less damage from regional
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Comment [M1]: Where is the rest of
this heading?

thermal stress events than elsewhere, presumably because their exposure to thermal stress
was less.
Tropical cyclones (TCs; also known as hurricanes, typhoons) provide another potential
process for intermittently reducing exposure to thermal stress.

Although they generate

extreme seas that can severely damage coral communities (Harmelin-Vivien 1994), TCs can
also provide refuge from thermal stress (e.g. Obura 2005; Manzello et al. 2007; Wilkinson, C.
and Souter, D. 2008; Eakin et al 2010; Edwards et al. 2011) by lowering SST through
processes of vertical mixing and horizontal advection (see section 3.1 of Chapter 3 for a more
detailed discussion). Depending on the timing, magnitude and duration of the SST drop, TCs
can affect coral communities by providing thermal stress relief that is either immediate (harm
to corals that is imminent or underway is minimised or prevented), preventative (cooling
slows, prevents or shortens the build-up of thermal stress to critical levels) or both. For
example, field data in the Florida Keys (where TCs tracked nearby when thermal stress was
high) and U.S. Virgin Islands (where TCs were absent) demonstrated that the nearby passage
of TCs can lower SST near reefs sufficiently to reduce the severity and duration of heatinduced coral bleaching (Manzello et al. 2007).
Following the passage of a TC, negative temperature anomalies can persist for weeks (Price
et al. 2008) and extend hundreds of kilometres from the TC path (Stramma et al. 1986).
Damage to reefs, on the other hand, is typically constrained to a narrow swath along the path
(< 100 km – Done 1992, Fabricius et al 2008). Manzello et al (2007) observed in situ SST
drops up to 3ºC as far as 400 km from TC tracks at sites unaffected by cyclone waves,
suggesting that a greater area of reef can be beneficially cooled than is damaged by TC wave
energy. This raises the question of whether such ‘net benefits’ are likely to occur frequently
enough at any of the world’s reefs to act as refuges from thermal stress under current and
future climates. Addressing this question requires a generalised approach that is feasible at
broad scales to establish what is possible across reefs over large areas (~10s of km) rather
than a localised, in-situ data approach (10s of m) that would enable consideration of reef
response to thermal stress.. As a first step, a global investigation of TC activity and thermal
stress identified considerable scope for TCs and thermal stress events to overlap in space and
time in some regions, particularly the Caribbean (Chapter 2). That study used the TC
footprint (radius of gales) as a proxy for TC cooling – that is, it assumed that cooling was
uniformly realised throughout the TC footprint. However, as evidenced in Chapter 3, the
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magnitude of cooling within the TC high wind zone is very patchy and varies with the
characteristics of each particular TC and local oceanic conditions. Further, in Chapter 2 TC
activity was measured as the number of days a given pixel was likely to experience gale force
or higher winds per year, and compared to the yearly maximum level of thermal stress. Yet
the relative timing of cyclone activity with respect to the build-up of thermal stress is
important in assessing the type and extent of potential benefits from cooling. Thus, assessing
whether TC net benefits to reefs are possible entailed reconstructing both the likely wave
damage zones (as per Puotinen 2007, Fabricius et al 2008) and cool wakes from each of a set
of cyclones, and spatially comparing them with respect to reefs to see whether more reef area
was cooled than damaged or vice versa. Doing this for each of 41 cyclones that crossed the
GBR from 1985-2011 (Chapter 3) showed that net benefits can and did occur regularly (about
one-third of the time over the period 1985-2011), and these methods can be used to assess
whether this is also true of other major coral reef provinces such as the Caribbean.
The current period of enhanced TC activity in the North Atlantic (Bell and Chelliah 2006)
coupled with rising SST (IPCC 2007) means TCs and high SST are very likely to co-occur
within a given season at Caribbean coral reefs.

In 2005, for example, the Caribbean

experienced its most severe bleaching event to date as anomalously warm seas across the
region resulted in both widespread coral mortality (Eakin et al. 2010), and an unusually active
TC season (Shein 2006). Then, in 2010, record setting SST in the Greater Caribbean led to
another regional bleaching event and likely contributed to the active 2010 TC season
(Blunden 2011). Thus, the extreme seasons of 2005 and 2010 in the Caribbean present an
ideal case study for examining patterns in thermal stress and cyclone cooling. To this end,
this chapter aims to:
(1) Using methods established in Chapter 3, assess how often TCs crossing the Caribbean
in 2005 and 2010 provided a net benefit to reefs by cooling a greater area than was
likely damaged by waves,
(2) Characterise the extent to which the set of TCs in each of the 2005 and 2010 seasons
likely provided thermal stress relief to reefs, and
(3) Provide an overall context for the above results by estimating the probability that
thermal stress and TC cooling coincided across the Caribbean in a given year over the
recent past (1985-2010).
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Study area
This study includes coral reefs of the entire Greater Caribbean region including the Gulf of
Mexico, Florida, The Bahamas and Bermuda (Figure 4.1). Coral reef locations were sourced
from www.unep-wcmc.org (1 km resolution), and were aggregated into ~50 km reef cells
(n=477) to match the resolution of the thermal stress data (see section 4.2.4). Given the
broad scale nature of this study, it should be noted that local scale dynamics at individual
reefs or coral colonies were not considered. Instead, we assume that what is found across an
entire reef cell is indicative of what is possible for individual reefs and colonies located
within that area.

Figure 4.1: The locations of coral reefs (orange) in the Greater Caribbean. Grey pixels (n =
477) represent 50 km areas containing a reef.

4.2.2 Hurricane cool wakes
For each TC (minimum 17 ms-1 wind speed) that tracked through the Caribbean region in
2005 (n=27) and 2010 (n=19), sustained SST drops were calculated using the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) daily 1/4° optimum interpolation (OI)
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AVHRR + AMSR SST product (ftp://eclipse.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/OI-daily/). Ambient SST
conditions were established by differencing a 14-day composite SST image before (pre-TC)
and after (post-TC) storm passage. Differencing the pre- and post-TC SST images yielded a
14-day mean SST decrease (ΔSST), providing a metric to capture reductions in the
magnitude and duration of thermal stress.

Only drops of at least 1°C (assumed to be

sufficient to make a difference to reefs) were included in the cool wake. The date at which
each TC began and ended was derived separately for each grid cell in the study area to ensure
that the correct SST grids were used (Appendix D). This was necessary because some
unusually long lasting and/or fast moving TCs can traverse significant distances (i.e., 1000s
of km) before dissipating The resultant cool wakes were constrained to the radius of gales
force winds (17 ms-1 – TC footprint) to ensure cooling was TC-induced. TC track and gale
radius data were obtained from NOAA’s National Hurricane Center (NHC). While some
observed cooling within the TC footprint could be caused by processes other than the TC, this
is likely to be minor (as demonstrated in Chapter 3, see section 4.4.3 for further discussion).
Accumulated cooling over a season was calculated by summing all observed cooling (not just
cooling greater than 1°C) at each pixel for the duration of time it was located inside a given
TC footprint. The percentage of the maximum area possible of cooling for each TC (by our
definition, the extent of the TC footprint) that actually cooled was also calculated as a
measure of the ‘realisation’ of cooling for each TC.

4.2.3 Hurricane net effects
The net effect of each TC was estimated by comparing the area of reefs cooled to the area
that was likely damaged by waves. To model the area of expected damage, TC winds were
calculated as 10-minute maximum surface speeds using a parametric wind model (Holland
2010) that was driven by TC data (e.g. central pressure, gale force wind radius) obtained from
the NHC. A TC wave damage zone was then reconstructed for each TC (n=46) by: 1)
modelling wind speeds across the study area every hour during the storm, 2) calculating
maximum wind speeds and the duration of gale force winds (17 ms-1) over the life of the
storm (as per Puotinen 2007), and 3) applying thresholds identified from field data in Gardner
et al. (2005) which found coral cover loss at sites where cyclone winds exceeded 50 m.s-1. It
should be noted that this damage threshold produces a worst case scenario of potential wave
damage since actual coral colony exposure and susceptibility to damage within this zone will
vary considerably.

The net effect of each TC was calculated by subtracting the total reef
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area located within the damage zone from the total reef area located within the cool wake.
Positive values indicate that more reef area was cooled than damaged (net benefit) while
negative values indicate more reef area was damaged than cooled (net cost).

4.2.4 Thermal stress indices
Thermal stress during the 2005 and 2010 seasons was measured using Coral Reef Watch’s
(CRW) bi-weekly degree heating weeks (DHW) and hotspot thermal stress indices (Liu et al.
2006). CRW hotspots measure instantaneous thermal stress while the DHW metric measures
the accumulation of thermal stress (based on a maximum monthly mean climatology) over a
rolling 12-week time period. Field data validation has demonstrated that DHW values of 4 or
more and values of 8 or more indicate likely and severe bleaching, respectively. Near-real
time

hotspot

data

was

accessed

directly

from

CRW’s

website

(www.coralreefwatch.noaa.gov) and retrospective annual maximum DHW data for the study
period was provided by CRW. To assign values to values to reef cells masked by land,
spatial averaging was employed following Eakin et al. (2010). A time evolution of thermal
stress for the respective seasons was calculated by averaging Hotspot and DHW grids across
Caribbean reef cells at a bi-weekly time step from June to December. The influence of TC
cooling was examined by classifying the resultant time series into reef cells with significant
(ΔSST ≥ 1°C) or insignificant (ΔSST < 1°C) accumulated cooling for the respective seasons.
To examine what thermal stress levels would have been in the absence of TCs, accumulated
seasonal cooling was added to the maximum DHW grids.

4.2.5 Thermal stress and tropical cyclone history in the Caribbean
To examine the likelihood that cooling and thermal stress coincided in a given year, sustained
TC cooling was calculated as above (ΔSST) for all TCs generating gale-force or higher winds
during the same 25-year period (n = 314). For each year, counts of cooling events with ΔSST
≥ 0.5ºC were compiled for all reef cells. Annual retrospective maximum DHW images
spanning 1985 to 2009 along with the 2010 near real time image were used to characterise
historical thermal stress at reefs during low TC (1985-1994) and high TC (1995-2010)
periods (Bell and Chelliah 2006). A reef cell was assumed to be exposed to thermal stress if
the maximum annual DHW equalled or exceeded 3 in a given year. This lower threshold (3
rather than 4) is justified because cyclone cooling likely removes some of the heat stress
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signal from the DHW data. The average number of interactions (co-occurrence of at least
one cooling event and DHW ≥ 3) was calculated over the low and high periods. Following
previous studies of TC landfall probabilities (Tartaglione et al. 2003; Klotzbach 2011), the
Poisson probability formula (Pr(X ≥ 1) = 1 – e- λ) was employed to calculate the probability
of an interaction for each ~50 km reef cell over the respective periods, where λ is the average
number of interactions.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Net effect of Caribbean TCs
A comparison of cooling and modelled wave damage near reefs during the 2005 and 2010
seasons reveals that less than one-third of TCs produced a net effect, whether positive (22%)
or negative (4% - Figure 4.2). The remaining TCs had no effect because neither any cooling
nor damaging waves they generated occurred near reefs, particularly in 2010 (Figure 4.2,
Table 4.1). Positive effects (net benefits) were five times more prevalent than negative
effects because predicted wave damage on reefs was rare. Even though just over a quarter of
the TCs generated winds that exceeded the damage threshold (50 ms-1) at some point along
their tracks (Table 4.1), the storms tended to be weak (dashed rather than solid lines on
Figure 4.2) when tracking near reefs, especially during 2010. Further, the wind threshold for
wave damage on Caribbean reefs established by Gardner et al. (2005) is quite high (50 ms-1
versus 33 ms-1 for the GBR), which meant that only 9% of the TCs produced damage zones
that encompassed reefs. In contrast, 50% of the TCs would exceed a 33 ms-1 threshold
somewhere along their tracks. However, that would not necessarily translate into damage at
reefs for all depending on the location of highest intensity with respect to reefs. Of the four
TCs predicted to damage reefs, only two, Earl (2010) and Dennis (2005), resulted in an
overall net deficit whereby more reef area was damaged than cooled (Figure 4.3A, B). In the
case of Dennis, very little cooling of at least 1°C occurred at all (Figure 4.3B) whereas with
Earl, substantial cooling occurred but was not located near reefs (Figure 4.3A). The overall
net deficit in these cases is small relative to the magnitude of net benefits observed for other
TCs. For example, although Wilma damaged large areas of reefs (Figure 4.3D), the extensive
area of cooling the storm induced throughout the central and northeast Caribbean resulted in
the largest net benefit over the two seasons (Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.2: The distribution of tropical cyclone (TC) tracks and their net effect for th e 2005 (A) and 2010 (B) seasons. Tracks are coloured blue
for a positive net cooling effect, black for a n eutral effect and red for a negative (more damage than cooling) effect. TC t rack line thickn ess is
proportional to storm intensity (dashed lines depict winds < 33 ms - 1 ). Grey grid cells d elin eate 50-km areas that contain reefs across th e Greater
Caribb ean (n=477).
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Figure 4.3: Examples of net effect model results for TCs a) Earl (negative effect); b) Dennis (negative); c) Emily (positive); and d) Wil ma
(positive). TC eye positions every hour along the track are shown by the red circles. R eefs are shown in black and reefs predicted to be damaged
by waves are shown in red (reefs that fall within the pink-shaded high wind zone). Cool wakes (cooling intensity – any: > 0°C; mild: > 0.5°C;
major: ≥ 1°C) are shown by light, mediu m and dark blue shading, respectively. Reefs are on ly considered to be sufficiently cooled to receive a
benefit if they fall within ≥ 1°C wake areas.
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Table 4.1: Net effects of TCs in Caribbean during the 2005 and 2010 seasons. For net
effects, bold b lack text indicates that a TC demonstrated a net cooling benefit (positive net
effect), while grey text indicates a net damage cost (negative net effect). A net ef fect of 0
represents no effect.
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4.3.2 TC cooling during thermal stress events in 2005 and 2010
During the mass bleaching event of 2005, the most severe thermal stress was situated in the
southeast Caribbean (Figure 4.4C) while in 2010 a similar ‘warm pool’ of water was located
in the south immediately north of South America (Figure 4.4F). These warm areas coincide
with a general absence (2005 – Figure 4.4B), and low levels (2010 – Figure 4.4E), of
accumulated TC cooling. Higher levels of cooling elsewhere may have prevented warm
pools from advecting further westward or developing altogether. Similarly, concentrations of
high accumulated cooling (2005 – Belize, Mexico to Florida coast in Figure 4.4B; 2010 Belize in Figure 4.4E) correspond to generally low levels of thermal stress. However, if
thermal stress is sufficiently elevated, levels can remain high even after TC induced cooling,
as was evident for the Bahamas in 2005. Red circles and the red square show the relative
location of the sites where in situ measurements of bleaching and SST change were taken by
Manzello et al (2007) during the 2005 season at the Florida Reef Tract and the US Virgin
Islands, respectively. TC activity (Figure 4.4A) and associated cooling (Figure 4.4B) were
clearly absent for the latter where bleaching was observed to be more severe and persistent,
with extremely high levels of accumulated thermal stress (Figure 4.4C).

In contrast,

moderate levels of cooling (Figure 4.4B) from several TCs (Figure 4.4A) was evident at
pixels surrounding the Florida Reef Tract sites, at which accumulated thermal stress peaked
at the level capable of causing bleaching (4 DHW – Figure 4.4C).

Further, although

bleaching was reported throughout the Caribbean during 2005 from a range of sources
(Figure 1 in Eakin et al 2010), it was most widespread where thermal stress was highest and
TC cooling was lowest (far southeast).
The timing of TC activity and thermal stress was similar in each season, peaking in late
summer/early autumn (post-August) as SSTs in the tropics approached their seasonal
maximums.

In 2005, the strongest TCs (solid lines) are concentrated in the Western

Caribbean (Figure 4.4A), as opposed to the open North Atlantic Ocean in 2010 (Figure 4.4D).
This corresponds to the concentration of highest cooling near Mexico, Florida, the Bahamas
and Cuba in 2005 (Figure 4.4B) and in the open ocean in 2010 (Figure 4.4E). On the other
hand, weaker TCs are found throughout the Caribbean and North Atlantic during both
seasons. Although weak TCs do not always generate notable cooling, their lower wind
speeds typically result in less severe and more localised damage to reefs (Fabricius et al.
2008).
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In both 2005 and 2010, the maximum duration and magnitude of thermal stress was lower at
reef areas (~50 km cells containing reefs) cooled (accumulated seasonal ΔSST ≥ 1) by nearby
TCs (Figure 4.5). A clear divergence in accumulated thermal stress, measured by the DHW
metric, is evident between cooled reef cells (dashed lines) and those with negligible
accumulated cooling (< 1°C – solid lines). Beginning in mid-August 2005 (Figure 4.5A) and
late-September 2010 (Figure 4.5B), the accumulation of DHWs at cooled reef areas plateaued
while DHWs at unaffected reef areas continued to rise. As a result, TC-cooled reef areas
experienced lower peak thermal stress levels and shorter exposure times to thermal stress
than those reefs not cooled (dashed lines below and to the left of solid lines on Figure 4.5).
For both years, this meant the peak of the mean DHW curve dropped to at or below 4
(threshold at which bleaching may occur) for TC-cooled reef areas. Rapid drops in CRW’s
hotspot metric, which measures thermal stress at a given time, reflect the influence of
individual TCs and follow a similar trend of lower values at reef areas cooled by nearby TCs
(Figure 4.5). The cumulative effect of TC cooling becomes evident later in the season in both
cases because most of the strong TCs (thick lines on Figure 4.4A, D) formed after August.
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Figure 4.4: Accu mulated TC-induced cooling (A and D), accu mulated thermal stress (B and E) and tracks of tropical cyclones (TC) with record ed
winds of at least gale force (17 ms-1; C and F) for 2005 and 2010 seasons, respectively. Accu mulated cooling is th e su m of all sustained (twoweek average) TC-induced sea surface temp erature drops to occur in each 28-km cell throughout Caribbean. Thermal stress is the maximu m
degree heating week (DHW) value to occur in each 50-km cell. For TC tracks, line thickness denotes storm intensity (dash ed lines depict winds <
33 ms-1) and colour indicates whether a TC formed early (pre-August; grey) or late (post-August; black) in the TC season. In all panels, coral
reef locations are d epicted in orange. The location of Manzello et al. (2007) study sites from 2005 are shown at Florida R eef Tract (red circles)
and the US Virgin Islands (red square) in panels A-C.
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Figure 4.5: Time evolution of mean hotspot (grey lines) and DHW (black lines) bi-week ly
thermal stress data at ~50 km cells containing reefs (n=477) across the Caribbean f or the 2005
(A) and 2010 (B) Atlantic hurricane seasons. Pixels with an accumulated TC -induced cooling
(based on 2-week sustained drop) of 1°C or greater are depicted b y dashed lines while solid
lines represent pixels with negligib le TC -induced cooling.

To examine what thermal stress levels would have been in the absence of TCs, accumulated
seasonal cooling was added to the maximum DHW grids (Figure 4.6). Nearly 75% (2005 Figure 4.5A) and 90% (2010 - Figure 4.6B) of reef pixels that were likely cooled to some
degree by nearby TCs (non-white areas).

This relief was sufficient to either prevent

exceeding the bleaching threshold (green areas) or reduce the severity of potential bleaching
(yellow areas) for about a quarter (2005- Figure 4.6A) and one fifth (2010 – Figure 4.6B) of
reef cells during the respective seasons. TC-induced cooling affected more reef cells in 2010
than in 2005. However, a greater proportion of reef areas were cooled enough to prevent or
reduce the severity of bleaching in 2005 (green, yellow and pink pixels in Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6: Simulation of th e effect of removing TC induced cooling from accu mulated th ermal stress across the Caribb ean in 2005 (A) and 2010
(B) by adding total accumulated TC cooling to total accu mulated thermal stress at each pix el. Colours indicate the difference in thermal stress
that would have occurred at each pixel in the absence of TC cooling: an increase in ther mal stress insufficient to cause bleaching (blue), enough to
result in bleaching (DHW >= 4 – green), enough to make bleaching become severe (DHW > 8 – yellow), and enough to raise thermal stress from
none to severe bleaching (pink). Pie diagrams represent the percentage of 56-km reef pixels (n=477) for which each level of change in thermal
stress applies.
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4.3.3 Probability of future interactions
In the Caribbean, the current active TC period (Bell and Chelliah 2006) coupled with
increasing levels of thermal stress (Donner 2009) makes it probable that TC-induced cooling
will prevent or mitigate bleaching at some reefs in future seasons. To explore how the
likelihood of this interaction varies spatially, the probability that high thermal stress and TC
cooling coincided at a given reef cell in a given season was calculated for both the inactive
(i.e. low thermal stress/low TC activity; Figure 4.7A) and the active (i.e. high thermal
stress/high TC activity; Figure 4.7B) periods. The resultant probabilities show that some ~50
km reef areas are more likely to experience TC cooling when thermally stressed than others,
and that these reefs are patchily distributed. During the inactive period, the chance of TC
cooling during high thermal stress was uniformly low (Figure 4.7A) compared to the recent
active period where it was notably higher for many, though not all, reef pixels (Figure 4.7B).
The highest probabilities were found in the north near the Bahamas and in southeast along the
Lesser Antilles. Note, however, that these probabilities are likely conservative estimates as
they do not consider the preventative effect of early season TCs because in such cases no
interaction will be detected. In other words, it is possible that TCs occurring in early summer
might have prevented thermal stress from ever building to dangerous levels (DHW > 3). For
example, there were a number of early season TCs (pre-August) during both the 2005 and
2010 seasons that could have limited peak thermal stress levels (Figure 4.4A, D). An
assessment of the frequency of cooling in the early part of each season over the time series
was not done here, but could be used to decrease uncertainty in probabilities in the future.
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Figure 4.7: Probability that high ther mal stress (DHW ≥ 3) and a TC cooling event of at least 0.5 ⁰C co-occur in a given year at 56-km
reef cells in th e Caribbean. Probabilities are presented separately for the low TC/thermal stress period (1985 -1994); A) and the recent
high TC/thermal stress period (1995-2010; B).
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4.4 Discussion
Coral reefs face increasing threats from a range of periodic disturbances, including mass coral
bleaching from rising SST across many of the world’s reef provinces. While TCs generate heavy
seas that can devastate coral reefs, they also can provide thermal refuge to coral communities by
cooling warm SST in times of thermal stress. Chapter 2 established that, on a global basis, high
thermal stress and high TC activity have co-occurred in the past. Chapter 3 built on this by
developing a methodology for delineating the ‘cool wake’ of lowered SST generated by a TC
and comparing the extent of the cool wake at reefs to that of expected TC wave damage to
determine the ‘net effect’ of a given cyclone. When estimating the extent to which a TC’s net
benefit (where more reefs are cooled than damaged by waves) actually helps coral communities
(represented as potential coral communities across a 56 km pixel) it is also necessary to consider
the timing of the build-up of thermal stress over a TC season. Here, two seasons (2005 and
2010) of both high TC activity and high thermal stress in the Caribbean provided an ideal
opportunity to explore this phenomenon across an entire region.
Even though half of the TCs that crossed the Caribbean in either 2005 or 2010 generated winds
of at least hurricane force (33 ms-1) somewhere along their tracks, net effects were detected for
only 26% of them. This highlights the high level of spatial variability in both the cool wakes and
wave damage zones created by cyclones, which implies that an effect at a reef from a TC cannot
be assumed even when its track passes nearby (e.g. within a 400 km zone around the track as
suggested by Manzello et al. 2007). Instead, explicit spatial modelling of wave damage and
delineation of cool wakes from SST data is necessary to determine whether cooling, damage or
both likely occurred in a given reef area. Of the net effects detected, 22% were positive (more
reef area cooled than damaged by waves) and only 4% were negative. This stemmed largely
from the fact that the TCs tended to be too weak when near reefs for damage to be predicted,
while the more extensive cool wakes were generally large enough to encompass reefs and cool
them. Tracking changes in the accumulation of thermal stress with respect to the accumulation
of cooling provided an overview of how TCs affected thermal stress over each entire season.
Indeed, the greatest build-up of thermal stress occurred in areas where TC cooling was low
(Figure 4.4), and field data of bleaching (Manzello et al. 2007, Eakin et al. 2010) shows it was
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most prevalent in areas of highest thermal stress where TC cooling was absent. Further, monthly
levels of instantaneous (mean hotspot) and persistent (max DHW) thermal stress were typically
lower and shorter lived for reef pixels that were cooled than those that were not (Figure 4.5),
dropping the maximum DHW below the bleaching threshold for the former. Finally, over the
recent active TC period since 1995, TC cooling and thermal stress have coincided most
frequently at reefs near the Bahamas (probability nearly 40% - Figure 4.7), though the
probabilities in general are likely underestimates because they may miss preventative cooling.

4.4.1 Vulnerability of Caribbean corals to TC damage
Net effects detected for the Caribbean during 2005 and 2010 were overwhelmingly positive
rather than negative (about 5 to 1 - 22% versus 4%), partly because relatively few TCs (9%)
were predicted to have the potential to cause significant damage to reefs (Table 4.1). In contrast,
on the GBR and adjacent Coral Sea reefs over a longer time period (1985-2011), the ratio of net
benefits to net costs from cyclones was about 2 to 1 (44% versus 12%) and 56% of the TCs were
predicted to cause catastrophic damage to reefs (Table 3.2, Chapter 3). The main factor that
contributed to this difference is that the damage threshold used for the Caribbean is more
stringent than that used for the GBR (maximum winds > 50 m s-1 versus 33 m.s-1).

This

threshold was based on a meta-analysis of many field studies that documented coral cover
change on Caribbean reefs, which were then compared to the location of cyclones for which a
maximum wind speed possible was assigned based on its category value (Gardner et al 2005). In
contrast, the field survey of Fabricius et al. (2008) on the GBR used to establish damage
thresholds for that region directly measured visible evidence of TC damage of various types and
statistically correlated measures of damage to explicitly modelled TC wind fields (as per
Puotinen 2007). Future research could identify, obtain and analyse all TC damage field surveys
that exist in the Caribbean to attempt to derive wind thresholds more in keeping with Fabricius et
al. (2008).
Nonetheless, the apparent lower vulnerability of Caribbean reefs to TC wave damage suggested
by Gardiner et al 2005’s findings may be realistic for the Caribbean due to the well documented
overall decline in reef coral cover over recent decades (Gardner et al 2003), essentially leaving
less coral to be damaged and communities that are dominated by wave resistant forms and size
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classes. For example, Caribbean reefs have lost a large proportion of their branching Acroporid
corals (Aronson and Precht 2001) while many species that are abundant on Caribbean reefs are
small, dome-shaped corals like Porites astreoides (Green et al. 2008), which are known to be less
susceptible to damage and breakage than branching corals (Madin 2005). In essence, the demise
of Acropora throughout the Caribbean may have resulted in a community structure of Caribbean
reefs more likely to receive a net cooling benefit from a TC. Increased frequency of TC activity
during the recent active period (less time for corals to recover between events) may also have
contributed to this by limiting the size that colonies can attain and thus reducing their structural
vulnerability (Massel and Done 1993, Madin and Connelly 2006). By contrast, branching corals
are much more dominant on GBR reefs (e.g. Fabricius et al. 2008), suggesting that any beneficial
cooling that occurs might come at a higher cost (i.e. more severe and widespread damage).
Indeed, a recent study documented overall coral cover loss across the GBR of nearly 50% from
1985-2011 and 48% of this was likely due to cyclones (De’ath et al. 2012). Much of this TC
related coral loss occurred from four severe cyclones that occurred recently (Ingrid – 2005,
Larry- 2006, Hamish – 2009, Yasi -2011). This, in turn, may have reduced the structural
vulnerability on the central and southern GBR reefs which the study found to sustain the greatest
coral losses but not the reefs of the far north which have maintained their coral cover (De’ath et
al. 2012).

4.4.2 Realisation of cooling within TC footprint
TCs lower SST via processes of air-sea heat exchange, water advection and vertical mixing
(Leipper 1967; Price 1981; D’Asaro 2003). As much as 80% of the SST drop is the result of
vertical mixing due to TC winds, while horizontal advection and air-sea heat exchange (i.e.
evaporation, convection, clouds and precipitation) contribute to the remaining amount (Price
1981; Huang et al. 2009). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that any cooling that occurred within
the TC footprint was caused primarily by TC-generated wave action. Indeed, a control study of
TC cooling for four case study cyclones on the GBR tested this assumption and confirmed that
while regional circulation processes (e.g. currents, eddies, river runoff) were likely to contribute
to observed cooling to some degree, TC processes were clearly the dominant driver (section
3.3.2, Chapter 3). To assess whether this is also the case for the Caribbean in 2005 and 2010, we
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examined the variability of TC cooling within the TC wakes (this section) and explored potential
regional circulation features that might have inflated or suppressed observed SST drops during
TCs (section 4.4.3).
As was the case for the GBR (Chapter 3), cooling was patchy within the TC footprints for
Caribbean cyclones in 2005 and 2010 (Figure 4.8). In other words, the potential for cooling is
only somewhat realised within a given TC footprint. The extent to which cooling was realised
ranged from very low as seen with Dennis, which generated a very fragmented, small and low
intensity cool wake (Figure 4.3B), to very high as seen with Wilma whose wake showed
significant cooling throughout nearly the entire TC footprint (Figure 4.3D). In general, the level
of patchiness in cooling realisation increased with the magnitude of cooling considered. For
example, ΔSST > 0°C in the Caribbean was observed to cover more than half of the area of the
TC footprint for the majority (40 out of 46) of the TCs that tracked through the region in 2005
and 2010 (Figure 4.9). Cooling of at least moderate magnitude (≥ 0.5°C) covered more than half
of the TC footprint for 21 of the TCs. Sustained intense cooling (≥ 1°C) was the most patchily
distributed, with only four TCs producing this magnitude over at least half of the TC footprint.

Figure 4.8: Percentage area within the TC f ootprint, or radius of gale f orce winds (>34 knots), to
cool f or all TCs in 2005 and 2010 (n=46). Cooling is based on the difference between two-week
pre- and post-TC SSTs. Black, dark grey and light grey bars represent strong cooling (≥ 1°C),
mild cooling (≥ 0.5°C) and any cooling (>0°C), respectively.
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This raises the question of whether the regional context of the Caribbean is conducive to TC
cooling. Is the low realisation of high intensity cooling observed in 2005 and 2010 likely to be
the norm for the Caribbean? Cooling is not fully realised for a given TC due to the nature of the
TC itself (intensity, translation speed) as well as the regional oceanic context (mixed layer depth,
regional circulation) of the area in question (Price 1981; Shen and Genis 2003; Jaimes and Shay
2009). The amplitude of TC cooling is largely dependent on the availability of deep cold water
and the mixed layer depth, which represents how far the cold water sits below the surface. This
can be an issue in shallow areas where deep cold water is limited, and surface heat fluxes
become the dominant mechanism of cooling (Shen and Ginis 2003). Despite this limitation,
shallow areas can still cool notably (>0.5⁰C) via latent heat loss and horizontal advection of
cooled water from the open ocean (Price 1981; Shen and Ginis 2003). For example, if reefs are
situated close enough to a deep water source (e.g. edge of the continental shelf) and no major
barriers block water movement into shallow waters, cooled water can be transported into reef
areas via pre-existing and storm-induced currents. Indeed, coral reefs in the Caribbean are
typically located near deep water (Figure 4.9), defined as the distance to the 100-m isobath
(mean distance = 11 ± 19 km), a depth approximately double the maximum Caribbean summer
mixed layer depth (de Boyer Montégut et al. 2004). In fact, even reefs off the coast of Belize
that were situated more than 100 km from deep water showed notable accumulated cooling in
2010 (Figure 4.3E). This implies that access to deep cold water is sufficient for reefs throughout
the Caribbean.

4.4.3 Influence of regional circulation on observed SST drops
The Greater Caribbean is a complex oceanic environment dotted by islands and fringing reefs
that are separated by sills over 2000 m deep. North and South Atlantic Ocean water infiltrates
the Caribbean Sea through several passages in the Northeast and East Caribbean to form the
westward flowing Caribbean Current (CAC; Figure 4.9). The CAC then channels water through
the Caribbean Sea and into the Gulf Stream via the Loop (LC) and Florida (FC) Currents. Warm
water from the tropical South Atlantic Ocean, and during the summer warm freshwater from the
Orinoco and Amazon River plumes (Hu et al. 2004; Ffield 2005), is fed into the Caribbean by
the northward flowing Guyana Current (GC) and North Brazil Current (NBC) rings.

The
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remnants of NBC rings – eddies that shed off the NBC – have been linked to the strong
mesoscale eddy field (red and blue circles on Figure 4.9) found throughout the Greater
Caribbean (Richardson 2005; Jouanno et al. 2009).
Due to the deep stratification of warm surface water within warm core eddies (WCEs – shown as
red circles [anticyclones] on Figure 4.9), cooling from TCs in their vicinity is suppressed.
Conversely, cold water is located closer to the surface of cold core eddies (CCEs –shown as blue
circles [cyclones] on Figure 4.9), resulting in higher amplitudes of cooling for TCs that cross
over them. Indeed, the direct influence of eddies on TC cooling was examined for Hurricanes
Katrina and Rita during the 2005 season when both storms crossed over a number of WCEs and
CCEs in the Gulf of Mexico (James and Shay 2009). The results confirmed that higher (lower)
SST drops occurred in the vicinity of CCEs (WCEs). In this instance, however, these dynamics
occurred in the Gulf of Mexico where few reefs exist and thus had little impact on the extent of
cooling at reefs. Also noteworthy is that the majority of eddies within the Caribbean are WCEs
(Murphy et al 1999) which are typically larger (100s of km in diameter) than CCEs (Figure 4.9).
Thus, it seems likely that TC cooling would be more often suppressed by a WCE than
augmented by a CCE. Examining whether this was so for each TC in 2005 and 2010 was
beyond the scope of this study as it would require defining eddy locations at the time of each TC.
Future research could do so by using satellite altimetry to reconstruct the relevant eddy fields
(Chelton et al. 2010). It would also be useful to track the propagation of the flood plumes with
satellite data (FField 2005; Hu et al. 2004) and to examine the influence of coastal upwelling,
which tends to occur along the coast of South America (Gordon 1967). Doing so would replace
a control point analysis as was done for the GBR (Chapter 3) by instead directly examining the
most likely alternative cooling processes.
Another consideration is the role major regional currents play in the circulation of SST. For
example, the results of this study suggest that TC cooling prevented thermal stress from
spreading further westward than it otherwise would (Figure 4.4). The notion that the warm SST
in the south-eastern Caribbean would tend to spread westward is supported by the presence of
westward flowing currents in the southern Caribbean (Figure 4.9).

Given that these and other

oceanographic processes in the Caribbean (Figure 4.9) are tightly linked to regional SST
circulation, simulation of the build-up and spread of thermal stress during a given season is
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possible using dynamic numerical models initialised with satellite and oceanographic data. This
would allow for a more detailed assessment of the role TC cooling plays in the spatial and
temporal distribution of thermal stress.

Figure 4.9: Topograph y, main surface currents and river outf lows of the Greater Caribbean.
Isobaths from 0 - 1000m are represented b y shades of green in increments of 100m (lightest green
= shallowest). Isobaths > 1000m are represented by shades of blue in increments of 1000m (light
blue = shallowest). Abbreviations f or major currents are: Caribbean (CAC), Florida (FC),
Gu yana (GC), Loop (LC), North Brazil Current (NBC), North Equatorial (NEC), Panama
Columbia Gyre (PC G) and Yucatan (YC). Circles represent examp les of mesoscale ocean
structures moving westward: anticyclonic warm core edd y (red), cyclonic cold core edd y (blue)
and NBC rings (dashed line). Major river outf lows are labelled in italics and coral reef locations
are depicted in orange. (Illustration adapted from Juanno et al. 2008 Figure 17).
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4.4.4 TC cooling as a possible thermal refuge to Caribbean reefs in the future
Elevated levels of thermal stress evident during the active period are consistent with
predicted rising SSTs, which are likely to result in more frequent and intense mass bleaching
events (Donner et al 2007; Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007). Increasing TC activity, however,
cannot be exclusively linked to unusually high SSTs as other environmental factors also
influence TC genesis (e.g. vertical wind shear; Gray 1968). The transition to the warm phase
of the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO) in 1995, a pattern that could persist for
several decades (Goldenberg et al 2001), is generally accepted as the start of the current
active TC period (Bell and Chelliah 2006). There is also evidence that changes in the warm
phase (El Nino) of the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO), an interannual climatic pattern,
could be less inhibiting to North Atlantic TC formation than usual in recent times (Kim et al
2009). Further, these interannual and interdecadal fluctuations are set against a backdrop of
warming SSTs due to anthropogenic global warming, which some models predict will
increase the average peak intensity and relative frequency of the most intense TCs (Knutson
et al. 2010).
The current active period of TC activity and frequent high SST in the Caribbean is likely to
persist for the next 10-40 years regardless of global climate change (Goldenberg et al. 2001),
suggesting that TC cooling will continue to provide thermal stress relief for reefs across the
Caribbean in the near future.

After that, SSTs are predicted to continue to rise, but

considerable uncertainties remain in how patterns of TC activity may change (Knutson et al
2010). A future decline in TC activity across the Caribbean would reduce chances for TC
cooling to prevent or reduce the severity of bleaching. If the predicted global increase in the
frequency of intense TCs proves true for the Caribbean, this could result in more intense, but
not necessarily more widespread, cooling – where this coincides with high thermal stress,
providing greater relief to reefs. However, depending on the spatial distribution of TC tracks
with respect to reefs, it could also increase the prevalence of TC wave damage to reefs (if
tracks tend to come closer to reefs than was observed in 2005 and 2010).
Much uncertainty remains about how reefs will respond to a changing environment. For
example, coral susceptibility to bleaching from a given level of thermal stress may increase
due to high CO2(Anthony et al. 2008), increasing the chance for TC cooling to benefit reefs.
Further, continued decline in Caribbean reef health over recent decades (Hughes 1994;
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Gardner et al. 2003; Mora 2008) suggests, for example, that vulnerability to wave damage
will remain low (and thus the overall effect of TCs will remain highly positive). However,
this may be offset by increased vulnerability of corals to mechanical damage from reduced
calcification rates (Madin and Connelly 2006) and cementation (Manzello et al. 2008)
predicted to result from ocean acidification due to high CO2 altering ocean Ph and aragonite
saturation state (Langdon & Atkinson, 2005; Silverman et al. 2009), though much uncertainty
about this remains (Jury et al. 2010).
Finally, while widespread increased frequency of high thermal stress at reefs is predicted
(Donner et al. 2007; Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007), actual levels of risk to reefs are clearly
highly patchy in space and time (Pandolfi et al. 2001). The potential for TC induced cooling
to reduce thermal stress on reefs and thus prevent or reduce the severity of bleaching
represents one source of this heterogeneity. Thus, the research presented here works towards
narrowing the uncertainties inherent in predicting the future response of reefs to rising
thermal stress. The results justify examining the potential for cyclone cooling to reduce
thermal stress on reefs throughout the world’s tropical regions, where the link between
cooling and thermal stress may not be as clear cut as was found for the Caribbean.
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4.5 Conclusions
Much more research is needed to fully understand the complex interaction between TC
cooling and thermal stress on coral reefs, particularly in terms of how particular coral
communities respond to lowered SST at times of high thermal stress. The work presented
here found that a series of TCs provided thermal stress relief to a number of reef areas during
two extreme Caribbean seasons. Of those areas exposed to cooling, the majority likely
received a net benefit whereby more reef area was cooled than damaged. These findings
support previous research which demonstrated that TC cooling can indeed benefit thermally
stressed corals reefs. As SST continues to rise, a key question is whether TCs can occur
often enough and at the right time to provide some reef areas periodic refuge from thermal
stress. In the Caribbean, this seems plausible as the current active TC period is expected to
continue in the coming decades. In other reef areas, with the exception of GBR reefs
(Chapter 3), it remains uncertain. A natural first step towards addressing this question is a
global analysis of the spatial and temporal distribution of TC cooling across the world’s coral
reefs (Chapter 5).
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Chapter 5: Can global ‘hotspots’ of tropical cyclone cooling act as
refuge for thermally stressed coral reefs?

5.1 Introduction
Steadily rising sea surface temperature (SST) is placing unparalleled thermal stress on global
coral reef communities, as evidenced by a growing frequency and intensity of mass coral
bleaching events over the last three decades.

Although numerous stressors can trigger

bleaching, broad-scale events are driven primarily by anomalously high SST (typically 1-2ºC
beyond climatological maximum; e.g. Hoegh-Gulberg 1999).

In some regions, past

bleaching events have already altered coral community structure (Marshall and Baird 2000;
Aronson et al. 2002) and by the mid-21st century, many reef populations could bleach
annually (Donner et al. 2005). With the additional threat of ocean acidification expected to
reduce coral reef calcification (Kleypass et al. 1999; Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007), the future
existence of modern day coral reefs (Scleractinia) is in jeopardy (Hughes et al. 2003; HoeghGulberg et al. 2007; Veron et al. 2009). Yet the impact of future environmental stress is not
expected to affect all reefs equally. Instead, it is likely that some coral communities will
maintain their current ecosystem function (potentially long enough for atmospheric carbon
reductions to be achieved) while others will phase shift to an alternate state no longer
dominated by hard corals (Hughes et al. 2003; Pandolfi et al. 2011). Given the current rate of
warming in the tropics (Deser et al. 2010), a key objective of coral reef conservation is
identifying reef areas with environmental and physiological characteristics that encourage
resistance and resilience to future disturbances (West and Salm 2003). It is within these areas
(both transitory [refuges] and consistent [refugia]) that eliminating or minimising
anthropogenic disturbances such as overexploitation and pollution could make the most
difference for the long term survival of reefs.
During thermal stress and associated bleaching events, corals tend to be patchily affected,
with bleaching occurring in clusters on the order of 1000s of metres (Berkelmans et al. 2004).
This heterogeneous response has been attributed to numerous environmental and
physiological factors including varying thermal thresholds among taxa, thermal acclimation,
bathymetry, water movement, UV radiation and cloud cover (Mumby 1999; West and Salm
2003; Baker et al. 2008). For example, a number of natural processes (e.g. currents, local
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upwelling) can periodically cool the sea surface providing corals relief from thermal stress
(Skirving et al. 2006).

Areas frequently exposed to such processes represent potential

thermal refugia for reefs (Riegl and Piller 2003; Skirving et al. 2006) as long as the resultant
cooling coincides with thermal stress and provides sufficient relief (Chollett et al. 2010). If
so, the spatial distribution of these can be incorporated into the design of marine reserves
(West and Salm 2003). Tropical cyclones (TCs) are known to cool broad areas of the sea
surface (Price 1981) during the warmest months when thermal stress builds. TCs represent a
potential natural mechanism that could relieve thermally stressed corals by reducing thermal
stress below critical levels to reduce or prevent bleaching, but also by preventing the build-up
of thermal stress to critical levels by interrupting the warming cycle earlier in the season.
However, to date, the patterns of TC-induced cooling with respect to thermal stress remain
undocumented and unquantified.
As a TC’s extreme winds stir the sea, cold water is forced up from below the thermocline into
the upper ocean layer via entrainment and upwelling (Price 1981). This creates a ‘cool wake’
that is discernible when observations of the pre- and post-storm SST field are differenced.
Past studies have shown cool anomalies up to 6ºC (typically 1-2ºC) that can persist for days
to weeks (Price et al. 2008) and extend 100s of kilometres from the TC centre (Stramma et al.
1986). During the 2005 bleaching event in the Caribbean, a field study provided the first
evidence that the nearby passage of TCs mitigated bleaching (Manzello et al. 2007).
Although TCs generate damaging waves that can have lasting impacts on coral communities
(Harmelin-Vivien 1994), cooling typically extends well beyond the zone of serious damage
(~30-90 km; Done 1992; Fabricius et al. 2008). Indeed, a case study of severe TCs on the
Great Barrier Reef (GBR) showed that there is potential for a net cooling benefit whereby a
greater area of reef is cooled than damaged (Chapter 3). Further, Chapter 2 analysed patterns
of TC activity and thermal stress across the tropics, and demonstrated that beneficial cooling
likely occurs in multiple regions, highlighting the need for future work to reconstruct TC cool
wakes with actual SST data in order to account for the inherent variability of TC cooling.
The magnitude of cooling is typically dependent on both the TC itself (e.g. intensity,
translation speed) and the oceanic setting (e.g. bathymetry, mixed layer depth, previous TCs)
which results in variable gradients of cooling throughout the resultant wake. For example,
when TCs track over a cold core eddy, the magnitude of cooling can be intensified (James
and Shay 2009). On the other hand, warm core eddies can suppress cooling (see Chapter 4,
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section 4.4.3). Thus, in an effort to identify reef areas that have previously been exposed to
TC cooling and to shed light on what might occur in the future, we reconstructed TC cool
wakes using satellite SST data over the recent past (1985-2009) following the methods
established in Chapter 3. Accumulated annual cooling throughout the tropics was mapped
and spatially aggregated for comparison with annual historic thermal stress data (maximum
Degree Heating Weeks (DHW) from Coral Reef Watch at 56 km resolution). Previous
bleaching events were then examined to investigate the potential influence of TC cooling on
the distribution of thermal stress near reefs. Based on these data, reef areas most likely to
benefit from TC cooling were identified. Finally, future trends of TC activity and thermal
stress were considered to better understand the implications of their potential interaction for
coral reefs under global climate change.

5.2 Materials and Methods

5.2.1 Cyclone cooling
A dataset of all TCs (where maximum wind speeds reached at least 17 ms-1) to transit the
study area (40°S to 40°N) over the period 1985-2009 (n=2030) was compiled (Figure 5.1)
from the International Best Track Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTRACS) TC database
(Knapp et al., 2009) and aggregated on a daily basis. Since the radius to gale force winds (17
ms-1) was not documented for most TCs prior to 2000, missing values were filled according
to storm intensity using average gale radiuses determined by Moyer et al. (2007) from a tenyear climatology of North Atlantic TCs. As the typical size of TCs tends to vary by region,
the estimated gale values were then adjusted according to basin averages derived from a ten
year global climatology of TC sizes (Chavas and Emanuel, 2010). These gale radii were then
utilised to conservatively estimate the extent of TC-induced cooling. For each TC, sustained
SST drops were calculated by differencing a 14-day composite SST before (pre-TC) and after
(post-TC) storm passage using the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s
(NOAA) daily 1/4° (~ 28 KM) optimum interpolation (OI) AVHRR + AMSR SST product
(ftp://eclipse.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/OI-daily/). Differencing the pre- and post-TC SST yielded a
14-day mean SST change (ΔSSTavg) provides a conservative measure, relevant to coral
reefs, of the magnitude and duration of TC cooling. To ensure that the correct SST grids
were used, the duration of each TC (defined as the period during which TC generated winds
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of at least 17 ms-1) was derived separately for each grid cell (see Appendix D). This was
necessary because some unusually long lasting and/or fast moving TCs can traverse
significant distances (i.e., 1000s of km) before dissipating. In other words, both the day on
which storm effects begin and end on can differ between grid cells within a TC’s footprint
(composite of gale radii during storm lifetime).

Figure 5.1: Tracks of tropical cyclones with minimum wind intensities of 17 ms - 1 across the
stud y area over the recent past (1985-2009).

5.2.2 Identifying spatial and temporal patterns in TC cooling
Accumulated cooling was calculated as the sum of ΔSSTavg across all grid cells for each
season. As thermal stress continues to rise over time, the time series for the study was split
into low (1985-1997) and high (1998-2009) thermal stress periods (see section 5.2.4 and
Figure 5.10 below). Accumulated cooling was averaged within each of these periods. Note
that due to the global span of the study area, typical TC seasons differ in temporal coverage
for each hemisphere (northern hemisphere – June to November; southern hemisphere –
November to May) and that for locations where the season extends into the next year
(southern hemisphere), cooling in a given month was assigned to the year where the bulk of
the season falls. For example, southern hemisphere cooling in November and December
1985 was assigned to the subsequent season (1986). It should additionally be noted that 85%
of TC activity in the west North Pacific typically occurs between June and October (Chen
and Tam 2010), despite the potential for favourable environmental conditions year round.
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Following prior studies that calculated probabilities of TC landfalls (Tartaglione et al. 2003;
Klotzbach 2011), Poisson probabilities for each type event occurring in a given year were
calculated at all 28-km reef cells using the formula:

Pr(X ≥ 1) = 1 – e- λ

(1)

where λ is the annual average number of events that have occurred during the 25 year study
period.
Although TC cooling was constrained to the TC ‘footprint’ of gale force or higher winds, it is
well known that cooling is not uniformly distributed in magnitude within that zone (e.g.
Stramma et al. 1986). This patchiness of cooling was examined over the study period for
three scenarios by calculating the percentage area of each TC footprint (excluding land) that
showed sustained cooled by: 1) > 0ºC (any cooling), 2) ≥ 0.5ºC (mild cooling) and 3) ≥ 1ºC
(intense cooling). This was then examined on a pixel by pixel basis by counting the number
of times a given pixel cooled to the defined threshold for each scenario and dividing by the
total number of times the pixel was located within a TC footprint (gale force+ winds) over
the entire study period and multiplying by 100.

5.2.3 Global distribution of coral reefs
Coral reef locations were sourced from the Global Distribution of Coral Reefs Dataset (2010)
produced by UNEP-WCMC (www.unep-wcmc.org; Figure 5.2). From this, two data layers
were created to match the spatial resolution of each of the cooling (28 km) and thermal stress
(56 km) data sets. For the respective datasets, each 28 or 56 km grid cell that contained a
portion of reef was designated as a ‘reef cell’. This change in resolution resulted in a drop in
the number of reef cells from 8280 to 3895, respectively. Though this represents a loss of
more than half of the world’s reef area, it is important to remember that the 28 km data is also
insufficient to represent many reefs. Until higher resolution SST and thermal stress datasets
are available (ideally at 1 km resolution), this loss of detail is unavoidable. Despite this, the
data is sufficient to identify the major reef areas (as opposed to individual reefs) thatare most
likely to benefit from TC cooling.
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Figure 5.2: Location of coral reefs (depicted in black) across the stud y area. Labels refer to
tropical cyclone basins: WNP (west North Pacific), ENP (east North Pacific), NA (North
Atlantic), WSP (west South Pacific), ESP (east South Pacific), NIO (north Indian O cean), WIO
(west Indian Ocean) and EIO (east Indian Ocean).

5.2.4 Thermal stress
Thermal stress levels over the study period were assessed using the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Coral Reef Watch (CRW) program’s degree heating
week (DHW) thermal stress index, which is a measure of accumulated thermal stress based
on a maximum monthly mean climatology [Liu et al., 2006]. Annual retrospective maximum
DHW grids (56 km resolution) spanning 1985 to 2009 (provided by CRW) were used to
characterise historical thermal stress at reefs. Given the recent well documented rise in SST
across the world’s oceans (Deser et al. 2010), lower thermal stress characteristic of the early
time series could bias the level of interaction observed overall between TC cooling and
thermal stress. Thus, the time series was split to contrast the earlier low stress (1985-1997;
average 0.61 at reefs cells) and later high stress (1998-2009 – average 1.56 at reefs cells)
periods.

5.2.5 Coincidence of cyclone cooling and thermal stress
In this study, we assumed that TC-induced cooling is most beneficial to reefs when it occurs
during times of peak thermal stress. Thus, when comparing patterns of cooling with thermal
stress, the accumulated cooling dataset was subset to only include cooling that occurred
during the five months when SST is historically the warmest for the northern (July to
November) and southern (December to April) hemispheres. For the latter, cooling in each
December was assigned to the subsequent TC season year. For the 1985 season, December
1984 cooling was omitted.
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Qualitative comparison of the temporal and spatial distribution of thermal stress and cyclone
cooling data was used to highlight areas where TCs may have assisted reefs by reducing
thermal stress over the recent past. This was additionally examined through case studies of
particular regions and seasons where thermal stress, TC activity and reports of coral
bleaching were widespread. In each case, a hypothetical scenario was conducted to explore
how thermal stress would have changed in the absence of TC cooling by directly adding
accumulated cooling (during the warmest 5 months) to the maximum accumulated stress
grids. Grid cells (56 km to match DHW grids) were then classified according to the level of
change in thermal stress resulting from this, assuming bleaching thresholds of 4 DHW (onset
of bleaching) and 8 DHW (severe bleaching).
The timing of cooling in relation to thermal stress was contrasted on an annual basis at all 28
km reef cells (spatial resolution of SST data) within range of TC cooling. An interaction
between thermal stress and cooling was assumed to be present at a given reef cell if a
minimum DHW of 3 and at least one cooling event (≥ 0.5 ºC - mild or ≥ 1 ºC - major) cooccurred there in a given year. A DHW value of 3 was chosen to indicate the presence of
thermal stress but also allow for possible preventative cooling which could keep DHW below
typical bleaching thresholds. The total number of interactions were compiled annually for
both mild and major cooling events and plotted against thermal stress averaged across all
reefs. Finally, the probability that thermal stress and at least one mild cooling event would
co-occur in a given year was calculated using (1).

5.3

Results

5.3.1 TC cooling
Examination of spatial patterns of mean annual accumulated cooling (a combined measure of
the frequency and intensity of cooling) over the low (1985-1997) and high (1998-2009)
thermal stress periods reveals several noteworthy trends (Figure. 5.3a, b). During both
periods, the highest concentration of cooling was found in the extremely active west North
Pacific (WNP) basin (see Figure 5.2 for the location of basins). However, the prevalence and
persistence of WNP cooling decreased slightly for the most recent period which is consistent
with a recent decline in TC activity in the region (Maue 2011). For the majority of the other
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basins, cooling either remained the same or increased, with the most notable rises found in
the North Atlantic (NA) and west South Indian (WSI) basins. In the WSI, a southward
expansion of cooling was coupled with increases in cooling along the entire east coast of
Madagascar extending further eastward past the islands of Mauritius and Reunion. The NA,
on the other hand, exhibited a pronounced increase in cooling throughout the entire region,
which is in accordance with a recent shift in regional tropical climate dynamics (Goldenberg
et al. 2001; Bell and Chelliah 2006). A small increase in cooling is apparent in the east North
Pacific (ENP) basin, with the high cooling gradient expanding northward to the Baja
Peninsula. In the remaining areas – North Indian (NI), east South Indian (ESI), east South
Pacific (ESP), and west South Pacific (WSP) – cooling levels remained relatively consistent
over the two periods.

Figure 5.3: Total accumulated tropical cyclone cooling across the tropics over the periods of
1985-1997 (A) and 1998-2009 (B). See appendix E for annual accumulated cooling over the
entire stud y period.

To examine how the frequency of cooling varies by intensity, annual probabilities of 0.5ºC
and 1ºC cooling events were determined, respectively, for each 28 km coral reef cell based on
25 years of historical TC cooling (Figures 5.4-5.6). A large number of reef cells (primarily
those located near the equator, where cyclones never track) did not experience cooling of at
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least 0.5ºC at all during the study period and were therefore assigned a zero probability (black
cells). While it can be assumed that an inactive TC regime within 5º latitude of the equator
will continue due to insufficient Coriolis force, TC cooling at reef cells beyond this zone
should not be completely discounted given the limited historical sample (cyclone frequency
can vary on century time scales – Nott 2003). In general, the probability of cooling gradually
increases with distance from the equator, peaking near reefs located at higher latitudes (20º 30º). This gradient is depicted clearly by the large range of cooling probabilities in the South
China Sea extending north from the southern Philippines to northern Japan (Figure 5.4).
Greater latitudinal and longitudinal variability occurs where TC activity is less frequent such
as within the GBR (Figure 5.4) and the southwest Indian Ocean (Figure 5.5). The moderately
active Caribbean basin displays high spatial variability throughout the region with the largest
probabilities occurring at reefs in the north and east (Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.4: Poisson probability that a cooling event of at least 0.5°C (A) and 1°C (B) will
both occur in a given year at a 28 km reef cell in the Indo-Pacific based on a 25 year history
(1985-2009) of tropical cyclone cooling.
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Figure 5.5: Same as in Figure 5.4 but for the west South Indian Ocean.
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Figure 5.6: Same as in Figure 5.4 but for the east North Pacific and Caribbean.

Contrasting the likelihood of 0.5ºC and 1ºC events (panels A versus B in Figures 5.4, 5.5 and
5.6) highlights areas where the magnitude of cooling might be restricted due to local
environmental factors (e.g. deep mixed layer, complex bathymetry) and/or inadequate TC
conditions (e.g. fast translation speed, low wind intensity). For example, at many reefs, such
as a large area of the southern GBR (Figure 5.4) and to varying degrees throughout all areas
(Figures 5.4-5.6), multiple 0.5ºC cooling events but few 1ºC events have occurred (coloured
cells on panel A turn black on panel B). Conversely, reef cells surrounding Mauritius (Figure
5.5) and parts of the Bahamas (Figure 5.6) have similar probabilities for both events,
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indicating that TC and/or environmental conditions tend to be conducive to high magnitude
cooling in these areas.
This issue was further explored by quantifying the frequency at which cooling was ‘realised’
at a particular location (grid cell) given the number of times that cell was located within the
zone of a TC’s gale force winds (e.g. inside a cool wake). Three scenarios were assessed to
determine how often a TC resulted in any cooling (> 0ºC), mild cooling (≥ 0.5ºC) and major
cooling (≥ 1ºC). A number of interesting patterns emerge from each of the scenarios (Figure
5.7b, c, d). For example, it is evident that cooling (as calculated in this study) does not
always result from TC activity (Figure 5.7b). Although some areas seemingly cool every
time they fall within a TC wake (dark blue cells; Figure 5.7b), this typically occurs in areas
where cyclones were infrequent (red cells; Figure 5.7a). Another way to visualise these data
is to examine the % area of a given wake that was cooled to various levels (any, mild, major
cooling). Figure 5.8 summarises this by showing the proportion of all cool wakes over the
study period for which the realisation of the levels of cooling covered various % areas of the
total possible wake (extent of gales), split into 10% bins. Examining these data (Figure 5.8)
shows that 20% of the TCs during the study period (n=2031) cooled throughout the majority
(>90%) of their wake while only 3% of the TCs failed to cool at all. In general, reefs in
relatively active areas that are least likely to cool during TC passage (< 40%; Figure 5.7b) are
found in patches primarily in the ENP, South Indian and South Pacific Oceans. The contrast
between mild (Figure 5.7c) and major (Figure 5.7d) cooling highlights areas where the
magnitude of cooling may be constrained by local environmental conditions. For example, in
the far southern Caribbean, the southern GBR and northeast Madagascar (black and dark
orange areas in Figure 5.7d), the incidence of major cooling is much less than that of minor
cooling. On the other hand, areas that are likely more conducive to major cooling (green
areas in Figure 5.7d) include the northeast Caribbean, southeast India, coastal northern GBR
and a large portion of the WNP. Accordingly, approximately 18% (36%) of TCs exhibit
major (minor) cooling in over half of the area of their resultant wakes (Figure 5.8). It should
be appreciated that these values reflect the spatial and temporal variability of both the key TC
characteristics and oceanic environment.
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Figure 5.7: The percentage of times when a 28 km grid cell was located in a cool wake from
1985-2009 (A) that it realised sustained cooling of > 0° (B), ≥ 0.5°C (C) and ≥ 1°C (D).
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Figure 5.8: Proportion of tropical cyclone wakes (n = 2031 over stud y period 1985-2009) f or
which the realisation of sustained cooling of various magnitudes (light blue > 0°C, medium
blue > 0.5°C, dark blue > 1°C) covered various % area of the tropical cyclone f ootprint (zone
of gale + winds).

5.3.2 Thermal Stress
As expected, average accumulated thermal stress generally increased throughout the tropics
during the latter half of the study period (Figure 5.9). In reef areas (see Figure 5.2), variable
rates of thermal stress increases are evident with the exception of the ENP, which underwent
a slight decrease. In both periods, the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) signal is clearly
visible along the central/east equatorial Pacific Ocean.
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Figure 5.9: Maximum annual accumu lated thermal stress (as indicated b y DHW) averaged
over the periods: 1985-1997 (A) and 1998-2009 (B).

Average annual thermal stress across all 28-km reef cells within geographical range of TC
cooling (n=4513; 55% of all reef cells) differs markedly between the low (1985-1997) and
high (1998-2009) thermal stress periods (Figure 5.10, right y-axis). Thermal stress at these
reef areas more than doubled from the earlier (mean DHW = 0.61) to the latter (mean DHW
= 1.56) period, which began in the year (1998) a global bleaching event devastated coral reefs
throughout the tropics (Figure 5.10; Goreau et al. 2000). Although 1998 remains the most
extreme single year of global thermal stress on record, the years that followed were
consistently high relative to the earlier period and have led to numerous regional bleaching
events (Figure 5.9; Baker et al 2008).

5.3.3 TC cooling during thermal stress
Years where thermal stress was high at coral reefs would presumably present more
opportunities for TC cooling to occur near thermally stressed corals. Yet whether such
interactions actually occur in a given season is largely dependent on the spatial and temporal
distribution of TCs. Past interactions were examined annually across all 28 km reef cells
within range of cooling and contrasted with thermal stress (Figure 5.10). The three years
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(1998, 2005 and 2007) with the highest percentage of interactions at reef cells occur during
the years with the highest recorded thermal stress. However, there are a number of other
years with relatively high thermal stress (e.g. 2001-2004) that have a low percentage of
interactions. Given that the global frequency of TCs tends to remain stable from year to year
(Maue 2011), these results illustrate the importance of the location and timing of TCs with
regard to thermal stress. Nevertheless, assuming that global TC activity frequency remains
steady, the overall trend of increasing frequency and geographic extent of thermal stress will
increase the likelihood of interactions in the future.

Figure 5.10: The left y-axis shows the annual percentage of 28 km reef cells (n=4513) within
geographical range of cooling that were exposed to thermal stress (DHW ≥ 3) and at least one
mild (≥ 0.5ºC; dashed line) or major (≥ 1ºC; solid line) cooling event. The right y-axis shows
annual maximum thermal stress (measured b y DHW; red bars) at these reef cells.

To determine the likelihood that cooling and thermal stress coincide in the future (potentially
preventing or reducing the severity and duration of coral bleaching), probabilities were
calculated based on the average number of times thermal stress (DHW ≥ 3) and at least one
mild cooling event (≥0.5ºC) coincided at reefs over the study period. A large number of reef
cells exhibit a relatively low probability (< 0.1), indicating that interactions, while quite rare,
have occurred in the past (Figure 5.11). There are, however, several distinct areas with
higher probabilities (≥ 0.1), most notably the entire Caribbean and northern WNP, the latter
of which had probabilities as high as 0.35 at reefs surrounding Japan. More locally, parts of
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Madagascar, Mauritius and Western Australia also show relatively high interaction
probabilities.

Figure 5.11: The Poisson probability that thermal stress (DHW ≥ 3) and a mild cooling event
(≥ 0.5ºC) will co-occur in a given year over the period 1985-2009

The timing of cyclone cooling with respect to thermal stress within a given season is crucial –
that is, does cyclone cooling occur at a given reef at the right time within a season to lower
thermal stress enough to make a difference? The 1998 global bleaching event offers a useful
case study for which to examine this, as TCs likely played a role in bleaching dynamics
during this event (e.g. Fujiwara et al. 2000; Goreau et al. 2000). As an initial indication,
comparing the tracks taken by TCs with respect to the location of thermal stress hotspots
(Figure 5.12) shows conspicuous gaps in stress where cyclones tracked (most notably, the
Caribbean, coastal tropical Australia, and the northern Indian Ocean). Poor timing (e.g. early
season) and lack of cooling realisation due to environmental factors or TC characteristics are
likely explanations for areas where thermal stress was high despite the presence of TCs, such
as offshore Western Australia. This was examined further by simulating how thermal stress
might have differed across the world’s reef areas in the absence of TC cooling (Figure 5.13).
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Figure 5.12: Maximu m thermal stress (as indicated by DHW) during th e 1998 global bleaching event. Tropical cyclon e tracks from th e 1998
season are d epicted by black lines.
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Figure 5.13: A simulation of how thermal stress might have changed at reef pixels (56 km) in th e absence of tropical cyclone cooling during the
1998 bleaching event in: the Caribbean (A), North Indian Ocean (B), west North Pacific Ocean (C), east South Pacific Ocean (D), west South
Indian Ocean (E) and Australia/west South Pacific Ocean (F). In th e legend, bleaching is d enoted by ‘BL’, where BL = 4 DHW and severe BL = 8
DHW. The central panel shows the full extent of thermal stress changes across all pixels regardless of whether or not reefs are present. In this
panel, reef locations are shown in black.
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Reefs in the Indian Ocean were among the worst affected during the global event, which was
driven by the combined effects of a severe ENSO, an active Indian Ocean Dipole and rising
background SST (Goreau et al. 2000). Despite a low level of TC activity in this region, some
reefs off the southwest coast of Madagascar and in the islands off to the east (Figure 5.13e)
were cooled by TCs around the time SSTs peaked (blue pixels). Similarly, the severity of
bleaching at reefs along the coasts of India (Figure 5.13b) and Western Australia (Figure
5.12f) was potentially reduced by TC cooling. In the South Pacific, a large area of cooling
extended from the Northern GBR across the Coral Sea to the dateline (Figure 5.13f). Much
of this cooled area exhibited relatively low levels of thermal stress (Figure 5.12). Yet without
the cooling, and depending upon the timing, some reef areas may have been pushed beyond
their thermal thresholds (green and yellow cells; Figure 5.13f). To the north, high TC activity
during the warmest months in the NWP likely created numerous opportunities for cooling to
reduce thermal stress, particularly for reefs in Japan, Taiwan and those in the northern
Philippines (Figure 5.13c). Over in the Caribbean, where thermal stress was comparatively
lower, bleaching at a number of reefs was possibly mitigated as a result of TC cooling
(Figure 5.13a).
Figure 5.14 explores other seasons when cooling might have altered bleaching dynamics via a
series of regional case studies. In 1992, cooling along the southern GBR reduced thermal
stress exposure during a mild bleaching event (Figure 5.14a), providing an example of
serendipitous cooling at thermally stressed reefs infrequently exposed to TCs.

Further,

bleaching was reported throughout the Japanese island chain during 2001 (www.reefbase.org)
as high levels of thermal stress spread throughout the region. Yet high TC activity also
resulted in a broad expanse of cooling which reduced thermal stress enough to prevent or
lessen the severity of bleaching at some reefs (Figure 5.14b). In the final example, cooling
along the east and southwest coasts of Madagascar and the island of Reunion likely benefited
a number of reef areas as a warm water anomaly approached from the east (Figure 5.14c note how the area of highest thermal stress corresponds to a large gap in cooling.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of thermal stress (as measured b y DHW) and simulated thermal
stress change in the absence of TCs f or regional b leaching events along the Great Barrier Reef
in 1992 (A), in the Northwest Pacific in 2001 (B) and Madagascar in 2009 (C). In the legend
for thermal stress change, bleaching is denoted b y ‘BL’, where BL = 4 DHW and severe BL =
8 DHW. The locations of reefs are shown b y thin black lines.
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5.4 Discussion
This study presents the first global investigation of TC-induced cooling at coral reefs and
builds on the work of Manzello et al. (2007), who used field data to demonstrate that nearby
TCs can mitigate coral bleaching during thermal stress events. Although utilising TC data
alone (e.g. extent of gale force winds) can provide an indication of cooling potential (Chapter
2), it does not provide a clear indication of cooling patterns as a number of factors can
influence the magnitude and duration of the cooling that results from TC activity. Past
research has established that the cooling response is complicated by the ever changing nature
of the TC and ocean parameters that drive it (Price 1981). Consequently, cooling is typically
patchily and asymmetrically distributed within a given TC’s wake, and hence it is only with
the reconstruction of cool wakes by differencing pre- and post-TC satellite SST data that a
clear indication of cooling patterns across space and over time can be revealed. Therefore,
we used such an approach to build the first global database of cool wakes (2031 wakes
reconstructed across the world tropics daily at a 28 km spatial resolution from 1985-2009).
This was followed by an examination of the spatial distribution and timing of cooling of
various magnitudes in the vicinity of coral reefs and contrasted with patterns of thermal
stress. From these data, it is evident that TC cooling across the world tropics is highly
variable both spatially and temporally, though the prevalence of cooling has clearly increased
during the recent more active thermal stress period (1998-2009) in many basins. This implies
that some reef areas have benefited more than others from past cooling and it is these areas
that this study aimed to identify.
Cooling occurs most frequently where TCs are most common (the Northwest Pacific) and
intermittently in other coral reef regions. Yet due to a combination of environmental factors
and the varying nature of TCs, cooling patterns within TC wakes show high variability over
space and time. Accordingly, examining the extent to which exposure to TC activity actually
translates into cooling (realisation) demonstrates that: 1) cooling within the TC gale zone is
almost always patchy, 2) exposure to TC activity almost never results in cooling at a given
pixel 100% of the time, and 3) clear regional differences exist in the typical realisation of
cooling which may correlate to local environmental conditions. Further, the potential for
cooling to benefit coral reefs depends largely on whether it occurs when thermal stress is high
or on the rise. A comparison of historical thermal stress to TC cooling indicates that a
number of reef areas, to varying degrees, likely benefited from past cooling and such cooling
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could provide potential refuge from future thermal stress. It is expected that thermal stress
will continue to rise over the next century. However less is known about how TC activity
will be influenced by a changing climate. Nevertheless, a thorough understanding of how
these two dynamic disturbances (i.e. TCs and thermal stress) interact over space and time is
vital for ensuring success of future conservation measures and informing ecological model
projections.

5.4.1 Factors influencing cooling magnitude and duration
As observed in prior studies (e.g. Stramma et al. 1986), significant variability exists in the
magnitude and duration of SST cooling throughout a TC’s wake (extent of gale force winds)
which can be attributed to the physical characteristics of both the TC itself and the local
oceanic environment. When cool wakes are composited over multiple seasons, it is evident
that some areas are more conducive to TC cooling than others (Figure 5.7). For example, in
the southern GBR, the local oceanography plays a notable role in the realisation of cooling.
In this region of relatively low TC activity (~4-10 TC wakes over 25 years), cooling in a
large reef area along the outer continental shelf never exceeds 0.5ºC while reef areas along
the inner shelf are occasionally exposed to higher magnitude events (Figure 5.7). This is due
to a combination of local oceanographic factors which influence the local availability of cold
water and the potential for it to travel from deep to shallow waters.
TC induced cooling is facilitated by a shallow mixed layer depth (MLD – depth to end of
warm surface water) as more cold water is available near the surface (Price 1981), requiring
less energy from TC winds / waves to raise cooler water to the surface. Additionally,
sufficient water depth is required to store enough cold water below the MLD in the
thermocline. Since many reef areas exist in shallow waters, the local bathymetry is key to
determining where and how easily cooled water from the deep ocean is transported (e.g. via
horizontal advection) to shallow areas. As is the case with many reefs, the GBR sits at the
edge of a steep continental shelf and is not far removed from a deep, cold water supply. In
the southern half of the GBR, cooling on the outer continental shelf is constrained due to
complex bathymetry and a dense coverage of reef islands (Figure 5.15). This is in contrast to
the inner shelf, where fewer physical barriers interfere with the influx of cool water and the
Capricorn Channel acts as a water passageway onto the inner shelf reefs (Weeks et al. 2010).
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Figure 5.15: Local oceanographic features affecting the realisation of TC induced cooling in
the southern Great Barrier Reef, 1985-2009. Dark gray shaded pixels indicate areas that
periodically cooled b y up to, but never beyond, 0.5°C. Thin black lines show bathymetric
contours and the thick black lines with arrows indicate the movement of the East Australian
Current (EAC; adapted from Weeks et al. 2010).

Local hydrodynamics and mesoscale oceanic features can also influence the distribution of
cooling. For example, cyclonic and anti-cyclonic eddies are often spawned from major
currents that flow along continental shelves such as the Gulf Stream in the NA and the East
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Australian Current (EAC) that runs adjacent to the GBR (Figure 5.15). Cyclonic (anticyclonic) eddies, are also known as cold-core (warm-core) eddies, can be thought of as
drifting rings of upwelled (downwelled) water. The upwelling associated with cyclonic
eddies is conducive to TC cooling since more cold water is freely available to mix with the
surface while anti-cyclonic eddies have a deep MLD that provides fuel for TCs to intensify
(Jaimes et al. 2009) . In the southern GBR, a stable cyclonic eddy (‘Capricorn Eddy’)
associated with the EAC is thought to transport cool water onto the reef shelf and possible
provide refugia from thermal stress (Weeks et al. 2010).

Further work is needed to

demonstrate if and how past TC cooling has been affected in this and other regions known to
be exposed to eddy activity. However, preliminary investigation in the GBR (Chapter 3) and
Caribbean (Chapter 4) suggests that TC wind stress was the responsible for the bulk of the
observed cooling.
The characteristics of a TC, which can vary throughout a storm’s lifetime, also have a
significant influence on the magnitude and extent of cooling. To begin with, a TC wind field
– the size of which is a key determinant in the areal extent of cooling – is asymmetrical, with
strongest winds found to the right (left) of the TC track in the northern (southern)
hemisphere. Past studies have identified a positive correlation between cooling and TC
intensity (e.g. Black 1983), with maximum cooling typically found on the strong side of the
track (Price 1981). The translation speed of a TC is also important as a slow moving storm
allows more time for winds and waves to induce upwelling (Bender et al. 1993). Finally, the
mixed ocean layer tends to deepen in the days following TC passage (Price 1981) which can
minimise further cooling by subsequent TCs in the area.

5.4.2 Future trends in thermal stress and cyclone activity
The increasing frequency and intensity of mass bleaching events has left little doubt that the
climate is warming at an unprecedented rate. Climate projections suggest this trend will
continue in the coming decades (Donner et al. 2005; IPCC 2007) and as a result, a greater
area of coral reefs will be impacted by thermal stress in the future. Yet warming rates are
expected to vary regionally throughout the tropics (Donner et al. 2005), with warming
expected to be the greatest in the central Pacific Ocean and slower warming rates in the both
the subtropics and southeast Pacific Ocean (i.e. coral triangle; IPCC 2007; Clement et al.
2010).
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Less is known, however, about how global tropical cyclone activity will respond to a
warming climate. The latest consensus is that the mean intensity of TCs will likely increase;
the frequency will either decrease or remain the same; and projections for individual basins
remain highly uncertain (Knutson et al. 2010). A recent study of TC activity spanning 40
years found that global TC activity has reached an all-time low over the past four years
(Maue 2011) yet it was concluded that similar fluctuations have occurred in the past.
Seasonal and decadal variability in global TC activity is strongly linked to various forms of
coupled ocean-atmosphere climatic patterns that alter large-scale environmental factors
relevant to TC genesis (e.g. Gray 1984) though it remains highly uncertain how such patterns
might evolve under global climate change.
Seasonal variability of TC activity throughout most basins is tightly linked to ENSO
(Landsea 2000), which is characterised by anomalously high (low) SST in the east and
central equatorial Pacific during its warm (cold) phase, El Nino (La Nina). The impact of
ENSO is evident in a number of basins where TC activity can increase or shift in distribution
depending upon the ENSO phase. For example, during La Nina years, TC activity increases
in the North Atlantic and near the east coast of Australia (Kim et al. 2009; Chand and Walsh
2011). Recently, it has been found that an alternate warm phase of ENSO, El Nino Modoki,
has become more prevalent over the past few decades (Ashok et al. 2007; Yeh et al. 2009).
During El Nino Modoki (CP El Nino, hereafter), the maximum SST anomaly shifts to the
central equatorial Pacific (Central Pacific Warming) compared to a conventional El Nino (EP
El Nino, hereafter) when this anomaly is confined to the eastern Pacific (East Pacific
Warming). Studies have shown that the influence of CP El Nino events on TC activity
differs from that of EP El Nino in some regions (Kim et al. 2009; Chen and Tam 2010) and
climate change projections suggest that the occurrence of CP El Nino will increase at the
expense of EP El Nino events (Yeh et al. 2009).
A number of other climate modulations influence regional TC activity (e.g. Pacific Decadal
Oscillation, Indian Ocean Dipole, Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation).

For example, the

recent active period in the North Atlantic is associated with a warm phase of the Atlantic
Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), which is expected to last for the next 10-40 years
(Goldenberg et al. 2001; Bell and Chelliah 2006). Not only does a positive AMO result in
above average TC activity during neutral ENSO years, but it masks the negative affect of EP
El Nino events and enhances the positive affect La Nina events (Bell and Chelliah 2006).
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Despite the uncertainties on the overall effect of background climate warming on TC activity,
the current state of these of large-scale climate patterns provides a reasonable indicator of TC
activity at annual to decadal timescales.

Knowledge of these modulations and the

implications they have on TC activity can be incorporated into short-term conservation
planning. For example, the Caribbean can expect the recent heightened TC activity to
continue as long as the AMO remains in its warm phase. This implies that the prevalence of
TC cooling will partially offset expected increases in thermal stress during this period,
leaving Caribbean reefs less likely to suffer high levels of mortality due to mass bleaching
and disease.

5.4.3 Regions most likely to benefit from cooling
In the absence of field data, it is difficult to definitively quantify a cooling benefit at the reef
scale (1000s of metres) due to the limitations of remotely sensed data (insufficient spatial and
temporal resolution) and the variable response of corals to thermal stress. Despite the coarse
spatial resolution of the data used in this study (28-56 km) relative to reef populations (< 1
km), the results clearly demonstrate that both minor and major TC cooling occurs in a
number of reef regions (Table 5.1), and is most prevalent in the Caribbean and parts of the
West North Pacific.
Table 5.1: Estimated prevalence of TC induced cooling benefits to coral communities (as
captured within 28 km ‘reef cells’) across the world tropics over the period 1985-2009. This
is measured as the number of reef cells in each major reef location f or which the f ollowing
probability thresholds were met: Column A – likelihood of mild cooling (at least 0.5°C) was
>= 0.15; Column B – likelihood of major cooling (at least 1°C) was >= 0.15; and Column C –
likelihood of both minor cooling and thermal stress (DHW >= 3 weeks) was >= 0.10. The
latter indicates that TC cooling occurred during thermal stress.
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It is no surprise that these regions boast the largest area of reefs with a predisposition for
cooling due to the widespread distribution of reefs with moderate (Caribbean) to high (WNP)
TC activity and high realisation of cooling from that activity (Figure 5.7). Other areas show
potential at more localized scales, including reefs in the GBR, South Pacific, Northwest
Australia and Southwest Indian Ocean.

When assessing which reefs are likely to benefit

most from periodic TC cooling (given the prevalence of cooling with respect to thermal stress
- Table 5.1), it is also worthwhile to consider relative levels of biodiversity. Presumably
periodic relief of thermal stress at reefs with higher biodiversity would provide a greater
ecological value (Roberts et al. 2002). For example, the Caribbean experiences frequent,
widespread cooling, periodically occurring at times of thermal stress, yet is one of the least
diverse coral eco-regions in the world (Figure 5.16). Given this, other areas that are less
frequently cooled by TCs than the Caribbean, but boast higher diversity (e.g., reefs in the
west North Pacific, South Pacific and Indian Ocean) may be better candidates for targeted
conservation measures (West and Salm 2003; Baskett et al. 2010).

Figure 5.16: Coral reef ecoregions across the world’s tropical oceans compiled by Veron et al.
(2011).

For those reefs that are periodically exposed to cooling (55% of reef cells), the timing of a TC
with respect to thermal stress is a key factor in determining the extent to which cooling
provides a benefit. If TC cooling reduces thermal stress often enough to lengthen the
intervals between bleaching events, corals would have more time to fully recover between
such events, which could allow some species to increase their thermal thresholds via
adaptation mechanisms (Baker et al. 2004; Grottoli et al. 2006). From Table 5.1 (Column C),
it is evident that cooling often occurred when thermal stress (as measured by DHW) was
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measured at levels insufficient to cause coral bleaching. For example, in the Caribbean, only
about 27% of reef pixels that had a reasonable probability to experience minor cooling in a
given season (889) were likely to do so when thermal stress was high (236). However, it
should be emphasised that the probabilities are derived from environmental conditions of the
recent past and do not consider future changes in the climate.

Furthermore, these

probabilities do not consider the preventative effect of early season TCs (see Chapter 4,
section 4.3.3). As SST continues to rise (and more regions experience heightened SSTs more
frequently) in the coming decades (IPCC 2007), a greater area of coral reefs will be exposed
to thermal stress on a more frequent basis (Donner et al. 2005). With more opportunities for
cooling to reduce thermal stress, the likelihood of future interactions will increase in many
areas. Thus, for all reefs within geographical range of cooling, this study undoubtedly
underestimates the probability that an interaction will occur in a given year. Further, it has
been shown that thermal stress below the threshold level identified to cause bleaching (4
DHW) can still stress corals, increasing vulnerability to disease (Bruno et al. 2007) and
lowering growth rates (Jokiel and Coles 1977; Leder et al. 1991) and tissue regeneration
capacity (Meesters and Bak 1993). It is also possible that cooling which occurs early in a
given season could interrupt a SST warming cycle and thus prevent thermal stress from
occurring altogether (the likelihood of which is not detectable using our method). Thus,
assuming that TC cooling will benefit reefs only if it occurs at time when measured thermal
stress approaches the level sufficient to cause bleaching may be overly conservative.
Although the above case studies of global and regional bleaching events were restricted to
cooling that occurred during the five hottest months, it only takes one month of 1-2ºC SST
anomalies (~ 4 DHW) to trigger coral bleaching (e.g. Hoegh-Gulberg 1999). Thus, the
coarse temporal resolution (yearly) of the thermal stress data used in this study limits our
ability to unequivocally determine whether TC cooling played a role. Additionally, the fact
that we calculated SST cooling from 14-day pre-/ post-TC SST fields means that our
measures of both the duration and magnitude of cooling were conservative. Ideally, cooling
and thermal stress would be examined in more detail by way of an event by event analysis
such that the immediate (e.g. removal of hotspots) and lasting (e.g. accumulation ceases)
effects of cooling on thermal stress are documented.

Furthermore, the 28 km spatial

resolution of the SST data likely misses some of the local scale variations in cooling that are
relevant to reefs. Increasing the spatial and temporal resolution of the analysis is challenging
due to technical issues with high resolution (e.g. 4 km) satellite SST data at short temporal
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scales (such as missing values for pixels near a TC due to cloud cover; Kilpatrick et al. 2001).
Future work will address these difficulties to develop a custom-designed SST database of
finer spatial resolution that will enable more accurate estimation of both cooling and thermal
stress.
Although beyond the scope of this study, it is well known that cyclones also cause
devastating physical damage to coral communities within a typically narrow asymmetrical
swath (~90 km) of the TC track. Clearly, those areas that sustain extensive catastrophic
damage from a TC have little prospect of benefiting from any associated cooling. Yet a case
study of four recent TCs within the GBR utilised a conservative TC damage model (e.g.,
over-predicting the extent of damage) to conclude that even an intense TCs can cool a
considerably larger area than they damage (Chapter 3).

Future work, incorporating

refinements of TC wave damage models via field survey validations that are currently
underway, should delineate TC damage zones for each cool wake to determine the spatial
extent of the associated net cooling benefits and adjust probabilities accordingly.

5.4.4 Implications for conservation
This analysis represents the first global effort to map historical TC cooling and relate it to
thermal stress at coral reefs. Despite limitations imposed by the technical challenges noted in
the previous section, clearly there exists scope for TC-induced cooling to benefit reefs
throughout all TC basins, as suggested by earlier studies (Manzello et al. 2007; Chapter 2).
Further, as noted above, it is expected that more opportunities for TC cooling to occur at
times of thermal stress will arise in the future as thermal stress on the world’s coral reefs
increases in frequency, intensity and spatial extent, though uncertainty remains in how
changes to the climate will affect TC activity, particularly in individual TC basins (Knutson
et al. 2011). The high spatial and temporal variability of TC induced cooling of reefs implies
that recognition of these patterns could be useful in making conservation decisions, as some
reef areas exhibit a higher likelihood of future interactions than others.
However, current theory for the design and management of marine protected areas (MPAs)
does not account for the impact and interaction of dynamic disturbances such as TCs and
thermal stress.

Frameworks for incorporating disturbance risk into conservation planning

exist but have yet to address how disturbances might interact (Ban et al. 2012; Mumby et al.
2011; Game et al. 2008). The findings of this study demonstrate that the interaction between
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tropical cyclones and thermal stress has significant implications for the future of coral reefs
under global climate change. This underscores the urgent need to design and adapt MPAs to
include disturbance-related information to ensure coral reefs are put in the best position to
survive the environmental pressures they face.

Further research effort using higher

resolution SST data (e.g. 1-4 km) is required to better understand local variability and classify
areas based on their favourability to TC cooling.
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Chapter 6: Discussion

6.1 Introduction
For millennia, modern day coral reefs have thrived within a context of natural disturbances
(e.g. tropical cyclones, climate fluctuations; Pandolfi 1999).

Yet recent (post-industrial

revolution; Pandolfi et al. 2003) increases in both the frequency and intensity of
anthropogenic disturbances (e.g. overfishing, rapid climate change) has altered the overall
disturbance regime to now consist of an array of acute and chronic disturbances between
which recovery periods are shorter (Connell 1997; Hughes et al. 2003). Further, many of
these disturbances co-occur to affect reefs to an extent either more (synergistic) or less
(antagonistic) than expected if they occurred in isolation (‘ecological surprises’ – Paine et al.
1998). Given the recent and possibly unprecedented rate of coral decline in some regions
(Pandolfi 1999; Pandolfi et al. 2005; Wilkinson 2008), much attention has been placed on
protecting the ecological resilience (ability to absorb disturbance without ‘phase shifting’ to
an alternate state dominated by fleshy algae) of coral communities in the face of future
disturbance (Baskett et al. 2010; Hughes et al. 2010). Thus, an imperative for successful
coral reef conservation management is an understanding how corals will respond to this
altered disturbance regime. Doing so requires not only the ability to predict how reefs will
respond to individual disturbances but also to disturbances that occur in combination, as well
as estimation of the probable frequencies of such interactions now and under global climate
change.
Tropical cyclones (TCs) and mass coral bleaching are among the most frequent and
widespread acute coral reef disturbances, and often synergistically interact with local chronic
stressors (e.g. overfishing, terrestrial run-off; Hughes 1994), as well as each other (Mumby
1999), to devastate coral communities. Yet a recent local scale study in the Caribbean
highlighted the possibility of an antagonistic interaction between TCs and thermal stress.
Specifically, the nearby passage of a TC can lower sea surface temperature (SST) near reefs
sufficiently to reduce the magnitude and duration of coral bleaching (Manzello et al. 2007) as
well as potentially mitigate sub-lethal effects such as increased vulnerability to disease (e.g.
Bruno et al. 2007). The notion that TCs can benefit thermally stressed corals has also been
recognised by others (e.g. Obura 2005; Wilkinson, C. and Souter, D. 2008; Eakin et al 2010;
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Edwards et al. 2011), raising the question of whether TC cooling offers another mechanism
for providing thermal refuge to the world’s coral reefs. Despite its potential importance for
designing effective conservation strategies (West and Salm 2003), the interaction between
TCs and thermal stress had yet to be explored in depth prior to this thesis and doing so was
thus the fundamental aim of this research.
This thesis argues that in order for TC cooling to have the potential to provide refuge from
thermal stress, the following four conditions must be met:
(1) That TC cooling can lower SST sufficiently to either reduce thermal stress levels
below meaningful thresholds or slow / prevent thermal stress build-up over a season
(e.g., enough to benefit reefs) across broad regions as well as isolated areas (Chapters
2, 4, 5);
(2) That it is possible for a given TC to benefit (reduce and /or prevent the build-up of
thermal stress) a greater area of reef than it harms (via physical damage from TC
waves) to produce a ‘net cooling benefit’ (Chapter 3);
(3) That thermal stress relief from TC cooling occurs frequently enough at some reefs to
provide a meaningful, though intermittent, refuge from bleaching and / or the
associated sub-lethal effects (Chapter 5); and
(4) That the distribution and timing of such relief varies across the world’s reefs
sufficiently such that it provides a basis upon which to rank reefs by conservation
priority (Chapters 2, 5).
Whether the potential for refuge is realised for a given reef or given coral species of course
depends on coral response to thermal stress and cooling which was beyond the scope of this
thesis to examine.
As detailed in section 6.2 below, this thesis indeed demonstrates that the four conditions
above were met for the period 1985-2009 and concludes that the spatial and temporal
dynamics of TC cooling should be investigated further as another potential mechanism for
providing thermal refuge to some of the world’s coral reefs in an era of climate change. To
this end, section 6.3 identifies key areas where the analysis can be improved and extended to
ensure that the results are suitable for use in coral reef conservation management schemes
and ecological response models.
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6.2 Summary of key findings
Below is a synopsis of the key findings that demonstrate how the four conditions defined in
section 6.1 were met over the time period 1985-2009.

1. The spatial and temporal variability of
tropical cyclone activity and thermal
stress shows a number of regions where
these two disturbances are likely to
interact.
Chapter 2 (Carrigan and Puotinen 2011) demonstrated that thermal stress is negatively
correlated (at 99% level) to TC activity (measured as number of TC days) at reef areas across
the entire Caribbean (Table 2.1).

This suggests that frequently cooled reefs tend to

experience less overall thermal stress. While other regions did not yield the same result over
such a broad spatial (basin-wide) and temporal (25 years) scale, increasing the resolution of
the analysis (e.g. smaller region over a single season) yielded similar negative correlations in
regions such as Japan, Western Australia and the Great Barrier Reef (GBR). Overall, these
results indicate that condition 1 was met for the North Atlantic and that there is potential for
it to be met in other basins if examined at a finer spatial and temporal scale. Further, the
results also indicate regional differences in the extent to which thermal stress is reduced by
cooling, which suggests the potential for condition 4 to be met.

2. A ‘net cooling benefit’ (whereby a greater
area of reefs is cooled than damaged by waves)
from a tropical cyclone is possible, even in the
most severe wave conditions.

Prior to this thesis, no published studies have considered whether a net cooling benefit from a
TC is possible. This was addressed via a case study of severe TCs on Australia’s GBR
(Chapter 3) which found that two out of the four intense TCs considered produced a net
cooling benefit, justifying further effort to examine patterns of TC cooling at broader spatial
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and temporal scales. Overall, these results demonstrate that condition 2 is met even for a
‘worst case scenario’ situation where TCs are intense, thus maximising the extent of potential
wave damage.

3. The local scale mitigation of bleaching by TC
cooling demonstrated by Manzello et al. (2007) is
indeed possible across broad regions as evidenced by
the 2005 and 2010 Caribbean seasons.

A case study of two extreme seasons, where both thermal stress and TC activity was high
across the Caribbean, proved that the cooling benefit observed by Manzello et al. (2007) can
indeed occur across broad regions and that the absence of this cooling would have resulted in
an increased severity and a more widespread distribution of heat-induced bleaching, fulfilling
condition 1. During each season, thermal stress intensity (hotspots) and duration (DHW) was
notably lower at reefs with at least 1⁰C of accumulated seasonal cooling (Figure 4.5).
Although the spatial distribution of TCs and thermal stress varied between the seasons, the
highest accumulated thermal stress (max DHW) was typically found in areas with minimal
TC cooling (Figure 4.4). Further, a test of how the absence of known cooling would have
changed thermal stress levels (with respect to bleaching thresholds; Figure 4.6), revealed that
in both seasons cooling was pervasive at reefs (~75% of reef cells) and a notable proportion
of reefs (~25%) were held below DHW thresholds (DHW = 4 and 8) assumed to trigger
bleaching.

4. The spatial and temporal patterns of TC- induced
cooling over the recent past (1985-2009) reveal a
number of regions where cooling likely played a role
in reducing the severity of past thermal stress events
and thus validates TC cooling as a source of
intermittent thermal refuge.

An examination of TC cooling across the world’s tropical oceans over the recent past (19852009) revealed that cooling does indeed occur more frequently in some reef areas (Figures
5.3-5.6). Part of this variation is due to differences in the frequency of TC activity (Figure
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2.1), and some to the differences in local oceanographic and TC characteristics that influence
the extent to which TC activity actually translates into cooling (Figure 5.7). The annual
probability of that thermal stress (DHW ≥ 3) and TC cooling coincided within a season (at
least one cooling event ≥ 0.5⁰C) at reef cells was as high as 40% (Figure 5.11), which
satisfies condition 3. Figure 5.13 (world tropics, 1998) and Figure 5.14 (GBR 1992, NW
Pacific 2001, Madagascar 2009) demonstrate specific cases where the absence of the TC
cooling that occurred would have made a difference to whether thermal stress reached levels
sufficient to cause harm to corals, further satisfying condition 1. Overall, it is clear that some
reefs experience beneficial cooling more often than others, which provides a basis for
differentiating between reefs to target conservation priorities, thus satisfying condition 4.
In summary, this thesis provides the first investigation of the extent to which TC induced
cooling can provide intermittent thermal refuge for some of the world’s coral reefs, and has
produced an extensive world first global spatial database of the frequency, timing and
intensity of TC cooling from which the probabilities of TC cooling, as well as its interactions
with heightened thermal stress, were derived. In addition, exploration of variation in the
realisation of cooling within areas of TC activity given known ocean state and TC parameter
drivers also yielded insights for future investigation. Though much work remains to be done
(as described in the next section), sufficient evidence now exists (as presented in this section)
to justify further investigation into the spatial and temporal patterns of this cooling to enable
its incorporation into conservation planning under global climate change.

6.3 Directions for future research
Given that it is possible for a reef area to receive a net cooling benefit (Chapter 3) and that
some areas are more predisposed to TC-induced cooling than others (Chapters 4 and 5), the
next logical questions to pose are: how frequently do net cooling benefits typically occur and
how do they vary globally – at present and under future climate scenarios? Before moving
forward to address these, refinements to the methodology presented in this thesis are needed.
As discussed in previous chapters, the distribution of both TC cool wakes and waves capable
of damaging coral reefs can affect broad areas at a time (100s of km) but are patchy at very
local scales (10s of m to km). Likewise, the spatial distribution of thermal stress emerges
over similarly broad areas with high local variability in corals affected by bleaching and
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disease. Thus, effective modelling of TC net benefits to coral reefs must be done over a very
large area at as fine a spatial resolution as possible. Below is a summary of key areas for
future work that, once addressed, will enable the findings of this thesis to be more readily
incorporated into conservation action.

6.3.1 Increase spatial resolution of analysis
Throughout this thesis, satellite SST data was by far the most important parameter as it acted
as the primary input for the majority of the analyses. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that the
quality and resolution (spatial and temporal) of this data had an enormous influence on the
results and subsequent conclusions. Although TC data (sourced from IBTRACS; Knapp et
al. 2010) was important for defining the location of cool wakes, the considerable inherent
spatial uncertainty associated with such data (Kruk et al. 2009) was less critical than the SST
cooling metrics derived from satellite SST observations. In other words, despite constraining
the extent of cooling to potentially uncertain (and sometimes estimated – see Chapter 2,
section 2.1.) TC gale radii, the presence and extent of a TC are ultimately evident from the
SST signal (Figure 3.3 m-p). Thus, rather than attempting to address the inherent uncertainty
of the TC data, future investigations of TC cooling should focus on improvements to the
quality and resolution of SST data.
To minimise processing times and to take advantage of existing gridded daily SST data,
NOAA’s 28 km (1/4°) Optimally Interpolated (OI) Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) daily SST product (OI SST hereafter) was utilised for all analyses
except for those in Chapter 3, where a higher resolution (6 km) dataset was used for three out
of the four case study TCs. The main advantage of using gap-filled daily SST products, such
as OI SST, is that they allow daily SST grids to be matched up with corresponding days when
each TC effectively started and ended from the perspective of a given pixel (TC start and end
days – see Appendix D). However, important variation is found at finer spatial scales (4 km)
for both thermal stress (e.g. Selig et al. 2010) and TC cooling (Figure 6.1). For example, a
weekly 4-km resolution SST database spanning 21 years found notable variability in
bleaching- and disease-related SST anomalies at spatial scales less than 50 km (Selig et al.
2010), the resolution most widely used to monitor thermal stress, as was the case with this
thesis. A similar issue is apparent with the 28 km resolution OI SST used in previous
chapters to calculate cool wakes.
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Figure 6.1: A comparison of Hurricane Rita’s (red line) cool wake (Caribbean 2005) using the
(a) 4 km resolution 5-day AVHRR Pathfinder SST and the (b) 28 km OI daily SST. The cool
wake in (a) was calcu lated based on the difference between 20 -day (average of f our 5-day
grids) pre- and post-TC averages while (b) is based on the difference between 14-day average
grids (derived from 14 daily grids). For (a), all availab le observations were used and missing
data was ignored. In both cases, the extent of the cool wakes was constrained to the extent of
gale radii over the lif e of TC Rita.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the difference in spatial detail evident in a TC’s cool wake when the 28
km OI SST used in this thesis is contrasted with higher resolution (4 km) AVHRR Pathfinder
SST (PFSST). At present, PFSST dataset is the highest spatial resolution available with
global coverage over the study period (Casey et al. 2010). While this data is available at a
twice-daily (day and night) temporal resolution, it is not gap-filled (e.g. by using spatial
averaging, in-situ data) like the OISST, and is thus prone to data gaps, particularly when
clouds are present (Kilpatrick et al. 2001). To combat this, PFSST is typically temporally
binned (e.g. 5-day, 7-day) which in the context of this thesis would represent a trade-off that
increases the spatial resolution (28 km to 4 km) at a cost of temporal resolution (e.g. daily to
5-day). For example, the 4km resolution cool wake in Figure 6.1 was calculated using the
four 5-day PFSST images available immediately before and after TC passage. This is far
from ideal as it does not allow for SST images to directly correspond to TC start and end
days. This issue could be addressed by creating a rolling (e.g. centred on the middle day) 5day PFSST dataset, which is not currently available (see http://pathfinder.nodc.noaa.gov). By
utilising existing SST processing methodology (e.g. Selig et al. 2009; Casey et al. 2010) to
combine SST images in this way, a high resolution SST dataset could be designed (including
uncertainty estimates) specifically for monitoring TC cooling near coral reefs. Using the
resultant data would improve how cool wakes are delineated (e.g. does cooling often extend
beyond TC gale radii), provide additional insight into how oceanic variables (bathymetry,
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eddies, currents) affect local cooling, and provide cooling probabilities at a spatial resolution
much more relevant to individual coral reefs.

Furthermore, in the absence of higher

resolution (< 50 km) thermal stress products, a set of historical thermal stress indices (e.g.
DHW, hotspots) could also be derived from this high resolution SST dataset. Consequently,
the effect of increasing temporal resolution should also be examined by examining the
coincidence of both short term (hot spots) and long term (DHW) thermal stress response to
TC cooling. As an interim step, this could be done using the existing hot spot data to assess
the worth of doing so at the finer scale.

6.3.2 Examine variability in the role of regional processes on cooling
Although studies have found that the bulk of cooling observed in the vicinity of a TC after its
passage can be attributed to vertical mixing from TC winds, horizontal advection and air-sea
heat exchange (Price 1981, Huang et al. 2009), the state of the ocean (oceanic context) at the
time of the TC affects the magnitude of cooling that occurs at a given location within a given
TC wake. This includes the depth to the mixed layer, the regional and local bathymetric
context, and regional oceanographic processes such as oceanic eddies, currents and river
flood plumes. As a result, notable cooling rarely occurred every time where sufficient TC
conditions existed to create it over our study period (few dark blue pixels on Figure 5.7d).
Further, the extent (Figure 3.4) and magnitude (Figure 4.2) of cooling was typically patchy
within a given cool wake, the extent of this patchiness varied between TCs and regions
(Figure 5.7), and cooling was increasingly patchy as higher thresholds for magnitude were
considered (Figure 5.8).
Regional oceanic processes can either limit or promote cooling as noted in Chapters 3 and 4.
Chapter 3 used a control point analysis for a case study of four cyclones in the GBR to
demonstrate that while some cooling occurred from other processes, the bulk of cooling was
likely due to the cyclones. As this will vary both for each TC and in general between and
within regions as oceanic context varies, future work should extend the control point analysis
to include a more comprehensive set of TCs across all of the oceanic provinces where TCs
and coral reefs coexist. From such a dataset, one could document in more detail how the
relative effect of such processes tends to vary, addressing such questions as whether there are
particular regions where TC cooling is particularly inflated or limited by regional processes.
In locations where oceanic eddies and flood plumes are known to be important (such as the
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southern GBR and the Caribbean), the control point analysis should be augmented by direct
examination of eddies and plumes. This would require defining eddy locations at the time of
each TC, which could be done by using satellite altimetry to reconstruct the relevant eddy
fields (Chelton et al. 2010). It would also require mapping and then tracking the propagation
of the flood plumes with satellite data (as has been done for the Caribbean - FField 2005; Hu
et al. 2004 and the GBR – Devlin and Schaffelke 2009).

6.3.3 Refine TC damage estimates
It is well known that tropical cyclones can devastate coral reef communities through extreme
wave action (Woodley et al. 1981; Done 1992, Fabricius et al 2008), and to a lesser degree,
via the eutrophication, sedimentation, lowered salinity and algal blooms that can be
associated with flood plumes from excessive rainfall (Harmelin-Vivien1994). As discussed
in Chapter 3 (section 3.4.2), there is scope to improve the prediction of TC wave damage by
accounting for the local TC disturbance history (Hughes and Connell 1999), which requires
modelling coral structural vulnerability (Massel and Done 1993, Madin and Connelly 2006).
Doing so will facilitate refinement of damage thresholds based on TC wind speeds (such as
those identified by Puotinen 2007, Gardner et al 2005, Fabricius et al 2008) using the latest,
as well as future, field surveys of wave damage. This will result in the identification of
thresholds that are more representative of the full range of relevant reef environments and TC
characteristics.
Although TC-generated flood plumes are capable of causing severe damage to exposed corals
(Brodie et al. 2010), effective watershed management and responsible land-use practices can
minimize the overall impact (Wooldridge et al. 2006; Richmond et al. 2007). Nonetheless,
recent advances in flood plume monitoring using remote sensing (Brodie et al. 2010) can
provide insight into the extent and duration of damaging flood plumes, which could be
integrated into TC damage estimates, making the ‘net cooling benefit’ calculation more
comprehensive. For example, a study on the GBR found that the areal extent of river flood
plumes was a function of both wind direction and discharge volume (Devlin and Schaffelke
2009). While these dynamics may differ in other regions, future work can shed light on the
varying environmental characteristics that contribute to the propagation of plume waters in
coastal reef environments, and with these results methods can be developed to account for
flood plume damage following a TC.
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6.4 Conclusion
Despite the daunting projections of how the world’s coral reefs will respond to a future of
increasing natural and anthropogenic disturbances (e.g. Hoegh-Gulberg et al. 2007), reefs
will not be affected equally. More likely, reef degradation will vary spatially and temporally
(Pandolfi et al. 2011) in part due to differential mortality and recruitment among species
following a disturbance (i.e. selectivity of disturbances; Hughes and Connell 1999), as well as
local environmental factors that may minimise the deleterious effects of some disturbances
(West and Salm 2003). Marine protected areas (MPAs) are a key management tool that can
promote successful reorganisation and recovery of coral populations following a disturbance
by minimising chronic human stressors (Bengtsson et al. 2003). However, even though
catastrophes can often determine the long-term persistence of coral populations (Mangel and
Tier 1994), the dynamics of acute disturbances (e.g. TCs, thermal stress) are rarely
considered in marine conservation strategies (Allison et al. 2003). While consideration of
disturbance risk can greatly improve the success of MPAs, challenges can arise when
attempting to combine the probability of multiple disturbances (Game et al. 2008),
particularly when disturbances interact in a non-additive way (Crain et al 2008).
This thesis provides the first convincing evidence that TCs have the potential to provide
intermittent thermal refuge to coral reefs over broad spatial and temporal scales – which can
ultimately contribute to the overall resilience of coral reef communities and thus has
implications for coral reef conservation. When these two stressors coincide, the cumulative
impact will not only depend upon on their respective intensities and how they interact, but
also on a coral population’s sensitivity to the individual stressors. For example, branching
taxa (e.g. Acropora) have a high sensitivity to both thermal stress (Marshall and Baird 2000;
McClanahan 2004) and TC wave damage (Madin and Connelly 2006), whereas massive taxa
(e.g. Porites) are less sensitive to both disturbances.

Incorporating the dynamics of TC-

induced thermal stress relief at coral reefs into conservation planning thus requires further
examination of this phenomenon at finer temporal and spatial scales to determine how often
the potential for TCs to provide refuge is likely to be realised. This is clearly feasible by
building upon the methods presented in this thesis.
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Appendix A – Software and scripting
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) was used extensively in this thesis due to the
inherently spatial nature of the investigation.
9.3.

The primary GIS software used was ArcGIS

The Arc Macro Language (AML) in ArcInfo Workstation and ModelBuilder in

ArcToolbox were used to automate large processing tasks, of which there were many given
the vast extent of the study area, the relatively high spatial resolution and the need to work on
a daily basis over multiple decades. In short, a great deal of GIS processing was required to
generate base data sets (e.g., TC days, TC footprints, TC cool wakes, TC wave damage
zones, accumulated cooling and accumulated thermal stress, etc) before the resultant data
could be analysed to address the research questions posed by the thesis.
Generally, AMLs were sourced from either Puotinen 2005 or developed by Puotinen, while
ModelBuilder scripts were developed by Carrigan.

AMLs were used when suitable code

already existed or could be easily adapted and prior experience indicated that processing
would be faster using ArcInfo workstation. Making use of this existing resource enabled
Carrigan to focus on the analysis, interpretation and presentation of the resultant data (a huge
task which itself required automation which was done in ModelBuilder by Carrigan). Doing
this made it feasible to tackle such a large study area over such a long time frame at relative
high spatial and temporal resolution within the time frame of the thesis.
A conceptual description of key automation processes is given in subsequent appendices.
AMLs and scripts can be provided upon request if necessary.
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Appendix B – Preparation of TC data
B.1 Introduction
Data describing the basic characteristics of each TC along its track were needed throughout
this thesis to delineate, reconstruct and map such phenomena as: daily TC activity (Chapter
2), the extent of observed cooling that can be reasonably attributed to a TC (extent of gale
force winds - Chapters 3-5), and TC surface wind speeds for estimating TC wave damage
zones (Chapters 3-4). This required estimates for the following key parameters (Table B-1).
Tab le B-1. Key cyclone parameter values needed for this thesis.

TC
Parameter Description
Latitude /
Longitude
of TC eye Defines the position of the TC eye for each time step along the track
Time
Central
pressure

Year, month, day, time (UTC) each eye position was recorded
Air pressure (in hPa) within the eye - this falls as a TC becomes
more intense.
Air pressure (in hPa) beyond the lasted closed isobar of the TC (ie,
Ambient air ambient conditions). The difference between this and central
pressure
pressure drives storm intensity.
Radius of maximum winds: distance from the center of the TC eye to
Rmax
the eye wall where wind speeds peak.
Radius to
Distance from Rmax to where winds are of gale force (17 m.s-1).
gales
Translation
Speed at which the TC as a whole is moving.
speed
Translation
Direction to which the TC as a whole is moving.
direction

Rarely is it possible to measure TC characteristics directly via field instrumentation, though
in the North Atlantic, aircraft sorties are often flown through storms to collect direct
measurements of intensity. In general, however, indirect methods such as satellite remote
sensing, radar and the like are used to map the location and nature of each cyclone along its
track. Typically this data is measured, estimated and recorded by a range of meteorological
agencies across the globe, each using somewhat different methods to do so (Knapp et al.
2010, Landsea et al. 2006). This, and the nature of TC data itself, means that typically
considerable uncertainties are inherent in these data – most notably in the position of the TC
along its track and in the estimation of its intensity.
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While this is a difficult problem to tackle (and one that was beyond the scope of this thesis as
it is the focus of major projects by several world meteorological agencies), recent work to
develop a single integrated global database of TC observations – the International Best Track
Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTRACS) dataset (Knapp et al. 2009) provided a single
best source for modelling TCs at the global scale. The data was obtained on-line and
imported into Excel and ArcGIS 9.3 for processing.

B.2 Finding and correcting errors in IBRACS
Although IBTRACS clearly represents the best world-wide TC database currently available,
error checking of the data still proved necessary. This involved the following:
(1) Identifying and removing duplicate storms and eye positions within storms. If this
was a result of data recorded for the same eye position by multiple agencies, the
following order of priority was used to select the chosen values:
1. National Hurricane Center (NHC)
2. Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC)
3. Reunion
4. Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BOM)
5. Tokyo
(2) Detecting and correcting incorrect geographic coordinates of eye positions. Rarely,
latitude and longitude values were reversed or a negative sign was missing.

In

addition, due to the consequence of working at the global scale, longitude values that
were exactly 180 or -180 were altered by 0.000001 to avoid technical problems with
the ArcGIS 9.3 software.
(3) Eliminating eye observations at the start or end of a given storm (typically pretropical storm and decay period, respectively) where winds did not meet the study
criteria of gale force (17 m/s). Eye positions that did not meet this threshold but
occurred in the middle of a storm track were retained such that the path of the track
could be accurately mapped.

Additionally, entire storms for which no central

pressures or wind speeds > 17 m/s were recorded were removed.
(4) Estimating missing data for various key parameters:
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1. Central pressure (hPa). This parameter is typically recorded by all agencies but
can be missing for isolated eye positions, and more rarely, for entire recorded
storms (usually those that are very weak).

For storms with hPa values

periodically missing (typically occurs when unusual (not six hourly) time steps
are included – BOM being the most frequent offender), missing values were
filled with surrounding values (closest in time, usually preceding missing value).
For storms with wind speeds > 17 m/s and missing hPa values (primarily Eastern
Pacific TCs), hPa values were linearly interpolated from wind speed based on the
Saffir-Simpson scale of TC intensity.
2. Ambient air pressure. For this study, standard values from the literature for each
TC basin were used.
3. Radius of maximum winds (Rmax). This parameter is rarely recorded. For this
study, it was estimated based on empirical data collected by 400+ flight sorties
through actual cyclones around the world, though largely in the North Atlantic
(using equations 12.1 and 12.2 in Willoughby and Rahn 2004). Where some
Rmax values existed for a given storm, missing values were filled with
surrounding values if the gap in time between recorded values was minimal.
4. Radius to gale force winds (Rn). This parameter was rarely recorded prior to the
early 2000s. If Rn values existed for a storm, missing values were filled with
surrounding values. For some storms, Rn was recorded for multiple quadrants –
in this case, the maximum value of these was used. Otherwise, missing data were
filled based on storm intensity using average gale radii determined by Moyer et
al. [2007] from a ten-year climatology of North Atlantic TCs. To account for
regional TC size variation, the estimated gale values were adjusted using basin
averages derived from a ten year global climatology of TC sizes [Chavas and
Emanuel, 2010].
5. Storm translation speed and direction. These parameters are rarely recorded in
global databases, though they are intermittently reported in real time as part of
TC warning messages to the general public. These were estimated for each eye
position based on the relationship of that position with the prior one using a series
of AMLs developed and reported in Puotinen (2005). For TCs that crossed or
near the International Date Line, it was necessary to re-project, placing the
central meridian at 180 (rather than 0) to avoid distortions in the resultant
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distances and angles.

Where possible and feasible, estimated values were

checked against those reported in TC operational warning messages.

B.3 Interpolating observations to 1hourly intervals
Data about each cyclone was generally, though not always, recorded every six hours. To
ensure an accurate attribution of gale conditions to given days (Chapter 2), for carrying out
TC wind modelling for damage estimates (Chapter 3) and for accurately delineating cool
wakes (Chapters 3-5), it was necessary to linearly interpolate between these observations to a
one hourly interval. This was done using a set of AMLs developed for and provided in
Puotinen 2005.

B.4 Automated generation of grid extent points to define study area for
each TC
A given TC generates winds that extend only a certain distance from the eye. To use the
entire world tropics study area for each TC would unnecessarily generate extremely large
grids with lots of empty pixels. Thus, an automated procedure was devised using AML to
determine the maximum extent of gale winds or higher to be generated by each TC, represent
this as a gale wind zone (buffer) and then use the bounding coordinates of the buffer to
generate bounding coordinates in the TC eye position point file to be used in the wind
modelling. This ensured as well that the wind speed grid generated for each TC eye position
covered the same extent for a given storm (see Puotinen 2007).
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Appendix C – Finding TC gale days
A useful summary index of exposure to TC activity is the ‘TC day’ which typically is defined as
whether a given location experienced TC generated gale force (17 m.s-1) winds or greater on a
given day. This data can be reconstructed using parametric wind models to generate hourly TC
wind fields and then using these to identify a gale zone. However, given that the radius to gales
(distance from the TC eye to the maximum extent of gales in a given direction) is now typically
measured using satellite technology and recorded in world meteorological databases, it is also
possible to extract such data and use it to map a gale winds zone (using a buffer). This provides
a maximum extent of gales, as it assumes that the farthest distance to gales (in the strongest
sector of the TC) is the same for all sectors. Thus, gales should not extend beyond this distance
but it will overestimate their extent on the weak side of the TC (right/left side in
southern/northern hemispheres). Data to do this was sourced from the global IBTRACs database
(see Appendix A) and the process was automated using AML.
TC day counts for each day of the study period were produced according to the following
procedure:
1. Construct gale zones around each 6 hourly eye position of each TC over the study period
across the world tropics by doing a buffer based on the radius to gales (Rn) attribute.
2. Aggregate gale zones from #1 into daily gale zones for each TC.
3. For each day of the study period, combine all TC gale zones into a single grid for that
day.
4. For each year of the study period, count the number of times each pixel was located
inside a gale zone and then find the average over the entire study period.
Where a TC crossed the International Date Line, additional processing was required to first reproject the data such that the central meridian was set to 180 instead of 0, then do the analysis
and project the data back to match the rest of the dataset.
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Appendix D – Delineating cool wakes
As described in the methods sections for Chapters 2 – 5, the boundary of each cool wake was set
by the TC footprint and the magnitude of cooling within the wake was calculated by differencing
a set of SST images corresponding to days before and after the passage of each TC. This was
done using the following basic steps, all of which were automated with a series of AMLs:
1. Clip each SST image to the extent of the study area,
2. Find the study day on which each TC effectively started and ended for a given pixel,
3. Identify the set of SST images relevant to each TC for both the pre and post calculations
for each pixel,
4. Use the images in #3 to find pre and post TC averages for SST for each pixel and for
each TC given the relevant start and end days,
5. Calculate the SST drops for each pixel for each TC, and
6. Crop the drops grid for each TC (#5) to the extent of the TC footprint to produce the cool
wake.

Why find a separate TC start and end day for each pixel?
For a given TC, daily gale zones were split into two grids - ‘TCstarts’ and ‘TCends’ - to indicate
for each pixel affected by gales from that TC when the TC started and ended. This was
necessary because TCs can move considerable distances in a short time – thus, a single start and
end day would not be accurate for every pixel (Figure D-1).
For example, for pixels located near the start of the TC track, the first recorded eye position of
the TC day would reflect the first day those pixels experienced gale force or higher winds.
However, gale conditions would have long subsided at those pixels by the time the TC reached
its last recorded eye position. The opposite is true for pixels located near the last recorded eye
position of the TC.
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This was done separately for TCs with eye positions located near the International Date Line,
which had to be projected into a Mercator-based coordinate system centred on -180 degrees
longitude to avoid distortion in distances.

Figure D-1. Examp le of how the start and end day of a tropical cyclone can vary on a pixel b y
pixel basis due to the movement of the storm over time. For pixels located near the end of the
storm track, gale f orce wind conditions are not experienced until Day 5 of the TC (effectively
making Day 5 the start day) and do not stop until Day 6 (making Day 6 the end day).

Appendix E – Yearly accumulated cooling
The figures below show annual accumulated TC cooling for every year of the study period
(1985-2009) across the study area. This is the same data used to create Figure 5.3.
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